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PREFACE

An Introduction to the Dacca Dialect of Bengali is
based on e eac ing ex An n rodu.c ion to beneli,
Peat I (Honolulu: East-Wesenti57, by
Edward C. Dimock, Jr., Somdev Bhattacharji, and Suhas
Chatterjee, insofar as structure of the lesson materials
and general methodology are concerned. That text how-
ever assumes as its target what is ordinarily called
Standard Colloquial Bengali, the language of reasonably
well educated people spoken all across Bengal, but
based upon the dialect spoken in and around Calcutta.

Over the past several years, it has become in-
creasingly clear that students who have learned the
SCB and gone for study or other purposes to East
Pakistan have a sometimes serious linguistic adjust.
ment to make. The fact has been recognized by the
Peace Corps, for example, under whose auspices Mr.
Rafique ..ulislam, also using as a model the SCB text,
prepared special materials for East Pakistan at the
University of Minnesota. Some of his ideas have been
incorporated into the present text, and we wish to
acknowledge our gratitude here.

We wish also to thank Mr. Shamsul Bari of Dacca
and the University of Chicago, for his assistance with
the preparation of the final copy, and Professor Edward
Dimock of the University of Chicago, for supervision
and editing of the final draft.



INTRODUCTION

1. The language.

The Bengali language is spoken by upwards of seventy-

millions of people in the eastern part of the Indian sub-

continent; it is a recognized language in both the Republic

of Pakistan and the Republic of India.

Bengali is an Indo-European language, and therefore of

the same linguistic lineage as English and the other Euro-

pean languages, though of a different branch of the family.

The branch of the family to which Bengali belongs is called

Indo-Iranian; its sub-branch is called Indic. In the Indic

family, among the modern languages (of which the direct an-

cestor is a form of Sanskrit) are Bengali, Hindi, Marathi,

Gujarati, Sindhi, Assamese, Oriya, Panjabi, Nepali, Sinha-

lese, and Kashmiri. These languages are closely related to

one another as are, for example, Italian and Spanish of the

European Romance branch of the Indo-European family. Other

languages of India, such as Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, and

Kannada, are of an entirely different language family (Dra-

vidian) .

The immediate origins of the Bengali language are some-

what obscure,' The chances are that it derives directly from

an Eastern variety Of an Indic language closely related to

Sanskrit, perhaps a "dialectical" variety of that language.

In any case, in the stages of Indic language development

known as Prakrit and Apabhramsa, it seems clear that in the

eastern areas of the Indian sub-continent -- those areas now

occupied by the Indian states of Bengal, Assam, Orissa, the

eastern part of Bihar, and the Pakistani province of East

Bengal-- divergent forms of language were developing.

1. For an extensive study of its history, see S.K. Chatterji,

Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, Calcutta Uni-

versity, 2 vol., 1925v27.

Zrattrl..7,1111r.r.f.rr.rf.X.C.11.1233,5,tiSr-2V.



Theearlies11tearliest work in Bengali which has been so far discovered

is that of the so-called ciurya-padas, late Buddhist religious

verses.2 Some scholars date these songs as early as the 8th

century, although the 10th century would probably be more ac-

curate. Interestingly, these songs have been claimed by the

Assamese to be in Old Assamese, by the speakers of Oriya to be

Old Oriya,by the speakers of Hindi to be Maithili, and by the

Bengalis to he Old Bengali.

Bengali has a very long and a very rich literary tradi-

tion. The high points of Bengali literature have been per-

haps in the periods of the 14th through the 17th centuries,

when the great Vainava religious literature in the form of

lyrics, biographies, and theological treatises was written,

and in the 19th and 20th centuries, when Bengali literature

underwent a renaissance under the impact of Western literary

forms. This was the period in connection with which such

names as Rabindranath Tagore and Bankim-candra Chatterji are

heard.

That Bengali literature has had t'Bse two peaks does

not mean that between them things were stagnant. On the con-

trary, in other periods much literature of interest and often

of outstanding quality was being produced: for example, the

Capg-mangal of Mukundarim and the Vidy&-sundar of Bhgrat-

candra. The Muslim rulers of Bengal, who held sway from the

beginning of the 13th century until their defeat by the Bri-

tish in 1757, were ardent patrons of Bengali literature.

Under their patronage both Hindu and Muslim writers flour-

ished. 3

2. The arya-padas were discovered in a MS in Nepal by M.M.
Haraprasad Shastlri. They have been published several times
in Bengali, and some of them translated into English (Sukumar
Sen, Old Bengali Texts--in Indian Linguistics, Calcutta, 1948)
and into French (M. Shahidullah, Les chants Adrien-
Maisoneuve, Paris, 1928).

3. See Sukumar Sen, History of Ben ali Literature ;Sahitya
Akademi, New Delhi, 15607157p.Sen, History of Bengali Lan-
guage and Literature, Calcutta UnivaiaTY7735477767Wash,
Bengali LitierAture, Oxford University, 1949.

am.s.ww.
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2. Type of

The language which you are about to begin learning is a

modified form of the type of Bengali spoken in and around

Dacca, the capital city of East Pakistan. There is as yet

no standard language spoken all over East Pakistan, in the

way in which "standard colloquial Bengali" is spoken and un-

derstood by educated speakers throughout West Bengal and to

some extent throughout the whole Bengali-speaking area.

You will find that in phonology, morphology, and lexicon

primarily, this modified Dacca speech differs in some cases

fairly radically from the type of Bengali presented in An

Introduction to Benaali Part I. It is because of these dif-

ferences, which must be recognized by the increasing numbers

of students and others concerning themselves particularly

with East Pakistan, that these special lessons have been

designed.

The term "modified form" was used above. This does not

mean that the language which you will learn in these lessons

is an artificial language. It does mean that "pure" Dacca

dialect, which is as divergent a dialect as that of Birbhum

or that of Sylhet from the standard language, will not be as

useful to the majority of foreigners in East Pakistan as a

modified form of it. For pure dialect forms will be useful

only in the geographically -- and, it is possible to add,

social -- areas in which the dialect is spoken; speech which

incorporates more standard forms with dialect features which

are standard or becoming so, will be understood and used by

educated Pakistanis throughout East Pakistan.

The fact that the dialect here described is modified

is indicated by the fact that, as will be seen in the prac-

tice sentences, there is a certain amount of stylistic choice

possible. For instance, the standard Bengali post-position

/goDgeol will sound well to the Dacca dialect speaker in some

environments, while the more purely dialectal form /loge/ wil:

"seem to be more appropriate" in others. The occurences of

these variations are entirely unpredictable, and usually, in

the practice sentences, both will be given.
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3. The materials.

a. Aims.

This work is An Introduction to the Dacca Dialect. Al-

though we will not neglect the written language -- indeed,

part of our purpose is to teach you to read the language well

-- it has seemed to us sound practice both practically and

pedagogically to introduce you to the spoken language first.

Before we begin to teach you the written language, we want

you to be able to carry on simple but reasonably fluent con-

versation in Bengali. The reasons for our putting the spoken

language first are three. First, it is assumed that you will

be using the spoken language in the future, that you will at

some time be in East Pakistan. Secondly, the Bengali writing

system is quite as deviant from the pronunciation of the

language as is the English one; to learn to spell Bengali

words in Bengali script is not the most elementary, and there-

fore not the first, task. Finally, and perhaps most impor.,

tant. we feel that reading the language will come easier to

you if its sentence patterns have become familiar through

speech. In other words, when you learn to read you will be

able to think of the sentence or part of the sentence as a

unit, and not be forced to read "word by word", trying to fit

each word into the sentence pattern consciously and slowly.

Bengali is not a highly inflected language in which there are

many case-endings and other factore which make the relation-

ships of words to each other obvious; on the contrary, Benga-

li, like English, is a language in which great subtlety is

possible through syntactic variation. You would be more puz-

zled by this if you attempted to go directly to the written

language than you will be by mastering the patterns of the

spoken Bengali first.

b. Arrangement of materials.

The arrangement of each unit or lesson within the

book is as follows:

1. Conversation. "Build-up", translation, and
Bengali.
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2. Grammatical points which occur in the conversa-
tion materials.

3. Pattern drills: English to Bengali.

4. Translation drills: English to Bengali.

5. Vocabulary.

For the first several lessons, mutation and other drills

given on the tapes will be reproduced in the written text of

the lesson, to help you get used to the system.

The student is expected to deal with this material as

follows:

1. Conversation. The conversations and other drills are

recorded on tape. Before each class, the student should spent

time listening to the tapes of the lesson, memorizing the sen

tences and mutations, ..and preparing himself to be able to re-

produce them flawlessly in class. Note that "flawlessly"

means not only in good grammatical form, but with good pro-

nunciation and intonation as well. The taped drills are de-

signed to help you to do this. In the class, the instructor

will move around the room, asking each student to reproduce

the sentence, first in English, then in Bengali. As one stu-

dent repeats, other students should repeat the sentence under

their breaths. If a mistake is made, both instructor and

student should repeat the sentence in full, with corrections.

The conversation drills can then be used as conversations,

with the instructor as A and the student as B, or with two

students taking two parts, or with some other arrangement.

The conversation is the base of the whole lesson. It is ne-

cessary, therefore, that the sentence in it should be per-

fected before going on.

2. Grammatical section. This section is designed to

give variants and to point out formal types of structure

which occur within the conversation. This grammatical sec-

tion is not designed to stand alone, but to explain and ex-

tend what has already been memorized. Knowing what is in

this section will not enable you to speak the language. But

,4 VikAtie 4 .1
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occasionally verb or other paradigms occur within this sec-

tion; it will not hurt you to memorize these. It is impor-

tant that you know what is in this section -- read it with

care, and drill on it where necessary. For the first se-

veral lessons also, there are charts of sentence structure

included in the grammar section. Go through these charts

carefully, forming all possible Bengali sentences. The in-

structor may also use these charts as a basis for construct-

ing Bengali sentences for comprehension drill. In such a

comprehension drill, the instructor should speak the Bengali

sentence; after him, the student will repeat the sentence

and translate it into English.

3. The pattern drills are based upon the sentence pat.?.

terns which occur within the conversation, with variation in

vocabulary. The purpose of these is to fix a sentence pat-

tern in the student's mind, so that he can reproduce the

pattern automatically, with his concentration only upon the

subQtituted form. This type of drill is good also for voca-

bulary. The instructor will move around the class, drilling

each student on the pattern. It is to be noted that these

pattern drills are designed only as a base; it is expected

that the instructor will add variations of his own. It is

to be noted also that the pattern drills are vertically

constructed, so as to constitute a connected conversational

sequence: i.e.; la, 2a, 3a, etc.; lb, 2b, 3b, etc.

4. Translations. These are also based on the conversa-

tion, though they are more deviant than are the pattern drills

It is expected that the student will write these translations

out, first in transliteration and, after it has been learned,

in the Bengali script. The vocabulary in the last section is

designed to go along with both the pattern drills and with

these translation exercises.

5. Vocabulary cards should be made and kept up to date.

6. It is to be noted that there are other types of

drills which can be profitably used -- for example, completior

drills. It is also expected that unprepared conversations
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will be used, in which the instructor supplies a stimulus

in the form of a physical object, or in the form of state-

ments and questions to the students. Students will answer

in Bengali, and, when corrected, repeat the complete Bengali

sentence as above.

c. The method.

1. The materials presented here assume that one

of the instructing staff will be a native - speaking Bengali.

The following points should be remembered about this method

of instruction, which will be new to some. First, as will

be pointed out again, mimicking the speech of the Bengali

speaker is not insulting or impolite in this situation. On

the contrary, it is flattering to him that you want to learn

his language correctly. Try to imitate his speech as closely

as possible. It is his native language, and he knows how it

should be spoken. Secondly, the speech of one Bengali speaker

might differ slightly from that of another, just as an Ameri-

can from Boston will speak differently from one from Texas.

But as both Bostonians and Texans speak good English, so you

will speak good Bengali if you imitate the speech of your

instructor. Further, do not worry about mistakes in recita-

tion. Our only aim is to teach you the language. You will

have a chance to correct yourself.

2. It is wise to remember that you are about to begin

learning a language which is perhaps different in gramma-

tical and other concepts from those European languages with

which you are more used to dealing. Every language has its

unique qualities. Do not try to impose the traditional gram-

matical concepts which you might have learned in Latin, for

instance, on Bengali. It might work, but it might only serve

to cloud the issue.

3. Learning a language is work. There are possibilities

of easing the strain, and we have tried in these materials to

do this as much as possible; but there is a point beyond which

nothing but your own effort can suffice. You will need
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to memorize vocabulary and patterns, you will need to work

to perfect your pronunciation; there is no way around this in

learning a foreign language.

4. Finally, relax. When they reach the point at which

they can read and speak the language with competence, most

people feel amply rewarded for their effort. In reaching

that point, however, there might be some periods during

which you feel that little progress is being made. All that

we can say is that you can be taught the language if you are
willing to learn. Do not be discouraged if things do not

seem to go at first as fast as you had hoped they would. It

is better to get a firm foundation in the language at the ex-

pense of speed than to have a rapid but superficial smattering
of it. You will soon reach the point where you will be able

to read and speak easily and fluently.



An Introduction to the Dacca Dialect of Ben ali

Part I. Phonology.

1. The following is a diagram with which you should become

familiar. Examine the diagram and locate the parts of your

mouth indicated with the help of your tongue or of a mirror.

The proper reproduction of Bengali sounds is going to force,

your articulatory organs into positions which will be un-

familiar to you, unless you already happen to know some other

Indo-Aryan language. The more aware you are of the location

of the articulatory organs and points of articulation, the

more control you will have over them, and the easier it will

be for you to learn to put your tongue and other organs in

proper position for the reproduction of a particular sound.

A

B

C

D
E

F

G

H

I --

nasal passage

upper lip

upper teeth

alveolar ridge

palate

velum

tongue blade

tongue tip

lower teeth

lower lip

Diagram A.

2. At first, the reproduction of certain Bengali sounds will

seem a bit awkward to you.. It is important to remember that

all people are given the same set of articulatory organs, and

that almost any individual can learn to reproduce the sounds

of any spoken language. The vocal muscles of some individuals

may, however, have been more fully developed than those of

others, just as a particular individual may have a more fully

developed and more controlable set of biceps or any other

muscle. Therefore some of you may find that you can learn
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to reproduce unfamiliar sounds easily and rapidly; others may

find that they have a little more trouble at first. It is

vital for those who do seem to have a little trouble at first

to realize that learning to pronounce Bengali sounds well is

a matter of establishing a new set of articulatory habits;

this will come with time, effort, and practice. You will be

able to pronounce the language well if you want to do so

enough to work at it.

"The student should be ready to mimic the speakers whom

he hears. Every inflection, every lip movement, every tongue

movement, every gesture -- oral and non-oral -- should be re-

peated by the student with as much fidelity as he can attain.

He may "feel queer" in attempting to mimic but he should re-

member that he has a choice: (1) he may choose to appear

queer to himself but less queer to the native because of the

accurate reproduction of the sounds, or (2) he may choose to

appear natural to himself but seem to the native speakers of

the language to be very queer and "foreign" because of his

carry-over of English sounds to the other language. In adult

society within a single language group it is likely to appear

highly discourteous for one person to mimic another, but when

different languages are involved the speakers of the one are

highly pleased when a foreigner attempts to speak their lan-

guage flawlessly. The mimicry of foreign speakers with scru-

pulous attention to detail is socially commendable rather

than rude. The student should take every opportunity, there-

fore, of trying to mimic native speakers, taking care to re-

produce their sounds as accurately as possible.*

3. Symbols.

Since the roman alphabet does not allow for the represen-

tation of certain of the sounds which occur in Bengali, modi-

fications of it have been made in the romanized transcription

Emgmbewlimmg..1..S=.41..,FOwirnIMENIOwe

Kenneth L. Pike, Phonemics, A Technique for Reducing Lan-
ty of miargair---

Press, 1947. p. 12.
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in which this Introduction to the Dacca Dialect of Bengali

has been partially written. We have tried to use as few un-

familiar symbols as possible, but a few are unavoidable.

These will quickly become familiar to you. Those which are

unfamiliar are the following:

1. 4/(subocript dot). There is only one English sound

represented by the symbol t. In Bengali, there

are two: "dental" and "retroflex?. The "retroflex"

sound is represented therefore by the letter symbol

with the sub-script dot. The dot will also occur

with the letter symbols th and d. (Educated

speakers will sometimes MT the retroflex r.)
IMMO

2. /11/. The sound is that represented in English or-

thography by the sequence ng: the final sound in

the word "ring" ((rirA). The sound is a single

one, and therefore is represented by a single symbol

in phonetic writing; this also saves orthographic

confusion when there is a phone sequence [ix], as

there frequently is in Bengali.

3. /th/ (kh, etc.). This symbol does not represent

the sound which it represents in the English words

"thin" and "then", but symbolizes an aspirated t.

For a discussion of aspiration, see below section

k 1.2

4. /g/ is one of the common phonetic symbols for the

sound represented by the English letter-sequence

sh. The English word "shin", therefore, could be

phonetically represented in our transcription as

[sin].

5. /s/ is the symbol for the vowel

word "cat" ([khet]).

6. /6/ is the symbol for the vowel

dialects have in the word "law"

([so]); those in whose dialects

sound in the English

which some American

([ lo]) or "saw"

this sound does not

4,11i.24,1
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occur will have to learn it as a new sound.

3.1. Since Bengali orthography is quite as deviant from

pronunciation as is English orthography, we will not intro-

duce the Bengali script until a fair grasp of pronunciation,

vocabulary, and word and sentence patterning has been gained.

It is advisable, however, for the student to learn to work

in Bengali script as quickly as possible after it has been

introduced. Leaning too heavily on the transcription can be

dangerous in terms of learning the written language.

4. The Bengali sounds:

4.1. Consonants.

The following is a list of the significant consonant sounds

in Dacca dialect. The list follows the Bengali alphabetical

order. This is the way in which the consonants are arranged

in a Bengali dictionary (consonants as a block follow the

vowels as a block). Therefore it will save you trouble in the

future if you learn them this way. The consonants are:

[ko, kho, go, glo, or,. 0, s, z, zl, t, th, d, d

to, tho, do, d o, no, po, fo, bo, b` o, mo, lo,

ho]

4.1.1. Many of these consonant sounds will be completely

familiar to you as speakers of American English. The fami-

liar sounds are

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

as in

kh

g

0

z

f

b

m

1

h

American

American

American

American

American

American

American

American

American

American

American

English

English

English

English

English

English

English

English

English

English

English

"kit"

"get"

"ring"

"zip"
"fan"

"ban"

"man

"lamb"

"shin"

"sin"

"ham"

[khit]

[get]

[rid

[zip]

[fen]

[ben]

[mcn]

[1cm]

[gin]

[sin]

[ham]

'kV

LA.
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These sounds will be pronounced just as you pronounce them in

American English. It will be noticed, however, that in some

cases the English orthography is confusing: English has no

distinction between aspirated (e.g., /kiln and unaspirated

(e.g., /k/) stops. Note that though the English word is

spelled "kit" the sound is actually [knit]. There will be a

discussion of aspiration in section 4.1.2. below.

4.1.2. Unfamiliar sounds.

The sounds which will be unfamiliar to most speakers of Ameri-

can English include:

4.1.2.1. The unaspirated voiceless stops. These are: [k,

t, p]. (For a discussion of [V, t],, see below, section

4.123)
The term "unaspirated" means that there is no forcible dis-

charge of breath after the stop has been made and released.

The term "stop" means that there is a complete stoppage of

breath at some point in the mouth; as the breath is stopped

completely, a "stop" can be held for a long period of time.

The term "voiceless" means that the vocal cords are kept

loose, and that there is therefore no sonorous vibration:

the distinction is that between [k] (voiceless) and [g]

(voiced), between [p] (voiceless) and [b] (voiced). Say

these pairs aloud and notice the difference between them.

Aspiration. Most English voiceless stops are aspirated,

though aspirated with less force than Bengali stops. Aspi-

ration is easy to demonstrate. Take a piece of tissue paper

or a lighted match or candle and hold it before your mouth.

Then pronounce the following words:

kit cat chat pit pat tat

The paper or flame will move with the pronunciation of the

initial sound in each of these words. The breath which moves

the paper or flame is the normal English aspiration of an ini-

voiceless stop of a stressed syllable.

Most English voiced stops are unaspirated. Taking the paper or

the flame, pronounce the following words:

gat bat dot bit jot got

The paper or flame will not move with the Pronunciation of
these words.
It is clear, then, that normal American English pronunciation
has both aspirated and unaspirated sounds. However,

''61.WEUMARMilaW
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aspiration in English is connected with voiceless stops,

and non-aspiration with voiced stops. The series are in-
complete. Bengali, on the other hand, has a complete series
of aspirated and unaspirated stops both voiceless and voiced.

Pronunciation of voiceless unas irated sto s

English does have voiceless unaspirated stops in certain
types of situations. Thus these sounds will not be as un-

familiar to you as it might at first seem. Take the tissue

paper or flame, and pronounce the following series of English
words:

A. B.

pit spit

kit skit

cat scat

top stop

In the pronunciation of the words in column A., the paper
or .vne flame will move. In the pronunciation of the words

in column B., it will not. Voiceless unaspirated stops in

English occur in these two circumstances above: when fol-
lowing s, and when final in a word. There is a third situa-
tion in which voiceless unaspirated stops occur. Pronounce
the following English words:

A. B.

concert concerted

append upend

contrast (noun) contrast (verb)

convert (noun) convert (verb)

In the pronunciation of the words in column A., the paper or
flame will move, In the pronunciation of those in column B.,

it will move less or not at all. This is due to the stress

pattern of English. Voiceless stops are unaspirated or

nearly unaspirated in unstressed syllables.

There will be drills on the pronunciation of voiceless unas-

pirated stops below, in section 4.3.1.
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4.1.2.2. Dental and retroflex stops.

American English usually has one type of stop, represented by

the letters t and d. Bengali has two sets of stops of this

type. Dental stops are those represented symbolically in

the charts and lists above as Et, th, d]. Retroflex stops

are those represented by jt, th, d]. A great deal of care

should be taken in learning to hear and to reproduce these

two types of sounds.

As will be seen, a mistake in pronunciation will make a dif-

ference in what you say. The distinction between dentals and

retroflexes seems to give American students a good deal of

trouble at first. There is no reason why it should continue

to do so -- it is a matter only of practice. But care

should be taken from the very beginning to make contrasts

clear. Otherwise, sloppy pronunciation habits will result.

It is more important that you pronounce these distinctions

cleLely than that you speak rapidly.

4.1.2.2.1. Dental Stops.

Diagram B.

The English sounds represented by the letters t and d are

usually alveolar sounds -- i.e., sounds made by the contact

,4:Cte.::.41021;,,t



of the tip of the tongue (A) with the area of the alveolar
ridge (B). Pronounce the English words:

tip
top

dip
dim

tank
dank

Notice the area of the alveolar ridge with which the tip

of your tongue comes into contact.

The Bengali sounds represented by the symbols [t, th, and d]

are the dental sounds. They are made by contact of the tip

of the tongue (A) with the back of the upper teeth near the

gime (B)

Diagram C.

Practice making dental stops with the tongue in the proper

position. Drill on dental stops will be in sections 4.4.4.
ff. below.

4.2.224e Retroflex Etame

These stops are made with the tongue curled back (retro-

flexed) toward the palate.. Contact for the stop is made

between the tip of the tongue (A) and the area just behind

the alveolar ridge (B).

V744F,O=ATAlsawle,m-gwx 6144,,a4



Diagram D.

It is interesting and perhaps instructive to note that the
ordinary English alveolar stop often sounds to a speaker
of Bengali like a retroflex stop. This is because the al-
veolar area is closer to the palate than to the dental area.
More care, then, will have to be taken with the dental stops
th...a with the retroflexed ones. When transcribing English
loan words in Bengali, the symbol for the retroflexed stop
is most often used.

4.1.3. Nasals.

As is the case with stops, the ordinary American English
nasal represented by n is usually an alveolar or pre-al-
veolar sound. The Bengali nasal represented by n is usu-
ally, however, a dental sound; it is articulated with the
tongue in about the same position as it is for the dental
stops.

4.1.4. Flaps.

The flap is a type of sound familiar to speakers of British
English, but not to most Americans. If you can say the word
"very" as an Englishman would say it, you will be making a
flap r (represented as [r]). A flap is a sound similar in
articulation to a stop, the essential difference between the
two types of sounds being the duration of contact between the
articulating organs. A stop by definition obstructs the
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breath completely, and can be held as long as the breath

can be held. A flap, on the other hand, merely taps once

the point of articulation with the tip of the tongue.

There are two

dental flay,

of the tongue

dental or

The second

tip of the

types of flaps in

Li

Diagram E.

Bengali. The first.is a

made by contact of the tip

(A) with the just post-

pre-alveolar region(B).

is the retroflex flap, made by contact

tongue (A) with the post-alveolar

of the

region (B):

Diagram F.

Neither of these sounds is difficult to make, but many Ameri-

can students seem to have a desire to use their own r, which

is not a flap and quite a different sound from either of

the Bengali sounds in question. A good deal of practice

might be necessary with these sounds.

4.2. Consonant drills. (To accompany tape).

For the time being, the meanings of the words given below

are not important. You will read and hear the meanings of
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the words, and will remember some of them. But our first

purpose is not to learn these words; it is to get their pro-

nunciation correctly.

4.2.1. /kh/ (voiceless aspirated velar stop). Note that in

word-final position, the aspiration tends to be lost. Using

the tape, drill on the pronunciation of the following

Bengali words:

English meaning

Initial position:

envelope

very

empty

food

I eat

Medial position:

Bengali word

kham

khub

khal

khali

khabar

khai

mix makha

branch (subdivision) gakha

Final position:

lakh (unit of 100,000) lak

happiness guk

Utterances:

I eat food ami khabar khai

This piece (of cloth) eikhane khub kharap
is very bad

4.2.2. /g/ (voiced glottalized velar stop).

English meaning Bengali word

Initial position:

song gan

cheek gal

body ga

tree gas

round gol

i%P.It=f2.4i,'?6=r4sSTS,1:Er,",4",.-griar.70.111:11270771=1,ZialtWatta'Zsar.iZrotTa,,se ,4m464,1.4,,gagog==074AW4ai;:004gia,



Medial position:

(to) wake up

within grasp

fire

garden

Final position:

anger rag

portion b1ag

zaga

bage

agun

bagan

Utterances:

I sing a song

My cheek is red

12

ami gan gai

amar gal lal

4.2.3. /r)/ (velar nasal). The phone /23/ does not occur in

initial position in Bengali.

Medial position:

envy hinge(

plough langol

world, family doaar

Bengali (person' bangali

Bengali (language) bangla

Final position:

clown Aon

4.2.3.1. The velar nasal /r3/ frequently occurs medially in

cluster with /g/ and /k/, thus:

with (accompanying) AL ;e

Ganges River ganga

skeleton kor3kal

Utterances:

(speak ko)

I speak Bengali ami banla koi

My family is in Bengal amar Aongar banla
dege

He dresses like a clown dee dor) daze

4.2.4. Is/ (voiceless apico-aveolar spirant).

Initial position:

ashes sai
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skin, hide sal

goat sagol

(to) print, stamp sapa

son, boy sele

Medial position:

bed, bedding bisna

year bosor

to select basa

thick rope kasi

false misa

it is ase

Final position:

tree gas

fish mas

Note the tendency toward loss of aspiration in final position.

Utterances:

The fire becomes ashes

The boy is bad

The boy sings a song

(sit

He sits in the tree

agun sai hoe

seleta kharap

seleta gan gae

bog)

sae gase bole

4.2.5. /z/ (voiced apico-aveolar spirant, the position of

which is slightly more forward-toward the front of

the mouth than is the English sound represented by z).

Initial position:

jug zog

net, snare (noun) zal

(to) know zana

(to) wake up zaga

ship za/az

who (relative pronoun) ze

that which za

I kindle zalai
shirt zama

'431W4.0J,32,-;,:izAsoce



Medial position:

(to) dress, decorate gaza

(to) sound, ring baza

I scour mazi

Final position:

easy goza

work kaz

Utterances:

Work is easy kaz goza

He goes on a ship gse za'aze zae

There is a fish in the net zale mas ase

4.2.6. /f/ (libio-dental voiceless spirant). Some speakers

of Bengali have a sound which is a bilabial spirant, made

by the continuous expulsion of breath through a narrow

aperture in the lips.

Initial position:

flower ful

fruit fol

whispering fig fig

(to) return fera

chip, slice fala

(to) drop fella

Medial position:

(to) jump lafano

fruitless bifol

Final position:

pardon (noun) maf

Utterances:

(The) boy jumps seleta lafae

There are flowers in the ful bagane ase
garden

There are fruits on the tree gase fol ase

4.2.7. /b/ (bilabial voiced unaspirated stop).

Initial position:

flood ban
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sister boin

(to) sit boga

(to) speak, say bola

Bengali (language) barjgla

(to) sound, ring baza

Medial position:

father baba

food khabar

stupid, foolish haba

Final position:

very khub

all

Utterances:

He speaks Bengali gee barjla koe

Father eats baba khan

He sits with my sister gee amar boiner loge
bole

(play khcl)

All the boys play in gob sele bagane khele
the garden

4.2.8. /m/ (bilabial nasal)

Initial position:

mother ma

maternal uncle mama

garland mala

fair msla

name of a month mag

Medial position:

(to) descend nama

coat, jacket zhma

long, tall lomba

I ami

Final position:

name nam

envelope kham

mango am
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Utterances:

I am a Bengali

My sister eats mangoes

My name is Lal

My mother is tall

My uncle sits with me

ami barjgali

amar boin am khae

amar nam lal

amar ma lomba

amar mama amar loge
bogen

4.2.9. /1/ (dental lateral).

Initial position:

red lal

(to) jump lafano

long, tall lomba

(to) hit, strike laga

unit of 100,000 lak

(to) write lckha

Medial position:

(to) play khcla

(to) drop fwla

empty khali

gardener mali

Final position:

cheek gal

flower ful

goat sagol

Utterances:

My gardener is very tall

My sister plays in the
garden

All the traps are empty

4.2.10. /g/ (palatal sibilant)

Initial position:

shawl gal

(to) dress daza

easy doza

there, in that place geikhane

amar mali khub lomba

amar boin bagane khele

gob zal khali
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he, she, it gee

week gopteo

Medial position:

(to) come aga

(to) sit boga

dwelling-place, nest baga

Final position:

month mag

end gsg

Utterances:

All the boys sit in the
garden

Next month will be the
wedding

He comes there

4.2.11. /h/ (glottal spirant).

Inl+ial position:

creeping (noun) Kama

envy hiaa
market (weekly) hap

17

gob sele bagane bode

agami mace bia hoibo

gse geikhane age

hand hat

Where in standard Bengali /h/ would occur in medial position,

in Dacca dialect there is a glottal catch /V.

Example:

zalaz ship

See also below, section 4.4.1.

Utterances:

Uncle goes to the market

There are flowers in my
hand

The steet becomes empty

mama hate zan

amar hate ful ase

rasta Khali hoe

4.3. Consonant drills: voiceless unaspirates.

4.3.1. /k/ (voiceless unaspirated velar stop).

-4-
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Before undertaking the following drills on voiceless unaspi-

rated stops, reread section 4.1.2., and with the help of a

piece of tissue or a flame, practice the aspirated and unas-

pirated sounds (represented by the symbols k and kh ), until

you are able to pronounce 1 with little or no aspiration.

Aspirated Maaliaatta
kho ko

kha ka

khi ki

khu ku

khe ke

khe ke

kho ko

Now pronounce the following Bengali words:

Initial position

what ki

who ke

desire kam

ear kan

near kase

crow kae(kag - free

time kal varrant)

paper kagoz

black kala

why ken

Medial position:

remainder, balance baki

type of plant makal

morttng fiokal

all Sokol

(to) scold boka

Final position
let it go

vegetable

zak

flak (sag)
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Utterances:

Who is he?

In the morning he goes
to the garden

I wake up in the morning

The crow is black

He buys vegetables at the
market

19

gee ke

gse gokale bagane zae

ami gokale zagi

kak kale

gee hate sak kene

4.3.1. The following are contrasts between /kh/ and A./.

You will see that in all cases the aspiration is all that

makes the differences between two separate meanings. It

will be clear that in order to understand Bengali and to be

understood in it, you will have to learn to make very clear

distinctions between aspirated and unaspirated stops.

Aspirated

English

canal, creek

sheath

empty

he (hon.) eats

ditch, food

very good

scalp, I /we

Utterances:

UnasVpirate43=PPONIPWW.MW/M

Bengali English

khal

khap

khali

khan

khan a

khaga

open khuli

time

cup

ink

ear

blind of one

(to) cough

porter

Bengali

kal

kap

kali

kan

eye kana

kaga

kuli

Crows eat mangoes kak am khae

Ink is very black kali khub kalo

The vegetables are very gak khub kharap
bad

4.3.1.1. Sometimes the distinction between k and a is

difficult for a ,speaker of English to hear. Listen to and

then pronounce the following sets of contrasts:

Voiceless Voiced

English Bengali English

ear kan song

time kal cheek

Bengali

gan

gal
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tomorrow kail abuse (noun) gait
crow kak let him sing gak
nose nak Hindu surname nag

4.3.2. fe (voiceless unaspirated

which may also be transcribed Its /)

Pronounce the following Bengali

Initial position:

tea

I want

he wants

skin, leather

let him ask, wheel

custom, habit, fashion

(to) move, go

Medial position:

(to) dance

(to) wash (as

below, under

platform

apico-alveolar fricative

words:

04

Oai
04e

Okra
Peak ( aka)

Oal

Vole,

/Ikea

clothes) ka0a

nine

ma919,

Final positic,:

dance, (noun)

sound of crunching

creaking sound (as

Utterances:

I want tea

My sister dances

naid

kocikofd

of shoes) mop/ moo

ami fia jai

amar boin nape

433* /I/ and /th/ (retroflex voiceless stops, unaspirated,
aspirated).

Before beginning to pronounce the following series of stops,

practice putting your tongue in the proper position (see

section 4.1.2.2.2.); then pronounce the following aspirated
set. When the articulatory position seems comfortable to
you, try the unaspirated set, checking yourself with the
paper or the flame, as before.

tiwiw- ne--
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Aspirated HmEarad
tho to

tha to

thi ti

thu to
the is

the to

tho to

Now pronounce the following Bengali words:

English_ Ben ali
Initial:

Medial:

Final:

close, thick tha5
exactly thik
tap, knock thuk
deity thakur

gum, glue atha

measure of land katha
stick, club lathi
difficult kothin
(to) rise up otha

wood, fuel

field, meadow

Utterances:
I don't exactly know

Uncle goes to the field

He has a club

kath (kat)

math (mat)

ami thik zani na

mama maple zan

tar lathi ase

4.3.3.1. Pronounce the following Bengali words with unas-
pirated retroflex stops:

English Bengali
Initial:

tin tin
pigtail tiki

tile tali

.17
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spindle, reel

(to) draw, pull

money

hat

aim

Medial:

(to) cut, divide

(to) pound to pulp

cup

small

(to) lick, lap

Final:

matted hair

sound of footsteps

market

Utterances:

He cuts wood

He draws water

Lila has money

The mali is a simple man

22

taku

Dana

taka

Dupi

tik, tip

kata

bata

bati

soto

cata

zot

got got

hat

gse kath kate

Lee pani :cane

lilar taka ase

malita gorol lok

4.3.3.2. The following are contrasts between /t/ and /Dh/;

practice them well. The distinctions are vital.

6samatesl.

English

measure of land

you (inf.) send

exactly

(to) hammer

becomes cheated

on the back;
. cake

Utterances:

I want money

There is a tree in
the field

Bengali

katha

patha

thik

Dhoka

thoke

pithe

Enalkaad
English Bengali

(to) cut kata

plank pata

aim tik, tip

knock, copy toka

Doke

pipe

becomes sour

having
hammered

ami .aka fiai

mathe gas ase
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He comes, making a got gse got got kore age
got sound

Foreigners are cheated bidegira poke

4,3.3.3. Sometimes the distinction between p and q ia

difficult for a speaker of English to hear. Listen to

the tapes and then pronounce the following sets of contrasts:

Voiceless Voiced (Glottlized)

English Bengali English Bengali

money, rupee taka call (verb) daka
. .

baldness tak call (noun) dak
. .

draw (verb) Dana wing dana

balance tal lentils, dal
branch

4.3.4, /t/ and /th/ (dental voiceless stops, aspirated and

unaspirated).

For this set also, first find with your tongue the dental

position, and practice finding that position with your tongue

until it feels natural and comfortable to you (see ante, sec-

tion 4.1.2.2.1.). Then pronounce the following series:

pasarated

tho to

tha

thi ti

thu to

the ts

the to

tho to

Now pronounce the following Bengali words with aspirated

stops:

Initial:

English Ben alb.

(to) remain, stay thaka

station, police station thana

flat metal dish thala

:igaIk4XV ttiz r4':
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Medial:

Final:

kind of borderless than
cloth

bag, sack

(to) stop

tholi

thama

head matha

pain bstha

word, story kotha

way, road poth (pot)

chariot roth (rot)

24

Utterances:

I stay here ami eikhane thaki

I stop here ami eikhane thami

I have pain amar bstha ase

4:1,3.4.1. Pronounce the following Bengali words with unas-

pivted dental stops:

Initial:

foundation, base, area tola

stare, gaze (noun) tak

heat, warmth tap

musical measure tal

tune tan

oil tel

(to) stare taka

Medial:

how much, how many koto

leaf, page pata

Final:

hand hat

real, true sot

4.3.4.2. The following are contrasts between /t/ and /th/:

it
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Aspirated Unaspirated

English Bengali English Bengali

(to) remain thaka (to) stare taka

piece of cloth than tune tan

let it remain thak shelf tak

head matha to be enthusi- mate
astic about
something

flat metal dish thala lock, padlock tala

bag tholi bottom toli

Utterances:

I remain on the road ami pothe thaki

I stop in the road ami pothe thami

I talk with him ami tar gorge kotha koi

How many words are on the patae koto kotha ase

page?

4.3.4.3. Sometimes the distinction between t and d is diffi-

culL for a speaker of English to hear. Listen to and then

pronounce the following sets of contrasts:

Voiceless Voiced

English Bengali English Bengali

tune tan right, gift dan

bottom tol group dol

his, her tar door dar

opinion mot liquor mod

4.3.4,4. Contrasts between dentals and retroflexes are as

significant as those between aspirates and unaspirates. Note

and pronounce the following contrasting pairs:

Dental

Aspirates

Retroflex

English Bengali English Bengali

police station thana cold panda

stop tham posture tham
tpoetic)



(to) remain

Utterances:

It is cold there

There is a police
there

My head is cold

Dental

English

you (inf.) stare

tune

there

clapping of hands

hand

Utterances:

1-ere is money in

thaka

station

Unaspirates

Bengali English

d
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eity thakur

sei

geik

ane panda

ane thana ase

amar matha thanda

Dental

taka

tan

tin

tali

hat

money

you (inf.)
draw

tin

tile

market

his hand tar hate taka as

Bengali

taka

tan

tin

tali

hat

There is money in his market tar hate taka ase

His hand is in the market tar hate hat ase
(i.e., he has great influence
in the market)

4.3.5. /p/ (voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop).

Pronounce the following Bengali words:

Initial

Medial:

English

leaf, page

betel

village drama

ripe

fan

a term of address

(to) print, stamp

(to) measure

Bengali
IIIMMOMOWPI.4~1w.

pata

pan

pala

paka

parjkha

bapu

sapa

mapa
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Final:

snake, curse

silence

Utterances:

I eat betel

He measures the field

gap

jeup

ami pan khai

see math mape

4.3.5.1. Sometimes the distinction between p and b is diffi-

cult for a speaker of English to hear. Listen to and then
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pronounce the following sets of contrasts:

Voiceless Voiced

English Bengali English Bengali
1111111111MIIMIIIIIVIIIIIMOININIM111111
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village drama pala bangle bala

betel nut pan flood ban

sin pap father (coll. bap

term of address bapu suffix applying babu
Bengali gentle-
man

4.1. Consonant drills: voiced glottalized stops.

Where in standard colloquial Bengali there is a full set of

voiced aspirated stops, in the Dacca dialect the aspiration

is replaced by a velar catch. This however provides a

set of contrasts with the voiced unaspirated stops.

4.4.1. /e/ (voiced glottalized velar stop).

The voiced glottalized series is one which will not be

familiar to you as speakers of American English.

Careful listening and imitation, practice

patience, will bring results. Before attempting the pro-

nunciation of Bengali words, try the following series of

exercises, first the unaspirated, which will be familiar

to you, and then the glottalized. Practice the glottalized

series until you can imitate the tape well.

full

and

:a

Unaskirated Glottalized

go

ga

gi

^.4

gro

gta
gAi



gu

ge

ge

go

gu
gas

ge
g"o

Now pronounce the following Bengali words:

English Bengali

Initial:

Medial:

Final:

Utterances:

water pot glop

landing or bathing glat
place

sweat emu
grass gtag

clarified butter gi
oil-mill g'ani

blow, strike ag'at

fierce, tiger-like bagia

lightness laglob

tiger

name of a month

I go to the ghat

I cut the grass

I fetch the ghi

Is that a tiger

28

bag l (bag)

mag (mag)

ami grate zai

ami g'a6 kag

ami g'i ani

oita ki bag'

4.4.1.1. The following are contrasts between /g/ and /g4./:

Epaspirated Glottalized

English Bengali English

you (inf.) seize baga tiger-like

round gol buttermilk

body ga sore; striking ga

within grasp bage (by the) tiger bage

Bengali

bete's.

g,o1
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4,4.2. At/ (voiced glottalized apico-alveolar affricate).

Before attempting the pronunciation of Bengali words, try

the following series of exercises, first the unaspirated,

then the glottalized. Practice the glottalized series until

you can imitate the sound well.

Unaspirated

Now pronounce

Initial:

Medial:

Final:

Utterances:

4.4.2.1. The

English

zo

za

zi

zu

ze

ze

zo

Glottalized

zlo

z'a

ZLu

zle

zle

zlo

the following Bengali words:

English

pungent, hot (as food)

sharp, clever

maid-servant

amidst, among

(to) understand

the middle

The food is hot

The boy is clever

He sits among the
flowers

I understand what you
say

Bengali

a7anu

z'i

maze
boz'a

maz; (maz)

khabarta z'al

seleta zianu

gee fulgulor maz4e
boge

za tumi koe to ami
buz'i

following are contrasts between /z/ and Al/:

Unaspirated

he scours

Bengali

haze

Rlottalized

!Wall
amidst,
:aniang

Bengali

maz Le
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(to) be shut

yes, (term of
respect)

boza

zi

(to) understand

maid-servant,
daughter

boza

net zal spicy, hot
shirt zama blackened brick z1ama
weave zola bag, sack z

tola
I scour mazi boatmAn mazli

/d/ and /e/ (retroflexed voiced stops, unaspirated
and glottalized).

Again, there are two problems for speakers of American English
with the voiced retroflexed stops: first, the position in
which the stop is made, and, secondly, the glottalization.
Refer to sections 4,1r2.3.2. and 4.1.2.2. First practice
placing the tongue in the proper position for retroflexed

sounds, until that position seems natural and comfortable.
Then try the following series, first the unaspirated stops,
which will be natural to you, then the glottalized.

Unaspirated

do

da

di

du
4

de

de

do

Now pronounce the following

pirated stops:

Initial: gnal.sh

(to) call

dry land

branch, lentil

small boat

egg

(to) sink

Glottalized

Ilo

d/a

d li

d 'u

q's

ate
d'o

set of Bengali words with unas-

Bengali

daka

darjga

dal

dir)gi

dim

cloba

!A



stick, staff

very large
dandy

boddo
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The voiced retroflex stop does not occur in medial position
in a word except as a doubled ("long" or "geminate") conso-
nant or in some other consonant clusters -- see section 4.5;
the sound does not occur finally except in loan-words from
English. An example of such a loan-word is:

road

Utterances:

4.4.3.1.

voiced

There is a staff in his
hand

The bird sits on the
branch

The egg is very small

Now pronounce the following

glottalized stops:

English

(to) hide, conceal;
Dacca

shield

(to) pour out

heap, pile

loose, slack

a kind of drum

The voiced retroflex glottalized

rod

tar hate danda

pakhita dale bode

pinta khub soto

Bengali words with

Bengali

dlaka

dial

d'ala

cripi

dlil

rol

stop, like the voiced retro-
flexed unaspirated stop, never occurs

Utterances:
I hide the book

The drum sounds

He pours out the water

medially or finally.

ami boita Ilaki

&olta haze

fee pani dials

4.4.3.2. The following are contrasts between /4/ and

i!kzikZOkii:W,k,f4,1k0



Unaspira

English

(to) call daka

n the egg dime

branch dal

ted
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Glottalized

Bengali English Bengali
WaVe.11.411..181~ 11111IMNIMMIMImerar

Utterances:

I call the boy

I hide the boy

(to) conceal &aka
slowly eime
shield (Val

ami selere da

ami selere alaki

4.4.4. /d/ and /e, (voiced dental stops, unaspirated and

glottalized):

Again, there are two problems with these sounds: tongue

position and glottalization. Refer to sections 4.104.2. and

4.1.4.3.1. Place your tongue, as before, in the proper po-

sition for dentals, and then pronounce the following series:

Unaspirated Glottalized

do dio

da d'a

di d'i

du

de dle

de die

do dlo

Now pronounce the following set of Bengali words:

English Bengali

Initial:
price dam

gift dan

stain, blemish dag

day din

chin, beard dari

Medial:
white

river

dada

dodi



first, original adi

Final:
taste gad

eczema dad

Utterances:
Elder brother goes home

I shall give him a gift

His beard is very long
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b'aizan barite zan

ami tare dan dimu

tar dari khub lomba

4.4.4.1. Now pronounee the following set of Bengali words

with glottalized dental stops:

English Bengali

Initial:
step d`ap

rice dan

wealth don
stream, current d'ara

dust dtula

smoke dluma

Medial:

Final:

ass; stupid person gad!a

honey, nectar mod'u

(to) entreat gadla

straight, direct glee,

desire, wish

obstruction, impediment

Utterances:
I have many desires

gad& (sad)

bad'' (bad)

amar onek gadl ase

4.4.4.2. The following are contrasts between /d/ and /d /:

Unaspirated Glottalized

English Bengali English Bengali

price dam place, con-
tainer

d1am
(learned)

gift dan rice dtan

direction dik (exclamation) elk
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afterwards bade is obstructed badle

heap gada ass gad1a

white gada (to) entreat k; ,d/

4.4,4.3. The following are contrasts between dental and re-

troflexed 'voiced stops.

4.4.4.3.1. Contrasts between 4/ and /d/ (retroflexed and

dental voiced unaspirated stops):

Retroflex Dental

English Bengali English Bengali

dry land daDga riot daDga

egg dim day din

bucket dol swinging dol

4.4.4.3.2. Contrasts betwc.en 4/ and /d'/ (retroflexed and

dental voiced glottalized stops);

Retroflex Dental

English Bengali English Bengali

sound of swal- d ok dt ok palpitation d ok d ok
lowing a li-
quid

You (ord.) d'ola dirt d'ula
doze, swing

hollow sounding d'op dlop dazzlingly drop dl op
white

4.4.5. There is in Bengali a dental (pre-alveolar) flap

/r/ which occurs in 411 positions; try making the flap

sound, using the following series:

ro

ra

ri

ru

re

re

ro



Now pronounce the following Bengali words:

Initial:
English Bengali

(to) keep, place rakha

color roi

(to) grow angry raga

king raja

night rait

weak, thin, ill roga

daily roz

Medial:
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(to) wear pora

whole, entire Sara

(to) strike, kill mara

(to) do, make kora

The flap In sound is a little different in final position

than in initial or inter-vocalic positions. In final posi-

tic- In becomes somewhat voiceless. Pay special attention

to the following examples:

Final:
necklace; defeat har

room ghor

of me amar

of you (ord.) tomar

of you (hon.) apnar

of him (ord,) tar

Utterances:
I do work ami kaz kort

I put it on the table ami oita tebile rakhi

I go to the store every day ami roz dokane zai

Its color is white or rota gada

He has work tar kaz ase

/bV (voiced glottalized bilabial stop).

Before attempting the pronunciation of Bengali words, try

the following series of exercises. Practice the glottalized

series until you can imitate the sound well.
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Unaspirated Glottalized

bo bo
ba

bi b/i

bu b'u

be ble

be

bo blo

Now pronounce the following Bengali words:

English Bengali

Initial:
cooked rice b' at

steam b'ap

pretence b'an

(to) think Waba
wet btiza

(to) fry blaza

(to) forget blola

Medial:

deep, profound gob' it

navel nab'i

meeting, assembly gobla

Final:
result labs (lab)

Note that in lax or rapid speech /b1/ tends to become a sound

very like that one represented in English by v; some Bengali

speakers have a sound which is made by expulsion of breath

through a narrow aperture in the lips. Note the usual

tendency toward loss of aspiration in final position.

4.4.6.1. The following are contrasts between /b/ and /bIA

Unaspirated Glottalized

English BengLi English Bengali

father bap steam bZap

arrow ban pretence bran
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thunder baz you (inf.) fry b1az

nest, rented baga language b'aga
house

time bola raft Pala
sound bol disguise blol

4.4.7. /n/ (pre.;.aveolar naoal)

The American English sound represented by the letter n is,

like the English stops t and d, an alveolar sound, The

Bengali /h/, however, is pronounced with the tongue farther

forward on the alveolar ridge. Put your tongue in the pro-

per position, and pronounce the following Bengali words:

English Bengali

Initial:
dance nag'

nose nak

many, various nana

name nam

(to) descend nama

Medial:

Final:

(to) draw, pull Dana

police station thana

oil-mill glani

gift dan

ear kan

betel leaf pan

4.5. Cminate (doubled) consonants.

There is in Bengali the phenomenon of geminate or doubled

consonants, which is unfamiliar to apeakers of English.

Since it is unfamiliar to you, you will have to take care

to distinguish between a single consonant and a doubled one.

If you pronounce a single consonant where you should be pro-

nouncing a doubled one, it will make a difference in what

you say. Any consonant which can be held for a period of

time can be doubled -- in 'tierms of Bengali, this means any

consonant except for the flaps which are by definition
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sounds made by a single tap of the

by holding the consonant sound for

of time it would take to pronounce that consonant. Examples:

4.5.1. /kk/
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tongue. Doubling is made

twice the ordinary amount

Single
English

kind of bird
(learned word)

4.5.2. /gg/

you (ord.) go bi ago

4.5.3. /cc/

unripe ka0a

4.5.4. /zz/

amusement moza

4.5.5. /t/
I lick aDi

whole wheat, ata
flour

4.5.6. At/
leaf, page pata

4.5.7. /dd/

beginning, adi
initial

4.5.8. /nn/

weed which grows pana
in water

blind in one eye kana

(to) agree, mana
obey

(to) weave bona

4.5.9. /6g/
I bring up

in the poison

Bengali

jiokor

pugi

bide

Doubled
Engli="4"-°. Bengali

round Aokkor

luck biaggo

unit of kaa
measurement

marrow

a few, some

eight

whereabouts

kind of cloth

emerald

weeping

surname

flood

mozza

Vatti
(kliani)

atta

patta

addi

panna

kanna

manna

bonna

adopted puggi

in the world bigge (a
learned
word)
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guilty

4.5.10. /11/

garland

you (ord.)
twist

mala

molo
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rascal daft

boatman walla

an expert in mollo
Kusti, a type
of wrestling

5. Vowels.

5.1. The significant Bengali vowel sounds (arranged

ing to the Bengali alphabetical order) are:

[o, a, 1, u, s, e, o]

5.2. A chart of these vowels is as follows:

Front

[High

Mid

MNIFIOSIBIOP 11

Central Back

e

11.10.011.011.0MMORam- *NM*

161=1MY

Lower-mid
8

1

0
1

srmsww,w.......,............... 1.AM M00Pn 6 000,,0.. .
#

4

Low
1
:

i a

0

*ow., q..001,1,

MI 640.14.1, ANY0/171/0* WV 1410 *0 4.10.,1* v. ....P.n.... ANS.. .

accord-

5.3. All of these sounds will be somewhat familiar to

speakers of American English, with the possible exception

of /0 /. Familiarity with the vowel /o/ will depend upon

the speaker's dialect.

5.3.1. Sounds which will be almost identical with some

American English vowel sounds are:
a little lower than in

/8/ American English "can" ikhenj

/a/ as in American English "calm" jkham]

/0/ as in American English.(i.e. some
dialects) "law" [lo]

Those in whose dialects these sounds do not occur will have

to learn by careful imitation, of the Bengali.

i.Y
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5.3.2. Examples of these three vowels in Bengali are:

5.3.2.1. AV
English Bengali

Initial:
one sk

now ckhon

alone ska

such smon

Medial:
(to) play khela

(to) throw fsla

as if zeno

how kemon

why ken

time bola

fair (noun) bsla

/s/ never occurs in final position in Dacca Bengali.

5.3.2.2. /a/

Initial:
(to) come aga

again abar

light alo

sky aka

you (honorific) apne

and, also ar

(to) fetch ana
Media'.:

food khabar
red lal

shawl gal

time kal

ear kan

bad kharap

Final:
(to) do kora

(to) read pora

(to) play khela
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5.3.2.3. /0/

Initial:
silly, foolish oga

otherwise, or othoba,

eternal ononto

powerless ogokti

Medial:
all gob

possible gombhob

ten dog

juice, sweetness rog

fever zor

room, house g or

(to) do kora

Fl real:

you (inf.) become ho

you (info) bear bo

5.40 Sounds which will be recognizable (though not identi-

cal to those in American English) are the following:

[i e, o, u]

5.401. In American English, these vowel sounds are usually

pronounced with what is known as an "off-glide". This means

that while the vowel sound is being made, the tongue moves

upward from its original position, thus varying the quality

of the sound. In the following set of English words, listen

for the off-glide.

key [khiy] he ['Ay]

bee [biy] lee [liy]

sea t6iY] gee [AY]

fee [fly]

Now pronounce them yourself, feeling the way in which your

tongue moves. In the following set of English words, listen

for the off-glide:

kay [ khey] hay [hey]

bay [bey] lay [ley]
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say (seY) jay [IleY]

fey [fey]

5.4.2. In American English, the so-called "back rounded"

vowels ( /o/ and /u/) also have off-glides. These are charac-

terized by upward movement of the tongue and by additional

lip rounding. In the following sets of English words, listen

for the off-glide:

bow [bow] hoe [how]

SOW [sow] low [low]

foe Efowj Joe [Jow]

coo [khuw] who [huw]

sue [suw] loo [luw]

boo [buw] zoo Ezuwj

foo [ fuw]

Now pronounce them yourself, and feel the way in which your

tongue and lips move.

5.4.3. The Bengali vowels [1., e, o, u] are "pure" vowels

that is, they are pronounced without an off-glide. The dif-

ference between American English and Bengali vowels will be

easy for you to hear, but less easy for you to make. You

will have to break yourself of the habit of giving an off-

glide to the vowels. But proper pronunciation of vowel sounds

is a mark of a good speaker of the language. Listen care-

fully to the following sets of sounds, the first set pro-

nounced by a speaker of English, the second that by a

speaker of Bengali:

English Bengali

Orthographic Phonetic

bee [biy]

zee [ziy]

me [miy]

bay [bey]

zay [zey]

may [my]

bi

zi

mi

be

ze

me
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bow [bow] bo

joe [jow] jo

mow [mow] mo

boo [buw] bu

zoo [zuw] zu

moo [muw] mu

Now imitate the Bengali pronunciation for the following

sounds:

bi zi mi be ze me bo zo mo bu zu mu

5.4.4. /i/. Pronounce the following Bengali words:

English Bengali

Initial:

Medial:

Final:

this one (resp.) ini

(proper name) ila

(interjection) ig

day din

he, she (resp.) tain

in the seed bite

wet bliza

oil til

type of tree nim

egg dim

what ki

maid-servant z

I strike marl

sari Bari

house bari

5.4.4.1. It should be noted that in certain circumstances

the vowel /1/ is pronounced slightly differently than in the

above instances. Sometimes the Bengali vowel /i/ is pro-

nounced almost as the American vowel in the word "sit". Ex-

amples of this type of pronunciation of the vowel in Bengali

are the following:



but

(sound of laughter)
station

,,,,511177

tnirflit,11.tSf ' r

kintu
khil khil
igtegan
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The circmustances in which this variation occurs are too com-
plex to describe here. But listen for it; you will quickly
become adjusted to its proper pronunciation.
5.4.5. /e/
Initial: this

here, in this place
of this
this way, this direction

(to) buy

I play
girl
district
country

Final: who
he, she
there, in that place
he, she buys

Medial:

ei
eikhane
er
eidik

kena
kheli
maia
zela
deg

ke
gee
eikhane

kene

5.4.5.1. It should be noted that in certain circumstances
the mwel /e/ is pronounced slightly differently from the
above. It is sometimes pronounced very like the American
English vowel in nset". Examples of this are the following:

5.4.6.

Initial:

Medial:

a little
boy

thus, such

/0/
that
there, in that place
of that

you (fam.) rise up
that way, in that
direction

(to) understand

ektu
sele (note the dif-

ference between
the two vowels)

emni

of
oikhane
or

oho
oidik

boz 'a



Final:
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sound bol

(to) forget bola

sister boin

sin, fault dog

above,, over upor

kind of drum dhol

you (fam.) eat khao

you (fame) stay thako

you (fam.) speak bolo

you (fam.) sit boo

5.4.7. /u/

Initial:

Medial:

Final:

means

camel

upside down, reversed

proper, right,
necessary

both

very

flower

happy

sounds, words

root

face, mouth

upae

ulto

utilt

ubloe

khub

ful

khugi

buli

mul

mukh (muk)

preceptor guru

cow goru

a proper name blanu

5.4.7.1. As with the other vowels, there are circumstances

in which the vowel /u/ is pronounced slightly differently --

in this case, almost like the vowel in the English "foot".

For example:

son (learned word) puttro
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5.4.8. Vowel sequences.

Bengali vowels occur singly or in a sequence of two vowels.

It should be pointed out that phonetically speaking the last

component of such a vowel sequence is a semivowel. But when

a juncture which appears to the ear as a break -- breaks

the sequence of two vowels (phonetically the sequence of a

vowel and a semivowel) the two vowels represent two dif-

ferent syllables. This juncture will be written as a plus

(.:) sign between the vowels.

Juncture is transition from one sound to another and is very

significant in Bengali, for words having junctures differ

from words without juncture. This functional role of junc-

ture in Bengali should be clearly understood and learnt by

imitation. Compare the following utterances:

you (ord.) get pao

leg also pa+o

I get pai

leg (emph.) pa+i

he (ord.) gets pae

on the leg pa+e

Sequences of two vowels (that is, without the juncture be-

tween them) follow a pattern in terms of both initial and

final members. Thus, each of the seven Bengali vowels can

be the first member of a sequence, but all of them cannot

occur as final members. Only /1/1 /u/, /e/, and /0/ can

stand as final members of sequences of two vowels. Note

also that All of these four vowels do not combine with

each of the seven initial vowels. In the case of /u/ as the

initial member, we have only one sequence, viz., /ui/, but

in the case of /1/ as the initial member, we have two

choices, viz., /iu/ and /11/. When /e/ and /o/ are ini-

tial members of a sequence (see 5.2.), the sequence can re-

main either on the same height or go one notch higher either

=.; ^'"
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front or back; thus, /eel, /eo /, /ei/, /Pew', /60', /oe/,

and /ou/. In case of A/ and/o/ as initial members, we can

go only one notch higher in either direction. Finally, with

/a/ as the first member of a sequence we may go two or three

notches higher as well as either front or back, and conse-

quently have /ae/, /ao/, and /au/.

5.4.9.1. Diagrammatically, the following situations occur:

/if as the first member

3

a

/u/ as the first member

ui

e

a

/e/ as the first member

0

a

/0/ as first member

e

a



is/ as the first member

i

Nse
a

BO

0

/0/ as the first member

i

oo
ae /6°

a

/a/ as the first member

504.9.2. Further examples of pairs

juncture ani the other without it:

Tr.

1i8

of words, one having

brother's or sister's father-in-law talui

it is palm, nothing else talu+i

this el

this is it, nothing else e+i

that of

that is he, none else o+i

he bears boe

in the letter b bo+e

you bear boo

you bear also bo+o
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he takes; legitimate nee

in the legitimacy ne+e

expenditure be
in the expenditure be+e

he sings gae

in the body ga+e



Lesson 1, Part I Conversation.

Analysis and translation Bengali

1. A. Greetings.

I -1

A. salamalikum

64Tc;11741M:11-46nT

2. B. Greetings. B. olaikum salam

\.,4-reA-ra-.4sW 6-174.111-

3. stem of first person
"me"

genitive case ending for
stems with vowel final

my

noun stem, "name"

proper name

A. My name is Rohim.

4, stem of second person
(honorific) pronoun 'you!!

genitive case ending for
stems with vowel final

your

ama-

amar %4D:(WT

nam

rohim

A. amar nam rohim

ND-1114-1KgRpli-pluA7

apne \9TI-Q-10-

O

(honorific) apner

ki -VWInterrogative, "what"

A. What is your name? A. apner nam I ki

Proper name korim
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6.

MIIIII111111
My name is Korim.

nominative singular of,
2nd person (gonorific)
pronoun you

interrogative, "where"

stem of verb
remain, stay

2nd person (honorific)
verbal ending

"you do live (hon,)"
A. Where do you live?

7. nominative singular of
1st person pronoun I

locative case ending for
stems having vowel final

first person verbal ending

B. I live in Chicago.

8. stem of verb, "do, make"

2nd person (honorific)
verbal ending

"you (hon.) do"

A. What do you do?

,s4

.2

B. amar nam korim

-473 r:rsr

apne

kothae Drit z:f-

thalc.

en .0 4.

thaken
apne t kothae
thaken

ZA-51141-

mft

ami

-te

B. ami gikagote
thaki

r
r-,

kers- 4.541-

-en

(apne) koren
cg

A. apne ki koren



9. stem of verb "read, study"

1st person present ending

"I study"

B. I study in Chicago.

10. stem of verb "read, study"

2nd person (hon.' ending

"you (hon.) study"

A. What do you study?

11. "Bengali" (language)

B. I study Bengali.

12. interrogative particle (not
translatable--see grammar,
section 8).

"difficult"

13.

A. Is Bengali difficult?

AV'

"no"
n
very

n

"easy'

I -3

por. 4qc5-

rC)

roN

(am) @ qvi)porilk
(note vowel--
lesson II, gram-
mar, section I)

B. ami t gikagote
pori

r*N
041-1-7Nr-p1"--(Fr4:77

pore. Ng

A
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-en --C77A-

(apni) poren 6-stcp7-1141)

(note lack of 091-4-
vowel change)

apne ki poren
(Th

\DTI-PfQT 1:45- 7142;1-

b az) la '-'41

B. ami baaa pori
(-N

\24-1 r5r r

ki -1-41r

sokto "AsTv5-40

A. bal3la ki I gokto

0 r4=4- d61-

na .ri

khub s'avir
cam-.

sohoj russt



B. No, it is very easy. B.

14. "hot"

A. Is it very hot in Chicago
now?

A.

15. "it is not"
*
negative form of "to be

B. No it is not very hot. B.

16. "cold"

A. Is it very cold in A.
Chicago now?

17. n
yes

n

Yes, it is very cold. B.

18. interrogative, "how much,
how many

'big., large"
1

A. How big is Chicago?

*
It has no variation.

"FgAM ,Ps-vw-rs .^7,77,.-ves,n177,77rrrrrrtrATP.TP,

-4

na, khub sohoj

,441- ce2T.4" .5.1-grOt

gorom

sikagote ki I

khub gorom
r-\ rTh

1-45,--1-7s:.rrqs- -I .-74-Tr

O

na A-1r

no

na khub gorom na

=51

thanla

sikagote ki I
khub panda

(Th
Ie`rcii;

ho

ho khub panda

kbto .4575-

boro

Aj sikago I koto
boo

r-s *c.g

"sw,skcii.s4i4C-ssiaw:s4ivar4)auk sa..41vat,



19. "city"

B. Chicago is a very big city.

20. "people"

A. How many people are there
in Chicago?

21. negative prefix

n
one

n

"not one
n .

; 1.e., "many"

locative ending with
stems ending in con.
sonants

"in the city"

B. There are many people in
the city.

22. interrogative, "how"

"how do <you> like"
(idiomatic)

A. How do you like Chicago
(i.e.,"how does Chicago
strike you")?

23. "good, well"

x.

sohor

B. slkago
sohor

.M.f:.-Flii-CS's"

I -5

0

t khub boro

lok .;11-T45

A. gikagote 1 koto lok

rN
ors r.,-Frorrv 4t-c5 ol-rdifs

on. \.13:rA--

..ek

onek .T'ci;74T

.e

sohore 7.9qt.rajir

B. gohore I onek lok.

kmon CAT6T7r

kwraon lage (74WP-TvgiVr

A. apner 1 gikago 1
kaemon lage

CA-3 0-1-1s'r

b'alo



B. Very much. B. bhalo

or: I like Chicago
very much.

11221226.1A.24ZIJII Drills.

1-6

amar gikago khub
bhalo lage

te-Th

tv,r41-

The taped drills based upon the conversation are arranged
in the following manner:

1. Saturation drill #1. The saturation drills are the re.
corded Bengali conversations, without English transla7

tion, spoken by two native speakers of Bengali. You are

to listen carefully to the ccwersation, following it

in the printed text. Do not repeat the conversation

at this time.

2. Saturation drill #2.

3. Saturation drill #3.

4. Saturation dril] #4. In this drill, the English

meanings will be given first, then the Bengali. The

student will listen only.

5. Repetition drill #1. In this drill, the English trans-

lation will be given first, then the Bengali, then

there will be a space left for the student to repeat

the Bengali sentence. The student's Bengali repeti-

tion will be recorded, so that the student may check

his Bengali pronunciation.
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6. Response drill #1. Part A of the Bengali conversation

will be given in Bengali, and the student will supply part

B, in Bengali, in the space left following part A. The

student's response will be recorded.

7. Response drill #2, Part B of the Bengali conversation

will be given in Bengali, and the student will supply part

A, in Bengali (i.e.4 the student will speak part A follow-

ing the drillmaster's voice saying "Mister A"). The

student's voice will be recorded.

8. Saturation drill #5.
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Lesson I, Part 3. Grammar.

1. /salamalaikum/ is the most common form of greeting used

between Muslims. The return greeting is /olaikum salam/.

The same form is used for a greeting when meeting and also

parting. /khoda kafez/ is also used when parting. Note:

Between Hindus the common form of greeting is nomo6kar/.

2. The simple present tense is used to denote habitual ac-

tion. The use of the simple present, for example, in sen-

tences 6-11, implies that he resides habitually or perm-

nently in Chicago, that he habitually studies at the Univer-

sity, etc.

3. /-er/ is the genitive /i.e., possessive) case suffix which

is used with noun stems which have a consonant final. For

stems with vowel final, the suffix is /-r /.

4. ,' t/ (sentences 7 ff.) is the locative case, (i.e.,

place in or to which) suffix which is used with noun stems

which have a vowel final. The locative case suffix /-e/ is

used optionally with noun stems ending in consonants. Another

variant, /-te/0 is used with noun stems having a vowel final.

5. The verb "be" in the present tense affirmative is usually

not expressed.

The verb "be" in the present tense negative is expressed.

(cf. sentence 13.)

It is hot in Chicago.? Aikagot gorom

It is not hot in Chicago. gikagot gorom na

Chicago is a big city. Aikago boro Aohor

Chicago is not a big city. Aikago boro Aohor na

It it cold in Chicago? &ikagot ki parnla

It is not cold in Chicago. Aikagot thatida na

6. The simple present tense is formed by affixing the per-

sonal endings to the simple stem of the verb (the verbal noun

minus the suffix / -a /; see Lesson II, part 3, section 1).
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Person

1st (ami)

2nd (honorific-Aapne)

3rd (ordinarysee).

Examples:

I remain

you (hon.) remain
he (she, it) remains

I sit

you sit (hon.)
he (she, it) sits

Stem Ending

-en

-e

ami thaki

apne thaken

see thake

ami boii

apne bosen
see boss

Note: /apni/ is an alternate form of /apne /.

6.1. Drills. Taped drills on this section of the lesson are

arranged in the following manner:

6.1.1. Mutation drill #1. The form of this drill will

be as follows:

An English sentence will be given, The student is

to translate the sentence into Bengali in the space left

for it following the English. The correct Bengali of the
sentence will then be given, and the student will repeat
the answer, recording. An example:

Master (in English): I live in the house.

Student (in Bengali); ami barit thaki

Master (in Bengali): ami barit thaki

Student (in Bengali): ami barit thaki

7. Interrogatives begin with the phoneme /k/. Thus:

Bengali. English

ki what, interrogative particle

kothae (kone) where

,13 'At
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Interrogatives, continued.

12.1-.1E2-811
English

kemion, kemne how

koto how much, how many

kon which

ken why

kokhon when

The distinctions between /kemon/ and /koto/ and between /ki/

and /kon/ should be noted:

/koto/ is an interrogative with reference to quantity:

Haw big (i.e., how much big) apner bari koto boro
is y ti:: house?

How many people are there eikhane koto lok
here?

/1mon/ is used in a non-quantitative serse:

How do you like it? apner kemon lage

'Tow do you read? tapne kemon poren*

Between intermgatives /ki/ and /kon /, possible confusion

results from English equivalents. In English, the word

"what" can be used in two ways: to indicate "which of sev-

eral", and to indicate "what (general) thing". Thus, in

English, we can have "in what city do you live" and "what

do you do?" Bengali distinguishes between these two

usages. Thus:

In what (i.e., which) city
do you live?

In what (i.e., which chair
do you sit?)

What do you do?

What do you stv.dy?

*(Contrast: How do you read?
There are two answers. (1)

read with my books open.)

**(Contrast: apne poren ki? Do you study?)

apne kon gohore thaken

apne kon Oare bogen

apne ki Koren

apne ki poren**

apne Mane poren
I read well. Or: I

62..Vas1;:f ,



A simple rule is that where in English the word "which" can

be used (though sometimes it is not), the Bengali equivalent

will be /kon /.

8. Intonation patterns.

Learning to speak a language well does not consist only of

learning the correct reproduction of the individual sounds

of that language; the rise and fall of the voice in the ut..

terance of a sentence is also significant. This is true in

English. For example, pronounce the utterance:

"you're going"

first as a statement, then as a question. The difference be.

tween the two is the intonation of the utterance. There is

no other element which denotes the difference between a

statement and a question in this case.

The situation is similar in Bengali. There are three types

of intonation patterns so far met, one a statement intonation,

and two question intonations.

Listen carefully to the tapes, until you are sure that you

can reproduce Bengali intonation patterns exactly.

Pattern I. Statement.

My name is Rohim.

My name is Korim.

"Ear nag rohim

amar nam korim

it is very hot in Chicago. iikagot khub gorom

You (hon.) live in Chicago. apne sikagot thaken
1111101110110

You (hon.) work (lit., you apne kaz koren
do work).

I study Bengali. ami bar3la pori

I study at the college. am koleze pori
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Pattern II. Questions with /ki/ involving yes-no answers.

( /ki/ is not verbally translatable in English.)

Do you do?

Do you work?

Is it very hot in Chicago?

Do you study Bengali?

apne ki 17\en

7716"Parat0 ren 17\

TD 17 37 a 71r76 n
-11

4
apne Raz koreninaki

iikagot ki khub go'om

taW=Wid; naki

apne ki barga pord\n

apne baraa poren naki

Pattern III. In the following sentences, /ki/ is trans-

latable in English by the interrogative "what".

What do you do?

What do you study?

What is your name?

Prig ki korem

apne koren ki

WINWOINOMA "MM.

apne ki poren

apne poren ki

ki nam

nam ki
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W,Mt1-1=14:0Lsz4.1.,L=1-1,

9. Word order: In Bengali, a modifier precedes that which

it modifies:

Chicago is a hot city. gikago gorom gohor

yea good (very well). khub blala

difficult Bengali sskto baola

10. Bengali sentence formation: Form all Bengali sentences

possible (both as interrogatives and statements..note dif-

ferences of intonation between the types of formation), from

the following outlines and translate them into English. Use

forms in parentheses (interrogatives) depending upon ques-

tion or statement formation.

10.1 Modifier . Noun Interrogative) Noun interroga-
tive

aMar

apner

nam (ki)

rohim

koriml

(ki)

10.21'

411111ENNIIIN,

10.3.

0111111111M111.1

noun or verbal
pronoun (Interro- modifier

gative) or object

verb
stem

ami eikhane thak.

apne

;se

rohim

korim

(ki)

1(Interro.
gative)

eikhane khsl-

gohore bog-

barit

gikagot
Imomisiumiuminommamelmmwas

baaa

kothae

por

ki (what) kor-

(ki)

(suffix)

i /en/e

AMIIIIIPINIMMIIMOMPINIausamormerwair

ll-t,;:i.-14 ,aC.=,,,, .



NoUL Interro-
gative

Modifiers Noun Verb Inter

gikago

bari ...................

ghorgohor.
(ki) khub boo

sodo

Sokto

gahor (ki)

....

....

koto

bar)la

Noun
(locative)

13.1Sell011100,10.

sikagot
,

,

lkoto

eikhane 1

barit .

gohore (ki)

gorom

panda

---

(na)

(ki)

Patternlrillso

1. Pattern; Sentences 3, 4, 5.

a. My name is Nazrul.

b.: My name is Manjui.

c. My name is Kader.

do My name is Habil.

eo My name is Salam.

2. Pattern: sentences 3. 50

a. My name is Nasrin.

b. My name is Raihana.

c. My name is Bilkis.

d. My name is Tahmina.

e. My name is Shirin.

Ntwiiie,mazmugiamivail

What is your name?

What is your name?

What is your name?

What is your name?

What is your name?



3. Pattern: sentences 6, 8, 10.

a. Where do you live?

b. Where do you sit?

C. Where do you play?

d. Where do you study?

e. What do you do?

4. Pattern: sentences 7, 9,
a. I live in the city.

b. I sit in the chair,

c. I play here.

d. I study in Chicago.

e. I study here.

5. Pattern: sentences 6, 8, 10.

a. What do you do?

b. What doyou study?

c. What do you play?

d. What do you study?

e. What do you read?

6. Pattern; sentence 11.

a. I study in the college.

b. I study Bengali.

c. I play games.

d. I study language.

e. I read English.

7. Pattern: sentence 12.

a. Is the college difficult?

b. Is Bengali difficult?

c, Are the games easy?

d. Is language easy?

e. Is English very difficult?

,

I- 15
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8. Pattern: sentence 13.

a. No,

b. No,
C. No,

d. No,

e. No,

it is not difficult.

it is not very difficult.
not very easy.

language is not easy.

it is not difficult.

9. Patterns:

a. Is it

b. Is it

c. Is it

d. Is it

e. Is it

12$ and 14*

very hot in the city?

very cold in the house?

very hot there?

very cold in Chicago?

very cold here?

10. Patterns: 15 and 17.

a. No, it is not very

b0 No, it is not very

c. No, it is not very

d. No, it is not very

e. No, it is not very

11. Patterns: 12 and 140

3.6

hot.

cold.

hot there.

cold in Chicago,

cold here.

a. Is it very cold in the city?

b. Is it very hot in the house?

c. Is it very cold there?

d. Is it very hot in Chicago?

e. Is it very hot here?

12. Patterns: 15 and 17.

a. Yes, it

b. Yes, it

c. Yes, it

d. Yes, it

e. Yes, it

13. Pattern

a. How big

74' -4,06414.^..,-4=rmmok

is very cold*

is very hot.

is very cold there.

is very hot in Chicago.

is very hot here.

18*

is the city?

rzreg-z4mP^,,,via.,aus=C4417,,,4igta41" -"*.`"WWW"- 4u 467141aalmigumataaa.=WaiAWTh'
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b. How difficult is Bengali?

"̂. How cold is Chicago?

d. How hot is your house?

e. How easy is English?

14. Pattern: 19.

a. Chicago is a very big city.

b. Bengali is a very easy language.

c, Chicago is a very cold city.

d. My house is very hot.

e. English is a very difficult language.

15, Pattern:. 20.

a. How many people

b. How many people

c.. How many people

d. How many people

e How many people

16. Pattern:

a. There

b. There

c. There

d. There

e. There

are

are

axe

are

are

there

there

there

there

there

21.

are many people

are many people
are many people

are many people

are many people

in the city?

in the country?

in Chicago?

in your house?

in your College?

in Chicago.

in the country.
in the city.

in my house.

in my college.

17. Pattern: 22.

a* How do you like the city?

b. How do you like Bengali?

c. How do you like Chicago?

d. How do you like your house?

e. How do you like the college?

18. Pattern: 23,

a I like the city very much.

b. I like Bengali very much.

c. I do not like Chicago very much.
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d. I do not like my house very much.

e. I like the college very much.

Lesson I, Part 5. Drills.

Translate into Bengali:

Drill 1

What is your name?

My name is Nazrul.

Where do you sit?

I sit here.

Do you sit in this chair:

No, I sit that chair,

What do you study?

I study Bengali.

How do you like Bengali?

Very much.

Is Bengali very difficult?

No, it is not very difficult.

Nouns

Beni. ME°
bard house

ghor room

kaz

ktela

cear

deg

inrazi

bhaga

kolez

'',405,*4:4;elge 'to

Drill 2

,..lergT!"
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Where is your house?

My hovse is in the city,

haw big is your house?

My house is very big'

In what city is your
house?

It is in Chicago.

Bow do you like
Chicago?

It is very hot there.

Is Chicago a big city?

Yes, there are many
people in Chicago.

Lesson I Part 6. Vocabular7,

Verbs

(Note: verbs are given in stem form;
endings are added directly to the
stem; see also lesson II, grammar.)

work

game

chair

country

English

language

college

B.
bog.

kor.

?er

Enge

sit
play

do, make



Adjectives

Beng.

;ohoz, soza

soktc$ kotlin

solo

Idioms:

amar b' alo
kharap

apner kemon

ME'
easy

difficult

small

Other

Beng.

e (ei)

o (a)

ejAhane

oikhane I

s eikhane

Eng.

this

that

here

there

lage me-of good strikes-(it)
bad

lage you-of i how istrikes-(it)

I- 19

(I like/
don"t like
it)

(How do you
like it?)



LessonII42aLl: Conversation.

Analysis and

1. 2nd person ordinary pronoun
you

stem of verb "d4% make

2nd person (ordinary)
verbal ending

"you (ordinary) do"

A. What do you do?

2. noun stem, "office"

locative case ending for
stems with consonant :final

"in the (an) office"

noun stem, "work"

alternate (high) stem of
verb 'do, make (see gram-
mar section 1.)

B. I work in an office
(I office-in work do)

3. stem of 20 person (ordinary)
pronoun you

genitive case ending for
stems with vowel final

"of you (ordinary)"

noun stem, "father"

demonstrative, "that"

morpheme indicating place

Ben 2LA

tumi

kor-

-o

(tumi) koro

A. tumi ki koro

\:51.5T- 1 -045 41I-4-

ofis (loan worH)\-30V5T-

B.

-e

("\
ofige ,594-50c5.47

kaS 4170L

Znr-kor

ami ofige kaz kori
19--\:9\k.

toma-

-r

tomar -1134-94V

abba \vm.441-

04.
-khan. ,J:11J-0T.

gel



locative case ending
"in
that place, there"

2nd/3rd person honorific
ending

"he (honorific) does"

A. Does your father work
there?

(you-of father. there
work does)

4. 3rd person honorific
pronoun 'he, she

B: No, he doesn't work there.
(no, he there work does
not)

5.A. What does your father do?

6. "some, any"

"none at all
If

B. He doesn't do any work at
all.

the any work does not)

7. noun stem, "brother"

present stem of defective
verb be ; see grammar,
section 3.

3rd person (ordinary)
verbal ending

11 -2

.e -C-

16Mane C-!>.14TT-0-

-en

koren 477a74-

A. tomar abba ki ' ei-
khane kaz koren

U5rafr:4-- \5,112:Cr- 1-4z

zrer 476174,-

tain <5)*

B. na ' tame I geikhane
kaz" koren na

,5"NYI-X.T-c:16

V

A. tomar abba ki koren

j

kono

kono . na ..051W.

B tain ' kono kaz koren
na

Ci<tr41.-

T;a:

ag

-e

b.

t"

f.



A. Do you have any brothers? A.

(you-of? any brother there
is)

8. form of numeral "two used
in compounds

qualifying suffix, used with
reference to human beings.

B. Yes, I have two brothers, B.
(yes, me-of twous,/qualifier/
brother there-is)

9. 3rd person (ordinary)
pronoun stem

nominative plural ending
used with pronouns and
nouns having reference
to human beings.

"they, those people 01
(ordinary)

3rd person ordinary verbal
ending. Note that the
ending is the same for-sing-
ular and plural.

A. Where do they live?

10. noun stem, "house

locative case ending used
with stems having any
vowel but /a/ as the final
letter.

1

fin the house, at home"

B. They live at home.

(they house-in live)

11. "big"

-a A -:.4r:uGmEsuitrOsMttgaiTi;

II -3

tomar ki gtono b ai
ase

dui- -2.1:

-zon <-;"1-

ho lamar duizon b ai
ase

ta-

-ra

tara
Ci

-e

A. tara 1 kothae thake

,-;51Te:.4M4IIF 7'11°1

bari-

15

barit

tara 1 barit thake

C;
'Z't Tr .41\9 1-0* v1-1

0 0

bort) 21f

'&4

err 2



A. Where does your older
brother work?

12. B. He works in an office.

13. "little"

A. What work does your

younger brother do?

14. verb stem,"read, study"

B. My yousgerbrother stu-
dies.

II .4

A. tomar boro Val
kothae kaz koren

.45m,1 470737
B. tain ' arise kaz

koren

Zligr .04-1-4%6-1°' .415W.

.0.-c 5
sop
pr

birrp-

eAri:41-

A. tomar sodo. bhai
ki kaz kore

CerriTrjrcji-4
.Tat 4:Fcr

Poy- 6no

amar sodo b. ai poreB.

15. 3rd person (ordinary) pronoun
stem 'he/she/it"

genitive case ending for
stems with vowel final

u .11of him/her (ordinary)

noun stem, "age"

A. How old is he (i.e., how
much is his age?)

16. "twenty"

B. He is twenty (i.e., his age B.
is twenty),

17. A. Does your younger
brother study in
college?

T

ta- 01-

r
f.

tar \17713

booi

tar boo; \1513 1.-15-r

big

A
tar boos ' bis.

A. tomar sodo ki
koleze pore

T Cb,C.
0

.4--b-occ,V5L

3M:114F

Psfb/iTeth..,,,bi,iugsgv
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18. B. Yes, he studies in college. B. ho t gee koleze
pore

Z3-7-

19. za- * 241-stem of verb
n
go"

3rd person (ordinary)
ending

"he goes!!

tidally/
every day"

,

A. Does your younger brother
go to college every day?

20. noun stem, "week"

locative case ending

'in the week'

"four"

noun stem, "day"

B. No, four days a week he
does not go to college.
(No, week-in four days
he college-in goes not.)

21. "which" (singular)

"which" (plural)

"which day"

"which days"

A. Which days of the week
does he not go to
college?

-e

(gse)zae 4'15-

roz

A. tomar solo b**ai ki
%o z koleze zae

".

...2.7r-

soptae (see 5-1176T4-

grammar, sect,. 8'.
cair 13-4

din II-4T

B. na goptae
cair din 'see
kzdleze zae na

0T1 .-t-ey-Ezi:,'r"tz, .47-r via"

C54--N:970544:.nr71:n--

kon C-4-syq-

kon kon 05r,-;

kon din c;rTar

kon kon din
c-47.r4" -7-9T

A. see soptae kon
kon din koleze
zae na.

'A*



22. Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

23.

"and"

B.' He does not go to college
Sundays, Mondays, Tuesdays,
or Wednesdays.

"only"

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

B. He goes to college only
Thursdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays.

, .WitaX1Eaggri.W

Il -6

r-N
robibar

sombar p4-4i".:4.-

mor3ga1barRpE,..,R-.:rj

budbar 4.54.:Tier

ar ND.1-1:71-

B. gse robibar 1

sombar 1 mon -
golbar ' ar
budbar koleze
zae na

C-54-- 4"-Trier,

..moi -2.11-r-.4-r

ksbol cv.15.4-01-

brihospotibar
(bissudbar)

sukrobar
(sukkurbar)

"st5'.3WTTIr(;

sonibar 4-1

B. 6seeksbol bri-
4osbotibar
sukrobar ' ar
sonibar ' koleze
zae

cf-1.54rq

-41.41A-414

-4134.4-4-(f."1-

7.11PT- ,04
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Lesson II, Part 2, Drills.

The taped drills will follow the same pattern as in Lesson I.

Lesson II, Part 3, Grammar.

1. Many Bengali nouns, pronouns, and verbs have two alter-

native stems. The verb stems hereafter will be distinguished

as "high" and "low" stems, the terms referring to the height

of the stem-vowel (see chart below). The low-stem form is

the form which you will be given throughout this text, since

the system of vowel change is more easily understood in terms

of this form.

Note: The basic form--low stem--can be considered

as the verbal noun minus the nominal suffix:

Verbal noun Basic stem

kora "doing" kor-

kina "buying" kin-

khsla
"playing" khel-
fl

going
II

zaoa za-

The system ofBangali vowels is charted as follows:

Front Middle Back

IS-Al
i u

Mid
-,..q.,... .

.

. .

. 7
E 0.

.

Low a

The system of vowel alternation is as follows:

When the low-stem vowel is /e/, the high-stem vowel is /V.

/eh /e/.
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When the low-stem vowel is /0/, the high-stem vowel is /:/

/0/, /o/.

The stem-vowel /a/ presents a special case, and will be con-

sidered in detail at a later time; for the present, we can

consider stems with /a/ as having no vowel change.

Stems in /i/ and /u/, these being the highest vowels, have

no higher form.

1.1. In some cases the stem-vowel alternation can be phono-

logically defined, as for example in sentence 1 and 2 in

this exercise. In sentence 1, the verb "do, make" occurs

with the stem /kor-/. In sentence 2, the same verb occurs

with the stem /kor/. Note that the 1st person form of the

verb, i.e., /kori/, is the form which occurs in sentence 2.

It is a general phonological rule for the language that when

a word of this shape: consonant- vowel -- consonant - vowel, has

for a final vowel either /1/ or /u /, the preceding vowel of

the word becomes high. In sentence 2, the final vowel of

/kori/ is /1/; the /o/ vowel of the low stem is then the /0/

vowel of the high stem.

Other examples of this type of vowel-alternation in verb

stems are

Vowel Alternation Stem Simple Present Tense Paradigm

s/e khel- kheli

tumi khelo

apne khelen

see khele

tain khelen

"I play"

"you play"

"you play"

"he plays"

"he plays"

141W777-',,T"
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Vowel Alternation Stem Simple Present Tense Paradigm

o/o bos ami bosi "I sit"

tumi boso "you site

eDne bosen "you sit"

see bole "he sits"

tain bosen "he sits"

o/u oth- ami uthi "I rise up"

tumi otho
u
you rise up"

apne others "you rise up"

gee ape "he rises up"

tain othen "he rises up"

1.2. Stems with /a/ have no change in the simple present

tense.

Stem Simple Present Tense Paradigm

zan- ami zani "1 know"

tumi zano "you know"
u

apne zanen "you know"

sae mane "he knows"

tain zanen "he knows"

za- ami zai

tumi zao

apne zan

gee zae

tain zan

H
I go

11

u
you go

11

you go

"he goes''

"he goes"

Note that stems with vowel final have the ending /-n/ in the

honorific forms.

1.3. Examples of this type of alternation in pronoun and

noun stems are.

Vowel Alternation

o/u

Nominative Genitive

tumi "you"(ord.) tomar "of you"
go
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Vowel Alternation Masculine Feminine

o/o not "actor" noti, "actress"

1.4. Note that there are other stem-vowel changes which are

not phonologically definable,these will be considered at a

later time.

1.5. Write the simple present tense paradigms for the fol-

lowing verb stems:

(to) read por-

(to) drop, throw phel.

(to) know, recognize /din

(to) hear son-

(to) remain thak-

2. The /khan/ morpheme, indicating place, as in sentence 3,

is usually used in the locative, i.e., /-khane/. Various

kinds of demonstratives and interrogatives can be substi-

tuted as the first element of a word, e.g.*

eikhane "in this place, here"

oikhane "in that place, there
II

(with specific reference.)

seikhane "in that place, there"
(used in a more cr,enera-
lized way than he pre.
ceding.)

kon-khane "in which place, where"

3. The defective verb /as-/, as in sentence 7. In statements
which imply a permanent condition, some form of the verb /as./,

which exists only in the simple present and simple past forms,

is used. A good rule of thumb for the use of this verb is that

it can be used in statements or questions which can be trans-

lated by the expression "there is" in English. In sentence 7,

for example, the literal translation might be; "Is there any
brother of you?"

4. There is no simple Dacca dialect equivalent for the tran-

sitive English verb "have, possess ". As in sentence 7, a
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possessive construction is formed by the use of the genitive

case for the subject and a 3rd person (or impersonal) form of

the verb /as-/, thus:

amar ekta boi ase

tar skta boro kutta ase

me-of one - (qualifier) book
(there)-is.
"I have a book."

him-of one- (qualifier) big dog
(there)-is.
"He has a big dog."

5. We have now had two types of second person pronounthe

stems Apm-/ and /apne./1 as in Lesson I, and ltrn-/ and

/toma/, as in Lesson II. The distinction between these two

forms is that /apn., apne./ (used with the verbal ending

/-en/) is an honorific form of address, while Aum-, tome/

(used with the verbal ending /.o /) is an ordinary form of ad...

dress.

There is also a distinction between ordinary and honori-

fic forms of address in the 3rd person. The 3rd person ordi-

nary pronoun forms are (nominative) and /ta./ (stem to

which inflectional endings are added). The 3rd person honori-

fic pronoun form is /tain/. Note that the honorific verbal

endings are the same for both 2nd and 3rd persons.

apne koren

tain koren

apne zanen

tain zanen

you do

he/she does

you know

he/she knows

apen zan you go

tain zan he/she goes

The circumstances which govern the distribution cf these

forms are not easily defined, but a basic rule of thumb

might be the following:

The polite or honorific form is used by Bengalis when addres-

sing or referring to a person of superior rank, an elder, or

an equal with whom the speaker is not on intimate terms. The

NCT
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ordinary fora is used with intimate equals and sometimes one;s

elders in the family (e.g., elder brother or mother); it is

also used by Bengalis when addressing servants. It is to be

noted, however, that a non-native Bengali speaker will not go

wrong by using the honorific form in every circumstance ex-

cept pertaps when addressing servants. It is a matter about

which it is well to be careful, since the form you use indi-

cates to the listener your attitude toward him.

There is another degree of second person address, of
which the pronoun stem is /to-, to -/. The inflection of this

pronoun_is

Nominative: tui

Genitive: for

(Objective: tore)

The verbal ending is 1-os/, thus: tui zanos "you kn ow" .

This form is sometimes used for addressing very intimate

friends and younger family members, sometimes for servants

and children, and for animals. It is not a form which a fo-

reigner can often use with impunity; therefore there will be

little stress laid upon it in these lessons.

6. The nominative stem of the 3rd person pronoun is /gee/ or

/hce /, or, in the honorific, /tain/. The inflectional stem,

however, is /ta./. Thus:

He reads his book. see tar boi pore

He (hon.) reads his book. tain tar boi poren

7. The nominative plural ending for pronouns and nouns which

have reference to human beings is /-ra/ (for stems with vo-

wel final) and /-era/ (for stems with consonant final.)

Thus:

sele boy

selera khae the boys eat

ta- 3rd person pronoun stem

tara zane they know
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manusra zae

man

men go
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Note that the inflectional endings of the verb

for singular and plural:

English

I do

you (ord.) do

you (inf.) do

you (hon.) do

he (she, it)
does

he (she, it-.
hon.) does

we do

you (ord.)

you (inf.)

you (hon.)

they (ord.

they (hon.

do

do

do

) do

) do

Bengali

ami kori

tumi koro

tui koros

apne koren

he- see kore

tain koren

amra kori

tomra koro

tora koros

apnara koren

tara kore

tara koren

are identical

Make complete paradigms, singular and plural, for the following

verbs:

(to) buy

(to) go

(to) play

(to) hear

(to) know

3. Noun stems ending in /-o/

kin-

za-

khel-

son- /hun-/

zan-

are inflected by the replacement

of final /o/ by the inflectional

week
n

n
of the week

II

"in the week

Ztar.,-.1131tW',7,A""50101WR;

suffix.

sopta (hopta)

soptar (hoptar)

soptae (hoptae)



What is your work?

Where do you live?

How many people are there
in Chicago?

How do you like Chicago?

How (much) difficult is
Bengali?

apner kJ' kaz

apner kaz ki

1717177fiaethaken

IriarTEEken kothae

sikagot koto

apner hkagot

lok

kemon lage

mors
Mira: koto sokto

8.1. Drills. Taped drills in this section of the lesson are
arranged in the following manner;

8.1.1. Intonation drill #1 (pattern I, statement intona-tion- -ref. sect..8 above).

An English sentence will be given and the student
will translate it into Bengali in the space given. The
student will then hear the correct Bengali, and will
repeat the correct Bengali in the space given.

8.1.2. Intonation drill #2 (pattern II, question with /ki/
involving a "yes" or "no" answer- ..ref. sect. 8 above).

An English sentence will be given, and the student
will translate it into Bengali, recording in the space
given. The student will then hear the correct Bengali
and will repeat it, recording, in the space given.

8.1.3. Intonation drill# 3 (pattern III, questions with /ki/
meaning "what "- -ref. sect. 8 above).

The system will be the same as for the drills above.

as
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9. Sentence formation: construct all possible Bengali sen-

tences:

9.1; Modifier Noun or Interro-
, Pronoun ative

amar

tomar

tar

Verbal Verb Suf.
Modifier Stem fix

ami i eikhane za-

tumi selkhane kor-

apne i barite khel

see ghore por-
.

tain sohore thak- en

tara koleze
(etc.) t

o

abba

b'ai

bon

amma

bondhu

kothae

. _

9.2. Modifier Noun or -Inteir. Modifiers Verb Suf- ' In-i

Pronoun and Nouns I fix : ter.
_

(Genitive) (ki) kono ase-, ki

tomar

amar

apner

amar , boos

tomar boos

apner

bondhur

Bodo b'ai

borq/bondhu

koto

kuri

tiris

smkatuu w a m6 izia. 4e4,- .-W4W4W04,44.10'. '",1141:a 46, V, ;;',4!A *



9.3. Noun or'
Pronounl

ami 2 soptae
hoptae)

Modifier

tumi

apne

see

ram

b'ai

II -15

Modifier Noun Verbal Verb
Modifier

koleze za-
1

din 1 eikhane khel-
F

1 barit pore-
! I

s
i

1 ohore as
I

i

1
t

,

,

)

kon kon

kon

ek

dui

tin

robibar

sonibar

roz

Lesson II, part 4. Pattern drills.

1. Pattern: sentences 1, 5.

a.

b.
c.

d.

e.

What does your younger brother do?

What does your younger brother study?
What does your older brother do?

What does your older brother study?

What work does your father do?

2. Pattern: sentences 2,12.

a. He

b. He

c. He

d. He

e. He

goes to college.

studies Bengali.

works at the college.

studies English.

works in an office.

wow re

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a. Does your younger brother study there?

b. Does your younger brother speak Bengali?
c. Does your older brother study there?
d. Does your older brother study at the college?
e. Does your older brother work there?

441acleigLwasi.w4WIUMUg
,

.ea
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4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. Yes, he studies there.

b. Yes, he speaks Bengali.

c. No, he does not study there.

d. No, he does not study at the college.

e. No, he does not work in the office.

5. Pattern: sentence 5.

a. What work does your younger brother do?

b. What language does your older brother speak?

c. What work does your older brother do?

d. What books does your older brotlier read?

e. What work does your older brother' do?

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. He doesn't do any work at all.

b. He doesn't speak any Bengali at all.

c. He doesn't do any work at all.

d. He doesn't read any books at all.

e. He doesn't study any books at all.

7. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Do you have any older brothers?

b. Does he have any Bengali books?

c. Do you have any younger brothers?

d. Does he have any English books?

e. Does he have any work?

El. Pattern; sentence 8.

a. Yes, I have one older brother.

b. Yes, he has some Bengali books.

c. Yes, I have four younger brothers.

d. Yes, he has some English books.

e. Yes, he has some work.

9. Pattern: sentences 9, 11.

a. Where does he live?

b. Where does he buy books?

§737.7715.ETS



c. Where do they study?

d. Where does your older brother live?

e. Where does he work?

II -.17

10. Pattern: sentences 10, 12.

a. He lives at college.

b. He buys books in the city.

c. They study in the room.

d. He lives at home.

e. He works at the college.

11. Pattern: sentence 15.

a. How old is he?

b. How old is your younger brother?

c. How old is your older brother?

d. How old is the city?

e. How old is your father?

12. Pattern: sentence 16.

a. He is thirty.

b. He is twenty.

c. He is twenty-five.

d. The city is forty years old.

e. He is fifty.

13. Pattern: sentence 17.

a. Does he study at the college?

b. Does your younger brother study at the college?

c. Does he live at home?

d. Does he study at home?

e. Does your father live at the college?

14. Pattern; sentence 18.

a. Yes, he studies at the college.

b. Yes, my younger brother studies at the college.

c. Yes, my older brother lives at home.

d. Yes, he lives at the college.

e. Yes, he studies in the room.
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15. Pattern: sentence 19.

a. Does he go home every day?

b. Does he study at the college every day?

c. Does he come home every day?

d. Does he study every day?

6. Does your father go hcme every day?

16. Pattern: sentence 20.

a. No, two days a week he does not go home.

b. No, three days a week he does not go to college.

c. No, four days a week he does not come home.

d. No, five days a week he does not study.

e. No, one day a week he stays at the college.

17. Pattern; sentence 21.

a. Which days of the week does he not go home?

b. Which days of the week does he not go to college?

c. Which days of the week does he not come home?
d. Which days of the week does he not study?

e. Which day of the week does he stay at the-college?

18. Pattern: sentences 22, 23.

a. He does not go home Sunday and Monday.

b. He does not go to college Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday.
c. He does not come home Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday.

d. He does not study Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-
day, and Friday.

e. He stays at the college Saturday.

19. Pattern

a. He goes home only Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday.

b. He goes to college only Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday.

c. He comes home only Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
d. He studies only Saturday and Sunday.

e. He comes home Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday.
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Lesson II, Part 4. Sentence Drill.

Drill 1

--Where do you(ord.) work?

--I work at the college.

--Do you study there?

--No, I work in the office.

--What does your father do?

--My father is a doctor.

-- Where does he live?

--He lives in Dacca.

--Do you have any brothers?

--Yes, I have three brothers.

--What do they do?

--They study at the college.

--Do you stay at home Mondays?

--Yes, I stay at home two days
a week, Monday and Tuesday.

NOUNS:

Bengali

rokom

daktar

dl aka

pocig

tirig

poncas

oUis
VERBS
nac-

bol-

as-

Drill 2

--Have you any sisters?

--Yes, I have two sisters.

--What does the older one
do?

--She studies Bengali.

--Does she speak Bengali?

--No, she speaks only
English.

--Where does your younger
sister live?

.-She lives at my father's
house.

--Does your sister have
any sons?

--Yes. She has two sons
and one daughter.

--How old is the daughter?

--She is ten.

Lesson II, Part 5. Substitution Vocabulary.

English

kind

doctor

Dacca

twenty-five

thirty

fifty

forty

dance

say

come

Bengali

boin

ma, amma

b'aizan

maia

bondhu

sele

OTHER

mattro

ksbol

English

sister

mother

elder brother

daughter,
girl

friend

son, boy

only
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ADJECTIVES:

Bengali English

Cardinal Numbers

ek one

dui two

tin three

pair four

pac five

soe six

at seven

at eight

noe nine

dos ten

''"""- At'OV.1S51
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Rays of the Week

Bengali English

robibar

sombar

mongolbar

budhbar (budbar)
,

bissudbar Thursday

sukkurbar Friday

sonibar Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday



Lesson nart 1. Conversation.

Analysis and translation.

1.
n
news

n

If

what news
II

form of
greeting

A. What news?

2.
H
of you (ordinary)"

B. Good. What's the news
with you?

3. demonstrative, "that"

qualifying suffix; see
grammar, section 2.

A. Goad. What book is

(that--qualifier--what
book)

n
one

n

qualifying suffix; see
grammar, section 2.

"a" (article)

nounnstem, "poetry,
poem

genitive case suffix for
stems with vowel final

MINTAWIMM=1.--

Bengali

khobor

ki khobor TT; z,423

A. ki khobor

(N
745w14-4:4-

tomar

B. b2ala tomar ki
khobor.

;TAIT 1.-T2

'447
of

-ta

A. b2ala oita ki
boi

-1-45

ck 1/4.A45

to -15r

sqa At:15v
1_-,-

kobita ..1f;4\91

-r



"of poetry
11

B. (It is) a book of poetry. B.

(one..qualifie:' poetry..
of book)

5. noun stem, "book"

alternative genitive case
suffix for stems with cer-
tain vowelGfinals1 see gram-
mar, section 1.)

rr
of that book"

A. What-ig-the-name of
book?

6. name of a book of poems
by Tagore.

7.

B. That book's name is Balaka.

verb stem, "write"

noun stem, "writer"

interrogative, "who"

A. Who is the writer of the

book?

8. name of a famous Bengali
poet, Babindranath
(Tagore)

B. Rabindranath is the writer
of it.

A.

III -2

kobitar

ekta 1

boi

..1.4w6T

boita

-r

boitar

O

of boitar &am ki
(-Th

A-1w

bolaka

B. of boitar:nam 1
bolaka

g-r-f3T

1 eith.

lekhok 0-e2:147

ke

boitar lekhok ke

s-nT-)23-T

robindronath (thakur)

elsi:TrDT Cr)
B. boitar ' lekhok

robindranath

,-,Tt

-717M=0.17,51VM



9. vvb stem, "know, recognize"
you (ordinary) know''

B. Do you know Rabindranath's
name? (i.e Are you fam-
iliar with...).

10. (inflectional) stem of
3rd person (honorific)
pronoun

"of him (honorific)"

A. No, I don't know his
name.

11. A. Who is he?

12.
n
one

n

qualifying suffix, used
with reference to human
beings

.n
one (person)

fl

noun stem, "poet"

B. He is a poet.

13. noun stem,"song"

verb stem, "write"

He, ( honorific) writes"

A.

III .3

z an- GTrcr-
(tumi) zano WE a"

B. tumi ki robindran.-
ather"nam zano

,+1" Tzei 44,:itrcrATP1-4-
r

01/4.

na ami tar nam
zani na

ATI-9:rn-zor A-5c

wl7r 01-ir

A. tain ke

7511-4i

B.

ek

-zon ZUT

skzon .".745A;r

kobi 4vIr

tain skzon kobi

11,A

gan Gr1-41

lekh 4r1-2--

16khen loToT;Ir



A. Is he a writer of songs? A.

14. for this use of the future
tense, see grammar, section
3.1.

basic stem of verb "hear"

high stem of verb "hear"

sign off' the future tense

2nd person (ordinary)
verbal ending used with
future tense

"you ordinary) will
hear

B. Yes. Would you like B.
to hear a song by
Rabindranath?

(yes-you? Rabindranath-
of song hear-will)

15. for this use of the genitive
case, see grammar, section
4.

verb stem, "hear"

"I will/shall hear"

A. Yes, I should like to
hear a song by him.

(yes. I him-of song
hear-shall)

4 44,41,1A 41-..

III -4

4:0111, ,

tain 1 ki gan lsk-
hen

N.Die;t4T 174% si-F7 Ck:11.21-/T

ion- (hon-) cot;-mr(T...T)

gun (hun-) (72.4)

-b-

-a

(tumi) sunba(nr54)745.7.M-

ho 1 tumi ki t robin-
dronather gan
sunba

yor.Fr-N

sun 15

(ami) gunum 76:3,47rgr

A. ho 1 ami 1 tar gan
sunum

lz :51=4" s-11:4-



16. type of Indian stringed
instrumezt

verb stem, "flay (an
instrument)

"you (ordinary) will play"

A. Will you play the
sitar?

17. type of instrument, violin

B. No, I shall play the
behala.

i8. 2nd person (ord.) pronoun
stem

genitive case suffix with
vowel stems

post-position (ac-
companiment), governing
a preceding genitive

"with you"

type of Indian drum

III -5

setar

baza

(tumi) bazaba 4TAL'w

A. tumi ki setar
bazaba

er..-

.4, )-1-34-. c570-1-r.

behala cAza-6.T.1-

B. na ami behala
bazamu

gli,\N-1-131-czta.T.4.0'.agity%.r

toma-

-r

sathe >111.31-

tomar gathe (<5 riA 1:1" 5t r(- \-r

tobla 54-t:1-



A. I shall accompany you
on the tabla.

(I you-<of> with table
play-shall)

19. B. Will your brother play
the4itar?

20. A. Yes, he will play.

III -6

A. ami tomar gathe
tobla bazamu

r
A5V-4174- 3 11-0.1-

75-41-rvIT

A. tomar bhai ki I se.-

tar bazaibo

1-4 34'3%

B. ho t bazaibo

Lesson III, Part 2. Derivative Grammar.

1. Genitive case endings, as in sentences 4 and 5.

The genitive case enditg has two forms:

The general rule for the formation of the genitive case is

that when a work has a vowel final, the suffix is /-r/. When

a word has a consonant final, the suffix is /-er/. There is

an exception to this rule;

When the word has the shape CV (consonant-vowel) and the

final vowel is /i/, /u/, or /a/, the genitive suffix is either

/-r/ or /-er/. When the word has the shape CVV (consonant-

vowel-vowel), and the final vowel is /if, or /u/, the genitive

suffix is /-er/. Examples:

CV:

CVV:

English Nominative Genitive

mother ma maer

foot pa paer

book boi boier
brother bLai btaier
wife bou bouer
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But the genitive of /kobi/, "pc st ", is /kobir/, the
word being of MTV shape.

There is a similar situation for the locative case; seelesson II.

2. The use of qualifiers, as in sentences 3, 4, and 12.
2.1. There are various qualifiers (sometimes called "parti-
cles") in Bengali, which have different usages and meanings.
The most commonly used one is the one which we have in sen-
tences 3 and 4 -- i.e., /W. It is not possible to assigna lexical meaning to the usage of /Da/ in sentence 3. Thesequalifiers axe frequently added to adjectives or, as here,
demonstrative pronouns, which are not accompanied by a noun.

Examples: English Bengali

What book is that (or, apt ki boidepending on the in-
tonation, "Is that a
book?")

What book is this (or: eita ki boi
Is this a book?)

Is this easy?

Is that bad?

That is bad.

That is easy work.

eita ki sohoz

seita ki kharap

seip, kharap

oita sohoz kaz
When the demonstrative is accompanied by a noun, the qualifieris affixed to the noun. Note also differences in meaning.

What is that book?

That work is easy.

This poetry is very
beautiful.

oi bona ki

oi kazta sohoz

ei kobita khub
sundor

Drill carefully (using the tapes) on these usages and dis-
tinctions.

How would you say the following:

That work is difficult.

T.
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That is difficult work.

That book is good.

That is a good book.

That poem is beautiful.

That is a beautiful poem.

Is that difficult work?

Is that work difficult?

The difference might be defined in this way: that when the

demonstrative ( /ei /, /oi /, or /gein is used adjectivally (i.e,

accompanying a noun), the noun takes the qualifier. When it
is used pronomially (i.e., standing alone, as the subject or

object of the sentence), the demonstrative itself takes the
qualifier.

2.2. Qualifiers are usually added to numerals and other ad-
jectives of cmantity when accompanied by a noun, as in sen-
tence 4. Again, in such cases, there is no transferrable
meaning is English. An exception to this rule is when ad-

jectives of quantity accompany nouns referring to money. For
example:

"two annas"

"five rupees"

dui ono

pas taka

Note that when adjectives of quantity are used, the nouns which
they accompany are singular.

2.3. The qualifier /-ta/ can be used with reference to any
person or object. The qualifier /-zon/1 however, as in sen-
tence 2, can be used only in reference to human beings.
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Although. /la/ can also be used with human reference, the use

of /-zon/ is preferable in this situation.

2.4. Examples of these various usages are as follow:

I shall fetch a book.

I shall fetch that book.

I shall fetch that.

he (hon.) will sing a
song.

he (hon.) will sing two
songs.

he (hon.) will sing that
song.

he (hon.) will sing that
(one).

I have a book.

I have a brother.

3. The simple future tense.

ami sqa boi anum

ami oi boita anum

ami oita anum

taro siqa gan gaiben

taro duitagan gaiben

taro oi ganta gaiben

taro oita gaiben

amar skta boi ase

amar skzon b/ai ase

3.1. The two uses of the future tense which are illustrated

in this lesson are the following:

a. The indication of action that will take place in the
future.

b. An expression equivalent to the English "would you..."
(i.e.,"do you went to" as in sentence 15.)

The future tense is formed by the addition of the future sign

/-b-/ to the high stem of the verb, unless the vowel of the

verb stem is /a/: If the vowel stem is /a/, the low vowel is

preserved in the future tense. The personal endings of the

future tense, except the 1st person marker, are then added

to the stem -b complex.*

The future tense personal endings are:

1st person (ami) -um or -mu

2nd person (ordinary -- tumi) -a

2nd person (inferior tui)

**(The stems having CV-shapes, except those having /i/ in the

stem, take /-ib-/ rather than /-b-/ as the future sign. The

1st person ending is added to the simple stem. 1-um/ is added

to stems of CVC shape and /-mu/ to stems ending in a vowel.)
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2nd person (honorific apne) -en

3rd person (ordinary -- ace) -o

3rd person (honorific tain) -en

3.2. Sample simple future paradigms

son- "hear"

ami gunum

tumi gynba

tui gunbi

apne sunben

gee gunbo

tain sunben

"buy"

ami kinum

tumi kinba

tui kinbi

apne kinben

gee kinbo

tain kinben

khel- "plan"

ami khelum

tumi khelba

tui khelbi

apse khelben

gee khelbo

tain khelben

kora. "do make"

ami lwrum

tumi korba

tui korbi

apne korben

sts: Vssu,

are:

I shall hear

you (ord.) will hear

you (inf.) will hear

you (on.) will hear

he (ord.) will hear

he (hon.) will hear

I shall buy

you (ord.) will buy

you (inf.) will buy

you (hon.) will buy

he (ord.) will buy

he (hon.) will buy

I shall play

you (ord.) will play

you (inf.) will play

you (hon.) will play

he (ord;) will play

he (hon.) will play

I shall do

you(ord.) will do.

you (inf) will do

you (hon.) will do
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gee korbo

tain korben

"know"zan-

ami zanum

tumi zanba

tui zanbi

apne zanben

gee zanbo

tain zanben

ami zamu

tumi zaiba

tui zabi

apne zaiben

gee zaibo

tain zaiben

ho- "be, become"

ami homu

tumi hoiba

tui hobi

apne hoiben

see hoibo

tain hoiben

4. The genitive case can

he (ord.) will do

he (hon.) will do

I shall know

you (ord.) will know

you (inf.) will know

you (hon.) will know

he (ord.) will know

he (hon.) will know

I shall go

you (ord.) will go

you (inf.) will go

you (hon.) will go

he (ord.) will go

he (hon.) will go

I shall become

you (ord.) will

you (inf.) will

you.(hon.) will

become

become

become

he (ord.) will become

he (hon.) will become

be used to denote authorship, as

in sentences 25. and 16. Another example:

noun stem "story"

"Is that a story by
Azad?"

golpo

oita ki azader golpo
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Lesson III, part 3. Pattern drills.

1. Pattern: grammar, section 2.1.

a. Is that a book?

b, Is that a poem?

c. Is that a novel?

d. Is that a play?

e. Is that a story?

2. Pattern: grammar, section 2.1.

a. Yes, this is a book.

b. Yes, this is a poem.

c. Yes, this is a novel.

d. Yes, this is a play.

e. Yes, this is a story.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a. What book is that?%

b. What poem is that?

c. What novel is that?

d. What play is that?

e. What story is that?

4. Pattern; sentence 4.

a. It is a book of songs (use singular form)

b. It is a poem by (i.e., of) Rabindranath.

c. It is a novel by Rabindranath.

d. It is a play by Rabindranath.

e. it is a story by Shahed Ali.

5. Pattern: sentence 5.

a. What is the name of that book?

b. What is the name of that poem?

c. What is the name of that novel?

d. What is the name of that play?

e. What is the name of that story?
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6. Pattern: sentence 6, grammar section 2.

ac That book's name is Bicitra (bicittra). That is the
name of the book.

b. That poem's name is Balaka (bolaka). And that is the
name of the book.

c. That novel's name is Gora (gora). That is the name
of the novel.

d. That play's name is Raja. (rata). That is the name
of the play.

e. That story's name is Putul. (putul). That is the name
of the story.

7. Pattern: grammar, section 2.

a. Is that a very good book?

b. Is that a book of poetry?

c. Is that a good novel?

d. Is that a difficult play?

e. Is that a Bengali story?

8. Pattern:

a. Yes,

b. Yes,

c. Yes,

grammar, section 2.

it is a good book.

it is a book of poetry.

it is a very good novel.

d. No, it is an easy play.

e. Yes, it is a Bengali story.

9. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Who is the author of it?

b. Is Rabindranath the author of the book?

c. Is Rabindranath the author of it?

d. Iz Rabindranath the author of the play?

e. Is Shahed Ali the author of the story?

10. Pattern: sentences

a. Rabindraiwth is
his name?

8,9.

the writer of the book. Do you know
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b. Yes, he is

c. Yes, he is
name?

d. Yes, he is
name?

e. Yes, he is
name?

TIS
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the writer of it. Do you know his name?

the writer of the novel. Do you know his

the writer of the play. Do you know his

the writer of the story. Do you know his

11. Pattern: sentences 10, 11.

a. No, I don't know his name. Who is he?

b. Yes, I know his name.

c. Yes, I know his poetry.

d. Yes, I know his stories.

e. No, I don't know his name. Who is he?

12. Pattern:

a. He is

b. He is

c. He is

d. He is

e. He is

13. Pattern:

a. Is he

b. Is he

co Is he

d. Is he

e. Is he

14. Pattern:

a. Yes.

b. Yes.
"his

c, Yes.

d. Yes.

e. Yes.

sentence 12, 13.

a writer. You will hear his name.

a good writer. You will read his poetry.

a very good writer. You will read his novels.

a poet. You will hear his songs.

a friend. And he is a writer.

sentence 14.

a poet of Bengal?

a writer of poems?

a writer of many novels?

a writer of stories?

a friend of yours (i.e., of you)?

sentence 15.

Would you like

Would you like
song")?

Would you like

Would you like

Would you like

to hear his Bengali?

to hear a song by him (i.e.,

to read his novels?

to read his stories?

to hear a song by him?

arromoursawascaalia-vm
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15. Pattern:

a. Yes,

b. Yes,

c. Yes,

d. Yes,

e. Yes,

sentence 16.

I should like to hear

I should like to hear

I should like to read

I should like to read

I should like to hear

Pattern: sentence 17.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Will you read his poetry?

Will you play the sitar?

Will you read a novel?

Will you read a story?

Will you sing a song?

16. Pattern: sentence 18.

a. Yes, I shall rea a poem.

b. No,

c. N),

d. No,

I shall play the tabla.

I shall read a story.

I shall read a poem.

e. Yes, I shall sing a song.

III -18

his Bengali.

a song by him?

his novels.

his stories.

a song by him.

17. Pattern: sentence 19.

a. I shall read with you.

b. I shall play the sitar with you.

c. I shall read a story with you.

d. I shall read a poem with you.

e. I shall sing with you.

Lesson III, part 4. Sentence Drill.

Drill 1.

--What book is that?

--This book? Its name is Gitanjali.

--I do not know that name. Who is its author?

7,717!..,4,7.T.i1V57 FVFNI
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--It is a book of Rabindranath.

--Is it a novel?

- -No, it is a book of poetry.

--Is it a good book?

--Yes, it is a very good book.

--Is it in Bengali?

--No, it is in English. Shall I read a poem?

- -Yes, I should like to hear a poem(i.e., I shall hear).

--I shall read the first poem.

--That is a good poem. Now will you sing a song of Rabindra-
nath?

- -No, I shall not sing. My brother will sing.

--Will you play the tabla?

--Yes, I shall play the tabla. Will you dance?

--Yes, I shall dance.

Drill q.

--This is a good story.

--What story?

--A story of Bonaphul.

--Is that his real name?

--No, his real name is Balai (hand Mukhopadhyay. He is a
good writer.

--In which country does he live?

--He lives in Bengal. Will you read this story?

- -I cannot. I do not know Bengali.

--Will you learn Bengali.

--My brother speaks Bengali well He will read it.

--Is Bengali difficult?

--No, it is easy. You will learn Bengali quickly.

--That will be good.

--Yes, that will be good.
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Lesson III, mart 5. Substitution Vocabulary.

Bengali

bondhu

natok

novel

kobita

inrazi

banla

gan

deg

bar ladeg

golpo

lekha

prothom

ditio

tritio

asol

taratari

kon

ke

Idiom: taile

English

friend

play

novel

poetry, poem

English (language)

Bengali (language)

song

country

Bengali (language)

story

writing

first

second

third

true, original

quick, quickly

which

who

that becomes-(if)

Bengali

gan ga-

(Fut.

nac

par -

sikh-

ba

ar

pore

age

ckhon

I

English

sing
(a song)

gan gai-)

dance

be able

learn

then, if that

or

and

after,
afterwards

before

now

is so
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Lesson IV, art 1. Conversation.

Translation and anal siEL

1. 2nd person (ord.) pronoun
stem

genitive plural ending (for
pronouns and nouns with
reference to human beings.)

"of you" "your"
(ordinary plural)

"so many"

"why"

A. Why are there so many
people at your house?

2, noun stem, "sister"

"of sister"

"today"

noun stem, "wedding"

tomago ..,V3;1-44-471-cFn-

sto

keno C.ZP1-

A. tomago barit
sto lok ken

N..40 01'O CA"'

boin

4V703-

-"Yr

B. Today is my sister's B.
wedding.

3. "that is why"

noun stem,

noun stem,

"people"

"crowd"

B. That is why there is
crowd of people.

,22

a B.

WRIT (-(jn-

boiner

aiz

bia

aiz amar boiner.'
bia

.43-111kkgi .DTa-Tif <TT:04-

tai %5nk

manus loTTAr

bhir
0

tai manser bhir
rN

\ffra. Irrrs1-044- 4N9'

22,Te2,1



4. noun stem, "sister"

genitive plural ending (for
nouns with reference to
human beings)

A.

of sisters

inflectional stem of in-
terrogative pronoun who :
genitive case ending:
u
of whom"

amongst

Which of your sisters is
getting married?
(amongst your sisters
whose wedding?)

5. A It is my little sister's
wedding.

6. of whom"

post-position, "with",
governing preceding
genitive

"with whom!!

verb stem, "be"

"(he, she, it) will be"

A. Whom is she marrying?

(with whom her wedding
will-be?)

7. surname, "Khan"

B. She will marry Khan's son.

IV -2

boin

.0

boingo t4WC51.1-.

ka-

kar

moiddhe IAWUv/

A. tomar boingo
moidde ' kar bia

*-97rte;-11-i

lact=1; .47tT

B. amar ' sodo boiner
bia

Trw-4-

kar

loge 47q-C..,s1-

kar loge 4s1T04r

ho- !L

hoibo g:t4-

kar loge '

hoibo

t-4-(05-r

khan h,...-fr.74.

tar bia

E. khango seler loge
tar bia hoibo

041.4 C5-11 t1.52.."(.6-5- cv-T.C1-
r`

Vka:.
a
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8. noun stem, "boy"

qualifying suffix, see
grammar, section 4.

"the boy!!

A. What does the boy do?

9. noun stem, "student"

B. He is a college student.

10. nominative plural suffix
for nouns with reference
to human beings.

iv .3

sele

-ta

s eleta
__
ul

_

A. seleta ' ki kore
r-N
t-43%

B.

A. Where do the Khans live? A.

11. 3rd person (hon.) pronoun stem

nominative plural case end-
ing for pronouns and noun
stems with reference to
human beings.

"they (honorific)
11

noun stem, "market"

post-position, "near",
governing preceding
genitive

"
near the market"

name of a town

B. They live in Shahi, near
the market.

sattro 6p-05.

se ' kolezer sattro

Cs.r. Q.1)7-1

-era

khanerat kothae thaken

-J41'041- CAF774-1:!Tnir(74

ta-

-ra

tara

bazar

kase 444-CL

bazarer kase 4T1UOT

raghahi

B. tara rajgahite,
bazarer kase thaken

4.17,1c-4:cr ..TrcE

.t.?J
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12. noun stem, "brother"

nominative case plural
ending for noun stems

"
brothers

"

verb stem, "come"

3rd person future "(he/
she /it /they) will come"

A. Will your brothers come
to the wedding?

13.
"
all, every one (reference
to human beings)"

B. Yes, they will all come.

14. 2nd person (ord,) pronoun
stem

nominative case plural
ending

"
you(ord. plural)"

noun stem, "night"

"in/on the night"

noun stem,
1,

song
!!

verb stem,
"
sing

"

"
will you sing songs

0

A. Will you sing songs on
the night of the wedding?

ri -4

b

-ra

b aira
I
as-

asbo 1 r

A. tomar b airaki
biat asbo

65r1:04-w- :=.17

11 n;Jr 1-.4-01

sokole

B. ho,' tara sokole
asbo

sSip- 5-1-4vc:T cA174.1-

rattre ,iTr671-01 0)

A. tomra ki biar rattre

4151714.41-174E 1141-n.;4 ;:T)GA"

gan

ga-

gan gaiba sTINT s Mt-TT

slyT s'TT a:fl

gan gaiba
rTh-VT:A-

s-yr
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15. first person pronoun stem

nominative plural

H
we

B. Yes, we shall sing songs.

16. noun stem, "girl"

genitive plural suffix

"of the girls"

post-position governing
preceding genitive

"among the girls"

inflectional stem of inter-
rogative, who

nominative plural suffix

"who" (nominative plural)

A. Who among the girls will
sing songs?

17. noun stem, "friend"

"friends" (nominative
plural)

B. Friends of my sister will
sing.

13. A. What songs will they sing?

Iv -5

am-

amra

B. ho almra g
gamu

an

maia -z4.1r*1-

go -W:n-

maiago

moidde 34'7'26

maiago moidde
142-ilsrOrr

ka.

-ra

kara 4511F-

A. maiago moidde kara
gan gaibo

7A-424 R,51-V704-01.1

bondhu

bondhura
VP's,

B. amar boiner bond-
hura gan gaibo

T)-1-1-4-

s-1114-4-

A. tara ki gan gaibo

4 Sma- sTa7('
O



19. name of a poet

B. They will sing gazals
of Nazrul.

20. conjunction, "and, also"

"you also"

A. Will you also sing songs?

21. B. Yes, I also will Sing
songs.

22. first person pronoun stem

genitive plural suffix

of us, our"

B. Will you listen to our
songs?

23. A. Yes, I should like to
listen.

24, "all right"

"in that case"

iv .6

nazrul eRr-CP-c11.-

B. tara nozruler gozol
gab

sAA-

- 1.4

0 s2)

tumi +o

A. tumi+o ki I gan

gaba

(>4.

B. ho ami+o gan
gam

IST-<?) CI;re- sT1

ama-

go OT

amago \--12,Mr71-r-

B. tumi ki amago gan
t sunba
r-N

-s.-v\-6-TYLvv

-:.`.VC"NT 74"):2)A41--

A. ho I sunum

beg ART

taile



2nd person (ord.) pronoun
stem

objective case suffix (sea
grammar, section 1)

verb stem, "call"

"I shall call"

"I shall call you"
,

B. All right. In that case,
I shall call you tonight.

1t 11

qualifying suffix, see
grammar, section 4,2.

"seven o'clock"

post - position, " before'
governing preceding
genitive

"before seven o'clock',

A. Will you call before sevem
o'clock?

26. "eight"

qualifying suffix, see
grammar, section...4.2..

"tight o'clock"

post-position, "after",
governing preceding
genitive

-7

toma-

-re -

Oak-

Oakum

tomare

r2rA*

B. bee taile rait
tre tomare Oakum.

r0---(zF- ,5 4561-

at 5:M5

-ta -1)1-

satta 4 10-1.7r

age 541Z,s1-

sattar age -%:.-1-

A. tumi ki sattar age
dakba

r-N

S
at

04.

,0.4 no-

to

atta t1 Cr

pore 47-1-c,F



'after eight olclock"

B. No, I shall call after
eight.

ry -8

attar pare .,NI6-6-Ferfer

B. na ami attar
pore

fTh
*it \a:cr)-54.-

<MeV
Lesson IV, art 2. Grammar.

1. The objective case, sentence 24.

1.1. For the time.being, we can consider the objective case

in Dacca dialect as that which takes the singular case ending

/-re/ and the plural case ending /-go/ for pronouns and nouns

which have human reference. A more elaborate etatement des-

cribing the inflection for this case will be given in Lesson

VII.

1.2. The case suffix indicates that the noun or pronoun to

which it isvAttached is the object of the verb. For example:

Uninflected:

He speaks Bengali.

I will hear the song.

Inflected:

I shall call your brother.

I know him.

2. Plurals.

se bapia koe.
CalS81111MIA

ami ganta sunum

ami tomar b?aire dakum

ami tare zani

2.1. A plural formation of a noun or pronoun indicates that

noun or pronoun is more than one in number. Note that when a

noun is accompanied by an adjective of number, the noun does

not take the plural suffix. For example:

boy sele 1 boys selera i

1 two boys duizon

many sisterssisters boinera onek
boin

sele

sister boin

book boi books boigula some books kisu
boi

%I.,,WZOt.17Z," 740-toWtriaa.2iffair,"1,
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2.2. The plurals of nouns referrin

pronouns are formed by the ad

suffixes to the noun

74NriA,4",f,77,,ZW.,-^rMrTW71)Fjv

Iv

to animate beings and of

dition of one of a set of plural

r pronoun stem.. These case suffixes are;

ominative -ra / -era

Genitive -.go

(Objective -go)

Except in pronominal stems and noun stems with /e/ final,

where the suffix is always / -ra /, /-go/, and /-go/, there is

free variation between /-ra ~ -era/, etc., irrespective of

whether the stem has a consonant or vowel final.

Note: In the above list and in the paradigms below, the ob-

jective case forms are given, though we have not yet met them

in drill. They are given here for the sake of completeness

only, and will be taken up in detail in Lessons VII, f.

203. A sample plural paradigm of /sele/, "boy", is:

"boys" (nominative) selera

"of boys" (genitive) selego

("<to> boys" <objective selego)

2.4. A sample plural paradigm of the personal pronouns is:

Person Nominative Genitive Objective

1st amra amago amago

2nd (ordinary) tomra tomago tomago

2nd (inferior) tora togo tog()

2nd (honorific) apnara apnago apnago

3rd (ordinary) tara tago tago

3rd (honorific) tara tago tago

Note: Pronouns and nouns referring to human beings are very

rarely used in the locative. For such an expression as "among

the boys", Bengali usually employs a so-called post-position

or similar device -. /selego moidde/ (see below, section 6).

2.5. Although only nouns denoting animate objects and
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personal pronouns can form their plurals by means of the suf-

fixes /-ra/, etc all nouns can form plurals by means of the

suffix /-gula/. A sample plural paradigm of /boi /, "book",

is:

"books" (nominative)

"of books" (genitive)

"books" (objective)

boigula

boigular

boigulare (very rare.

inanimate nouns are

usually uninflected

in '6he objective case,

"on /in books" (locative) boigulate

2.6, The suffix insula/, when used with nouns with reference

to animate beings (it is not used with pronouns), indicates

particularization;

"What do boys (in general) do ?" selera ki kore

"WbAt do (those particular) boys do?" selegula ki kore
(rare)

2.7. Nouns denoting inanimate objects are uninflected in the

plural when the reference is general (i.e., there is no con-

trast between singular and plural formations):

"mango falls", Or "mangos fall" am pore

"flower blooms," Or "flowers bloom" phul phote

When the reference is particular, nouns denoting inanimate

objects take /-gulafin the plural:

"mangos (in general) fall"

"(those particular) mangos fall"

"flowers (in general) bloom"

"(those particular) flowers bloom"

2.8. To summarize;

With animate nouns and pronouns;

-ra/-era nominative plural suffix; general reference.

am pore

amgula pore

phul phote

phugula phote
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- go genitive plural suffix; general reference.

- go objective plural suffix, general reference.

With all nouns:

-gula nominative plural suffix, particular
reference.

-gular genitive plural suffix, particular
reference.

-gulare objective plural suffix, particular
reference.

-gulate locative plural suffix, particular
reference.

2.9. Mutation drills.

2.10. In a sequence of plural nouns, only the last noun in

the sequence takes the plural suffix. For example:

"the mangos and bananas and berries" am kola ar jamgula

3. Interrogative pronoun (ordinary) stem /ka-/, as in sen-

tenc{ 4.

The interrogative pronoun "wheis declined in this way:

Singular Plural

Nominative ke kara

Genitive kar kago

Objective kare kago

4. Qualifier /-ta/, as in sentence 8.

4.1. In addition to the uses of the qualifier already mentioned

(see ante, Les. III., Gram.) the qualifier can be added to a

noun stem to give the force of the English definite article

"the" or of.the demonstrative "that". So here, /seleta,/,

"the boy, that particular boy".

5. Formation of the feminine.

5.1. Many, though by no means all, nouns in Bengali form the

feminine by the addition of the suffixes 1-i/, /-ini/, or

/-ni/.

, I , :4 VP, 44,4 'A; 1
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5.2. Some nouns which have 14-0/ final replace the final /-p/

with /-i/, as:

sattro "student" (masc.) sattri "student" (fem.)

5.3. Nouns which have other vowels final frequently add the

/-ni/ suffix to the noun stem, as:

dhopa "washerman" dhopani "washerwoman"
(dhupi)

5.4. Nouns which have consonants final frequently add the

suffix /-ini/ to stem, as:

bagh "tiger" baghini "tigeress"
(baghi)

6. Bengali phrases of place or time, in or to which, accom-

paniment, agency, etc., are expresed by means of post-posi

tions. Most of these post-postions govern a preceding-geni-

tive. Some of the most common ones are:

loaq/sathe "with" amar loge/sathe "with me"

moidde "among" meeder moidde "among the
girls"

pore "after (time)" e4ar pore
uafter

this

age "before (time)" eitar age "before
this

u

laiga forNhe sake tar laiga "for hirn /it

of)" for his/
its sake"
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Lesson latimiamt34ammttex.

1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a. Why are there so many people in your room?

b. Why are there so many friends at your house?

c. Why are there so many people here?

ymemwarlwaNNIMMINMIIIINNINCJIMINIMIO

d. Why are there so many books on yotir table?

e. Why are there so many books in your room?

2. Pattern: sentences 2, 3e

a. Today is my brother's wedding; that is why there is
a crowd.

b. Today is my sister's wedding; that is why there is a

crowd there.

c. Today is my son's wedding; that is why there is a
crowd at my house.

111114%-"3111.111101M11111

d. Today is my exam; that is why there are so many books.

e. Today is my exam; that is why there are so many books
here.

3. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. Which of your brothers is getting married?

b. Which of your sisters is getting married?

c. Which of your sons is getting married?

d. To which of your friends do the books belong (i.e.,

of your friends, whose book )?

e. To which of your brothers do the books belong?

4. Pattern: sentence 5.

a. It is my elder brother's wedding.

b. It is my younger sister's Wedding.
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c. It is my younger son's wedding.

d. They are Roh-lmvs books.

e. They are my younger brothervs books.

5. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. Whom is he marrying?

b. Whom is your sister marrying?

c. Whom is your son marrying?

d. With whom does your friend live?

e. With whom does your brother study?

6. Pattern; sentence 7.

a. He is marrying Rohimvs daughter.

b. She is marrying Hanam's son.

c. He is marrying my friend's daughter.

d. He lives with his friends.

e. He studies with me every day.

Pattern: sentence 8.

a. What does your elder brother do?

b. What work does the boy do?

c. What work does your friend do?

d. What does he study?

e. What do you (plural) study?

8. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. He is a student.

b. He is a college student.

C. He is an artist.

d. He studies Bengali.
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e. He learns songs.

9. Pattern: sentence 10.

a, Where do they live?

b. Where does the boy live?

c. Where does he live?
amm.rwatINVIENSIWO

d. Where does he study?

e. Where will you (plural) study?

10. Pattern: sentence 11.

a. They live near the city.

b. He livesin Dacca, near my house.

c. He lives in Dacca, near your house.

d. He studies at the college neor the market.

e. We will study here, near the window.

11. Pattern; sentence 12.

a. Will your sisters come to your brother's wedding?

b. Will your friends come to your sister's wedding?

c. Will your friends come to your son's wedding?

Will he go to his college?

e. Will he come daily to your room?

12. Pattern: sentence 13.

a. Yes, they will come.

b. Yes, they will all come.

c. Yes, they will all come to the wedding,

d. Yes, he will go to his college.

e. Yes, he will come to my room every day.

13. Pattern: sentenep 14.

a. Will you (plural) hear songs on the night of the
wedding?
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Will they sing good songs on the night of the wedding?

c. Will they sing gazalson the night of the wedding?

d. Will he study Bengali at the college?

e. Will you learn music with him?

3.4. Pattern: sentence 15.

a. Yes, we wIll listen to many songs°

b. Yes, they will sing many good songs.

c. Yes, they will sing many gazal songs.

d. Yes, I will study Bengali there.

e. Yes, we will learn music.

15. Pattern: sentence 16.

a. Who among the boys will sing songs?

b. Who among the girls will sing songs?

c. Who among you (plural) will sing songs?

Ime Nor,' 4mit.msweicect

d. Who among your friends will study Bengali?

e. Who among your friends will learn music?

16. Pattern: sentence 17.

a. Friends of my son will sing songs.

b. Friends of my daughter will sang songs,

c. Friends of mine will sing songs.

d. They all will study Bengali.

e. My friends all will learn music.

17. Pattern: sentence 18.

a, What songs will they sing?

b. What songs will her friends sing?

c. What songs will your friends sing?
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d. What writing will they read?

ee What songs will they learn?

18. Pattern: sentence 19.

a. They will sing many songs.

b. They will sing gazals.

c. We will sing Rabindranathts songs.

d. They will read poetry.

e. They will learn bhatiali.

19. Pattern: sentence 20.

a. Will you also sing many songs?

be Will you also sing gazals?

c. Will you also sing Nazrults songs2

ONNINIONO..1.41111M111111111M111111

do Will

e. Will

20. Pattern:

a. Yes,

b. Yes,
to

c. Yes,

you also read poetry?

you also learn bhatiali?

-
IttaitaViroginsiirmeirasers
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sentences 21, 22.

I also shall sing songs. Will you listen?

I also shall sing gazals.
the songs?

I also shall sing his songs. Will you listen?

Will you listen

OM, _ MISME/Wili

d. Yes, I also shall read poetry. Will you listen to the
poetry?

e. Yes, I also shall learn bhatiali.
listen to a bhatiali?

21., Pattern: sentence 230

a. Yes, I should like to listen.

b. No, I should not like to listen.

c. Yes, we all should like to listen.

Will ye)a
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d. Yes, I should like to listen to a poem.
e. Yes, I should like to hear a song.

22. Pattern: sentence 24.
a. All right.

tonight.

be All right.

c. All right.

In that

In that

In that

case, you will hear the songs

case I shall not call you tonight.

case, you will come here tonight.

d. All right. In that case, I shall read a poem tonight.
e. All right. In that case, I shall call you tonight.

23. Pattern: sentence 25.
a. Will I come before eight o'clock ? (Shall 1..0?)
b. Will you sing before nine o'clock?
c. Will you call me before ten o'clock?

d, Will you read before seven o'clock?
e. Will you call me before six o'clock?

24* Pattern: sentence 26.
a. No, I shall call you after nine.
b. No, I shall sing after ten.
c. No, I shall call you after ten.

11111110111.

d. No, I shall read after, eight.
c. No, I shall call you after seven.

Lesson IV, part k. Sentence Drill.

Note. Use ordinary plural forms throughout.
Drill l.

-.There will be a celebration at our house today. Will youcome?

--What time will it be?
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-It will be at eight o'clock tonight.

there be a crowd of people?

--Yes, many people will come.

--Then I shall not come. I do not like a crowd.

--But they are all your friends. Rohim and Anis will come
there,

-.All right, then, we shall come. What is the celebration?
-.Today is Eid. Do you know what Eid is?

--Yes, it is a festival.

--Yes. We shall sing songs on the day of Eid.

--What kind of songs will you sing?

--Gazal (gozol) songs. The tune of these songs is very
beautiful.

-.Who are the writers of gazals?

..Many poets. Their names are IOsi, Nazrul, etc.

.Are they modern writers?

--Yes, they are modern.

-ticWho (plural) will sing their songs,

- -Some singerg will come. My friends will also sing.

shall not sing. My voice is bad.

Drill 20
1101MmemoommIP

. msalam will come to my house tonight. Will you come with him?
-.What time will he go?

- -He will come at seven o'clock sharp. Anis will come too.
-.Will Nazma sing? She has a beautiful voice.

- ..Yes, she will sing gazals.

-.Then I shall come. Those songs are very sweet.

-.Many people will be coming. They will all bring their in..
struments.

--What is the celebration?

-.Today is my sister's birthday.

the people of your house sing songs for her?

- -Yes, they will sing.

--Then I shall come at seven.

4



porikkha

utsob

bidda

kola

Soogit

sur

somoe

posondo

gola

rat, rait

jontro

gilpi

adhunik

purana

migIi

Idioms:
1111U111111MW.RINI.
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Lesson IV Vocalz*_

examination

celebration

learning

art

music

melody

time

liking

throat, voice

night

instrument

artist

modern

old, ancient

sweet

kotar somoe agba

agar gcmpe asum

aiz rate

gikhp.

ag-

an-

pa-tondo kor-

roz, prottekdin

aiz

kail (agami

kail 1"")

kail (goto
kail.. -)

tai

kintu

learn

come

bring, fetch

like

everyday, daily

today

tomorrow

yesterday

therefore,
that is why

but

sokole

zomodin

how -much time
core will

eight-(and)
time come-
shall

today night-
(in)

all

birthday

What time will
you come?

I shall come at
eight.

tonight
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V

Lesson V, part 1. Conversation

Laysis and translation

honorific suffix attached to
the given name of a male
person addressed.

noun compound, "father" and
If

mother
n

, see grammar.

A. Mr. Rohim where do your
mother and father live?

2. "before, formerly"

Calcutta, name of a city,
capital of West Bengal

"in Calcutta"

simple past tense stem of
verb /as./ "be"

sign of the simple past
tense

honorific verbal ending

"(they--honorific)

B.- My mother and father were
in Calcutta before.

Bengali

saheb

541-GZ:4r

abba--amma

..941741;211--\:),Mar

A. roll= saheb
apnar abba.
anima kothae
thaken
rN
1 ilm-34Tu47-4;

wigRTQD11-4.Enr-

arrc.04-
age wrvr.

koilkata
(kolkata)

koilkatae

si

-en -VT
(0

silen Tiolrar

B. amar abba-
amma age ,

koilkatae
silen

\54-mTPFNiNn-42n-

N-15.-gr

4511cR":404151-14-

fLicni-dr

.,



3.

4ftomilnMmwtmm&,

"this"

ltttMngY.OMarMMM9AtraWttmmmMWtlmmasmammomme

morpheme indicating time

"this time, now"

name of a city, capital
of East Pakistan

B. Now they live in Dacca.

4. 2nd person (hon.) pronoun
stem

genitive case plural suffix

"of you (hon. plural)"

B. Where is your home?

5. 1st person pronoun stem

genitiVe Case plural suffix

"of us"

name of a city and a
district. in western
West Bengal

3rd person simple past
tense verbal ending

"it (he/she) was"

A. Our house was in
Birbhum before.

V -2

c -- variant of ea.

-khon *TX"

skhon

d' aka aiWr

B. skhon &akae thaken

,.AnqW smrly arnow

apna- (apne)

go ...tsfr

apnago roi-A-rvir

B. apnago bari
kothae

ama-

-go - U'rr-

amago -z,-41141-C,s11-

birbhum 49-4-(.1
es,

G

silo. 11E71.(=N7n:5A)

A. amago bari age
birbhume silo

.......+1;aoanIMMURIMINSUROWIAMOI

zit9-
-14-1-cz r 4w4A7-,
..5419Ersg-



6. 1st person nominative
pronoun stem

7.

nominative plural case
suffix

"we"

conjunctive, "too, also"

A. Now we also live in
Dacca.

noun stem,"place"

"in which place"

B. In which part of Dacca
do you live?

Dacca-in which place-
in you live)

8. noun stem, "bank, edge, side"

"near the new market"

A. Now we live near the
new market.

9. name of a section
Dacca.

1st person simple
verbal ending

of old

past

V -3

am-

:Trra

am ra

A. skhon amra o t

deakae thaki

r-N
w-rt-r-crs.

kon C-0003-

zaega Q7,111-75-11.-

kon zaegae

Vnoir aknF'419-
B. eakae 1 kon zaegae

t thaken

T;Wrzr a 0

uri-05-4

kase ,4Trcti:

niu marketer kase
r )

.gcrc,*--ctT
A. amra skhon 1 niu

marketer 1 kase
thaki >

.9T1 14,17.9

/ 5--41-4AGL-T <rbt-Cri

.v.1-1T45

lokkhibazar

-am ---1-7*.r

7632P,M=anizarAWAIWZIOMMaauweaniamomeawareacr,
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'we (1) were (was)"

A. Formerly we were in
Laksmibazar

10. post-position "with;
governing preceding
genitive

"with you (honorific)"

"more, anr:, in addition"

"who in addition, who else"

B. Who else lives with you in
Dacca?

11. noun stem, "family"

12.

A. Our family is very large.

noun stem, "elder brothers
wife

elder brother

A. My mother, father, elder
brother, and sister -in-
law live with me.

NA isse

v -14-

asilam

A. age I lokkhi bazare
asilam

N...1-1-01-e.44PrtZYU.C.17-r
ef--N

\A-11-1.reTripc"

loge c4"4..s1

apner loge \-tigro-.1--
04-071-

ar vax-Q4-

ar ke

B. apner loge t d' akae
ar ke thake

\."4" rez,:;:r "Tyr.P-2-r

No-TT-1

sonsar

0

amago sonsar khub
boro

CJ's 0

bhabi

b: aizan

A. amar loge abba-amma
b' aizan o bhabi
thaken

34-114141- -

\NTSCT r:f.i.ccra~r. NZ

4; al- DJ-T(45T
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13.

or, ;.e., , 1-*!1

"
how many

"

qualifier

how many

noun stem, "boy"

noun stem, "girl"

B. How many children does
your brother have?

your brother-of how -

many children)

14. 4ternative stem of numeral
one

qualifier

"one"

stem of numeral "two",
used in compounds

qualifier

"two"

A. My brother has a son
and two daughters.

15. noun stem,
brother"

noun stem,
wife"

"
father's

"
father's brother's

IT -5

koe

I

koeta 45,?*-

sale c,tgrtr

mee C-54Ctr

B apner b aier koeta

sele-mee

.4ta-.r?g- &cz.-craTT--414--ctr-
d

sit \---415-

sqa

A. amar biaier sqa
sele o duila
mee

\v4"i3C1-4-- -a 2) "-,

._.1.15

caca lateW

mamma, -61
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compound noun, "father,ls
brother and his wife-

nominative plural case
suffix

"father's brothers and
their wives"
(or, "father's brother,
his wife and children)

B. Do your aunts and uncles
live with you?

"now"

emphatic suffix, here
translatable as even"

"even now, still"

A. No, my aunts and uncles
still live in Loksmibazar.

17. B. What does your uncle do?

18. "before"

loan word, "professor"

A. At first, he was a
professor.

r c ,

v-6

oaca-caciamma

-ra - 4 C

dao-dagiammara

ro- 1-6*9-x mat 51

B. apner cada-0a0iammara
ki apner loge

thaken

f fa-

skhon
p;41-7,1r

-o

skhono

A. na Caca.0agiammara
skhono lakkhibazare
thaken

,A-rtmgro 17,1,113r-

B. apner dada ki koren

cgt
r"N
1=45- -er7CP-1--

age N494, ms-

prophesar

A. tain age '

prophesar silen

1/4>

\D 0-4-camal-0

\-94-1-1-15-2:C4r4.-
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A. Now he does nothing at A. skhon t kisui koren
all. na

19. "that"

"what"

4i

"what is that?" or
can that be?"

"how

3rd person (honorific)
pronoun stem

objective case ending

"him (objective)

stem of verb "see"

simple past tense sign

1st person past tense
suffix

n
saw"

B. How can that be? I
saw him in the office
(just) now.

20. A. In what office did
you see him?

21. B. I saw him in his office.

*--41:2-Tar --rkts-LE:z4-

.471-

se

ki

se ki r-v4r

ta-

-re

tare

dskh-

-1-

-am

dskhlam 9"ha-,7.111E-1-

B. se ki 1 ami skhon 1
tare ofise dskhlam

en 1 r-s

A. kon'ofise ' tare
skhon dechlen

4;19,,,Twc

B. ami tare 1 tar °lige.
dekhlam

5ro
rN

\5.ttaxs-cs.lr Wii1)24-A-Vg-

WirfiLEM.arattexpwal"..
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22.. perhaps

v-8

bodhoe

Perhaps he has some busi- A. tar bodboe °Ilse
ness in that office. kono kaz ase

23. but

4Nui 'arrCsi

kintu -114sw

A. But he doesn't work there. A. kintu tain scikhane
kaz koren

c3im*?),F51?4"211-0-

-mid. 4v,p4-4-ir

Lesson V Part 2. Grammar.

1. Compound nouns.

Compound nouns are common in Bengali; they are made up

of two or more noun stems. The case or number inflection,

where there is one, is added to the last member of the com-

pound only. Therefore such compounds are treated inflec-

tionally as simple nouns. Examples:

ma-baba (abba-anima)
I!mother-father, mother and
father

11

b7ai-boin "brother sister ", brother and
sister"

In some cases, meanings of compound nour' are extended beyond

the meanings of their elements:

sele-maia "boy-girl, children"

gas-pala "trees and things like that"

In the forest trees and other
things (i.e., vines, bushes,
etc.) grow very quickly"

bone gas-palagula tara-
tari gozae

2. Simple past tense.

""'"'""............='161wAvasILIMSOPIPAIMUIRMaNcingralazon&T.
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2.1. The primary uses of the simple past tense are:

a. Connected narrative to describe a series of
actions in past time.

b. To express action which has taken place in
the immediate past0

2.2, The sign of the simple past tense is /-1-,/, which sign

is added to the high stem of all verbs EXCEPT those of CVC

shape with /a/-vowel stems.

2.3. The personal endings for the simple past tense are:

1st -am

2nd (ordinary) -a

2nd (inferior)

2nd (honorific) .;.en

3rd (ordinary) -o

3rd (honorific) -en

2.4. Examples:

ken-

kor

khel

ovh.

buy
u

"do

"play"

"rise up"

ami kin-l-am

tumi kin-l-a

tui kin-l-i

apne kin-l- en

see kin l-o

tain kin-l-en

ami korlam

tumi korla, etc.

ami khellam

tumi khella, etc,

ami uplam
tumi uthla, etc.

BUT CaC- stems have no change:

Z "know" ami zanlam, etc.

Sw
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Stems of shape CV., even where the stem.vowel is /a/, take

/1/ before the past suffix /1/. For example:

"
get

"
ami

tumi

tui

apne

see

tain

245. The verb /zap /, "go", has an irregular

simple past. The stem /za../ is inflected in

ami g6, -1 -am

tumi

tui

apne

see

tain

2.6. Give full

por.

;on.

par-

phel-

de.

khau.

pai .1-am

pai.1 -a

pai .1.i

pai -1-en

pai.l.o

pai-l-en

stem in the

this way:

06.1.a

ge-l-i

ge -1.en

ge.1-o

ge;.1.en

paradigms for the following verb stems:

"read"
"
hear

"

"
be able

"

"
drop

"

"
give

"

"
eat

"

2.7. In Lesson VII, more intensive drills on the simple past

are given.

3. The stem of the simple past tense of the verb "be" C/as.,/)

is /si./. The sign of the simple past and the simple past

personal endings are added to this stem. The simple past is

the only past tense in which this verb occurs.

4. Plural verbal endings. Note that there is no variation

in verbal personal endipgs between the singular and plural

.3171wwww.



numbers. Thus:

ami zani "1 n ow" amra zani "We know; etc.

5. The qualifier /-14/0 as in sentence 13,

The form /ko/ is an adjective of quantity. The use of

the qualifier in sentences 13 and 14 is the use which we have

seen before-.namely, that the qualifier Is added to numerals

and other adjectives denoting quantity when followed by a noun.

6. The bound morpheme /khon/ indicates time:

skhon "this time now"

kokhon "which time, when
"

onekkhon "much time", etc.

7. Often an emphatic negative is expressed in Bengali by

the use of the construction

(positive)-(emphatic) (verb) + na

something-(emphatic) does-do kisui koren na
not

He does nothing at all.

Other examples, using the /sip/ emphatic suffix as in sentence

16, might be:

they when-(emphatic) there tara kokhono Seikh&ae
do-go not zae na

They never go there (at all).

they somewhere..(emphatic) do- tara kothao zae na
go not

They do not go anywhere (at all).

He reads no books (at all). see kono boi pore na

8. When the subject of a sentence is plural, the complement

takes no plural suffix; e.g.:

They are writers. tare lekhok

They were writers. tara lekhok silen
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1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a. Where do your brother and sister live?

b. Where do your children live?

c. Where do your brothers and sisters live?

d. Where do your aunts and uncles live?

e. Where do their children live?

2. Pattern: sentence 2.

a. They were in Calcutta before.

b. They were in Dacca before.

c. Their house was in Faridpur (foridpur).

d. They were with Karim before.

e. They nye in Karim's house before.

Pattern: sentence 3, 4.

a. Now they live in Dacca. Where is your home?

b. Now they live in Karachi. Where is your home?

c. Now they live in Rajshahi. Where is your brother's
home?

d. Now they live with me. Where is your uncle's home?

e. Now they live with their father. Where is your
children's home?

3. Pattern: sentence 5, 6.

a. Now we also live in Dacca.

b. Now we also live in Karachi.

c. Now he also lives in Rajshahi.

d. Now he also lives with his children.

e. Now they also live with us.

4. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. In which part of Dacca do ycu live?

b. In which part of the city do you live?

00 in which part of Rajbhahi does he live?
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d. In which part of the house does he live?

e. In which room of the house do they live?

5. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. Now we live by the side of the river.

b. Now we live by the side of the mosque.

c. Now he lives by the side of the mosque.

d. Now he lives beside me.

e. Now they live in the big room.

6. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. Who else lives with you?

b. Who else lives by the side of the mosque?

c. Who else lives with him?

d. Who else lives beside you?

e. Who else lives in that room?

7. Pattern: sentence 11.

a. Our family is very large.

b. Many large families.

c. His family is very large.

d. My brother and his large family.

e. Our family is very small.

Pattern:. sentence 12.

a. My aunts and uncles live with us.

b. My brothers and sisters live near us.

c. His children live with him.

d. My uncles also live with him.

e. Only the children live in that room.

8, Pattern: sentence 13.

a. How many children do they have?

b, How many children does your sister have?

c. How many children does he have?
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d. How many children does your brother,have?

e. How many children do you have?

9. Pattern: sentence 14.

a. They have two sons and two daughters.

b. She has one son and two daughters.

c. He has three sons and four daughters.

d. My brother has one son and one daughter.

e. We have one son and one daughter.

10. Pattern: sentence 15.

a. Do your mother and father live with you?

b. Do your aunts and uncles live near you?

c. Do his brothers live with him?

d. Does your sister live with him?

e. Do your brothers live with you?

11. Pattern: sentence 16.

a. No, they still live in Karachi.

b. No, they still live in Dacca.

c. No, they still live in the city

d. No, she still lives with my brother.

e. No, they still live with my father.

12. Pattern: sentence 17.

a. What does your father do?

b. What does your uncle do?

c. What do your brothers do?

d. What does your brother do?

e. What do they do?

13. Pattern: sentence 18.

a. Formerly, he was a writer.

b. Formerly, he was a poet.

c. Formerly, they were writers.
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do Formerly he was a doctor.

e. Formerly, they were students.

Pattern: sentence 20.

a. Now he writes nothing at all.

b. Now he reads nothing at all.

c. Now they write nothing at all.

d. Now he does nothing at all.

e. Now they study nothing at all.

14. Pattern: sentence 21.

a. How can that be? I saw his book just now.
b. How can that be? I saw his book of poetry just now.
c. How can that be? I saw their writing just now.

do How can that be? I saw him in the hospital just now.
e. How can that be? I saw them in class just now.

15. Pattern: sentence 22.

a. Which book of his did you see?

b. Which poetry book did you see?

c. Which writing did you see?

d. In which hospital did you see him?

e. In which class did you see them?

16. Pattern: sentence 23.

a. I saw his poetry book.

b. I saw his big book.

c. I saw their new book.

d. I saw him in the new hospital.

e. I saw them in Bengali class.

17.. Pattern: sentence 240 25.

a. He wrote poetry, but he doesn't write poetry anymore.
b. He wrote books, but he doesn't write anymore.
c. They wrote books, but they don't write now.

7----.7.....rousszmumasoxingpaGWAMMUMM.
i) 6,iAto
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d. He went there, but he doesn't work there now.
e. They went to class, but they don't study there now.

Lesson V Part 5. Substitution Vocabular

gilpi

gikkhok

sattro

sattri

dhopeit

dhopani

dokan

mogzid
Si
kul

sorpar
poribar

roi
rasta

Pakistan

uttor

dokkhin

purbo

poscim

hagpatal

sele/maia

artist

teacher

student (mo)

student (f.)

washerman

washerwoman

shop

mosque

school

family

road

Pakistan

north

south

east

west

hospital

children

dab-
zap.

ses kor-

pase

bhitore

kase

kisukkhon

kisu

skhon

skhoni

ei

prae

kokhono na

Idioms:

amar move hoe me-of mind-in (it)-
becomes

golpo kor- story make

eimattro this only

see, look

go

finish

beside

within (post.
position)

near (post-position)

a while

some, a little

now

now-(emphatic);
just now

this

(emphatic)

often

never

I think, It
seems to me

talk, gossip

just now
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Lesson VI, Part 1. Conversation.

Translation and analysis.

Note: no subject is ex*/
pressed; /apne./ is under-
stood from the context
and verbal suffix.

verb stem, "want"

honorific verbal ending

"(you--honorific) want"

A. What do you want?

2. B. I want a book.

3. 1st person pronoun stem

objective case ending
(see grammar, section

"(to) one (objective)"

"that, those"

"new"

"history"

noun stem, "book"

inanimate plural suffix

"books"

verb stem, "show"

honorific ending for
verb stems with vowel
final

Ben ali

-n
Can V ri"

A. ki can

ids 1-517,r

B. skta boi eai

ama-

-re -CF

amare v9.1- ni4n-qr

of

nuton cgeA.

itihad a-Jq:an-3-r

boi

gula

boigula .44a-scAT

dskha- C.:91J2Tr-

-n _g



"please show" (for this
imperative usage, see
grammar, section 2.2)

B. Please shiw me those new
history books.

4. high stem of verb "buy"

sign of future tense

honorific verbal ending
IP

(you -.hon.) will buy"

A. Will you buy the books
now?

5. high stem of verb "look,
look at

"(I) shall look at"

B. No, I shall look at the
books now.

6. "afterwards"

"this"

aural suffix

"these"

r",714,

VI -2

dskhan C5t,s111-1-

B. =are I,oi nut=
itihas boigula
dskhan

V-i 13.1 R741- Ns la-

r-N 41.5'041-

kin- 171:e'r

-b-

-en --C-4

(Epne) kinben

(v94. 1 -ro) .i C4

A. apne ki skhon I
boigula kinben

.1":V I-4774"-r

4-`14-s.5 11-11-

dekh- Z5,021--

dekhum .4:91'4r6-T

B. na I skhon ami I

boigula dekhum

-.24-t74A- s-T-c ri'sr

r Vi-etasr

por

ei

gula =;bell-

eigula -Ykr



high stem of verb "take"

ending for past active
participle

PAP, "taking, having
taken (see grammar,
section 4 ) .

B. Afterwards I shall take
them.

(afterwards) I them having-
taken shall-go)

7. noun stem, "book"

plural suffix

genitive case ending

"of the books"

noun stem, "price"

verb stem, "givet"

sign of future tense

honorific verbal ending

"(you--hon.) will give"

A. Will you pay for the
books now?
(you? now of-the-books
price will give)

8

-a -

nia at--41

B. pore ami eigula nia
zamu

(-

1 r .4-npr

boi

5.73c41-

-r

boigular

dam -Ninvr
r-N

di- 7115-

-b-

-en -T.- X

(apne) diben

A. apne ki skh .An I

boigular dam di-
ben

rTh
,--t-c-ez 1-74-a

4-.511.,1.4 -cirsr"



8. noun stem, "brother"

objective case ending

"(to) brother"

verb stem, "send"

"
you (hon.) will send" --
indicative or imperative;
for this imperative usage,
see grammar, section 3.

B. No, send them to my
brother.

9. B. He will pay. (he price
will-give)

20. high stem of irregular
verb give

honorific ending

11

please give" (impera-
tive--see grammar, sec-
tion 5.1.)

A. No, please pay now.

(no, you now price
(please)give)

11. "all right"

VI-3

b7 ai s:9-115;(-

-re

btaire QPi4fr
papa- 17141-

pathaiben gATtg"4T

B. na amar 137 aire
pathaiben

*Tr, i crQ 61 -4,'F

B. gee dam dibo

4:44- 1TPW

-di-

-n

den. -tz)-9-a-

A. na apne ekhon
I dam den

Tr, fv-resrl

ri.-T 054-

assa %.9-rlistzr



A. All right. How much are
the books?

(all right offttheftbooks
how-much price)

12. numeral, "three"

13.

form of qualifier
used with /tin/

Note: no plural suffix
is used with the noun when the
noun is accompanied by an
adjective of quantity.

A. The price of these three
books is five rupees.

"very great,

"very greatly

excessive"

excessive"

B. That's toc much.

14. numeral "four"

"rupee"

locative case ending

"in (within) four
rupees

B. Give me the books for
(i.e., within) four
rupees.

(four rupees-within this
books <please give>)

B. assa boigular
koto dam

Za'swIn71174-

4170 111-14-

r.
tin- 12nc-

-pa -41-

A. ei tinta boier dam
pat aka

0.1- 1 ifr,

beg i,.

boro beg iC,

boro begi dam

444" ZA"arrct")" -Tin617

cair 10-19T

taka -tra517

-te

cair takate

Ems- 14% rc.5-

B. cair takate ei
boigula den

13'ii<1;

4-8.svA r
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15. noun stem, "book"

plural suffix

locative case ending

16.

"in books"

II

five
!,

"hundred"

"page"

A. No. There are five
hundred pages in these
books.

"so much"

"small"

"so small"

noun stem,
II I

price'

locative case ending

"in (within) price"

A. I shall not give (them
to you) for such a
small price.

17. B. How much will you sell
this book for?

(how-much price-in this
book-/qual./ you-will-
give)

vi -5

boi 4ra-

-gula

-az

boigulate 415?PatO.

pa, QIN;

so t? '61-1'

pata n-N51-

A. na 1 ei,boigulate
1 pac so pata

ziii*";V111-63/-

q-

sto

kom

sto kom -4,TAsig"

dam ng"

dame 1074>r

A. sto kam dame
1 dimu na

liTor

-1-7164-

B. koto dame 1 ei
boita diben

4RZ
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18. A. I'll give (you) this one
for (i.e., within) two
rupees.

19. "but"

noun stem , "book"

"the (particular) book"

"this (particular) book"

"in this (particular)
book"

Note that the locative
suffix come after the
qualifier.

is

only
n

B. But there are only one
hundred pages in this
book.

B. Why is it so expensive?
(so.much price why?)

20. "this"

"this (particular) one"

"in this (particular) one"

"picture"

"there is, there are"

VI -6

A. dui takate eita
dimu

2.11 f4445 %..A4v-

(71

rm
kintu

boi

boita 4 44- L'

ei boita -ckur

ei boitate

ksbol Cr
B. kintu ei b914ate

ksbol sk oo pata

Tr-. oTor

B. sto dam ken

9 rex' Z-2574

ei

eitaka4k

eitat %---m-1)cff

sobi

ase



A. There are many pictures
in this one.

210 B. Will you give me the book
for one rupee?

-220
it

VI -7

A. eitat I onek sobi
ase

.:D.EV:TcP

6,1 %...DX 1-42E;

B. ck takate ki I

boita diben
rftN

-6T4s1-0 1-W

aa4r CIITCAIT

another" onno

"shop"

stem of verb "look"

honorific imperative
ending

"please look"

dokan "0:045-174-

dekh= 13-9-'21

en 704.-;4"

dskhen c2.1-0T

A. No, please go and look in
another shop. A. na apne onno

dokane I dekban

04rr

iW):(0-1- CPI CelziA.

Lesson VI, Part 2. Grammar.

1. The objective case inflectional ending, as in sentences
3 ff.

1.1. The objective case ending is used with pronouns and

MELAttmtLagpgmass. Except in certain circumstances, in-

animate nouns are left uninflected in the objective case.

(See below, 1.3.).

1.2. When a verb has both a "direct" and an "indirect" object,

the case ending is used with the indirect object, and the
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direct object is left uninflected. Thus, in sentence 3, the

indirect object /amare/ takes the case inflection, while the

direct object /boigula/ is left uninflected.

Another example of this situation is:

amare tomar cheleta deo

Give your son to me / give me
your son.

1.3. An exception to the rule that inanimate nouns do not

take objective case inflection, is when a particular object

or, group of objects within a class is designated. In sen-

tence 14, for example, where particular books are under dis-

cussion, the objective case ending mPy be used, thus:

Give me the (particular) Bair takate ei boigula
books for four rupees. den

This option, however, is not usually taken in normal speech;

the objective case ending is usually used only with nouns

referring to animate objects.

1.4. Some Bengali verbs do not take indirect objects. Among

these verbs are "read" and "sing".

2. The formation of the present imperative, as in sentence 3.

2.1. The present imperative of regular verb stems is formed

by the use of the present indicative, without the personal

pronoun in the first and second person ordinary. Thus:

kini "let me/us buy" zai "let me/us go"

kino go!
u

"buy:
11

zao

2.2. In the 3rd person ordinary and in the honorific forms,

the imperative is formed by the addition of the suffixes /-uk

-k/ and /-en, -n/, the use of the alternative suffixes being

dependent upon whether the verb stem has a consonant cr vowel

final.

kinen "please buy" zan "please go"



kinuk "let him /her /it
(ord.) buy'

vi

zauk "let him/her/it
(ord.) go"

Note that the stem is him in the second case, but not in

the first case,

kinen "let him (hon.) zan "let him (hon.)
buy" go

Give imperative forms for the following:

por-

kor-

bun-

oth-

fel-

pa-

3. Future imperative, as in sentence 8.

The future imperative cf all persons except for the 2nd

person ordinary is formed as the simple future without the

personal pronoun. The formation of the future imperative of

the 2nd person ordinary will be discussed in a later lesson.

4. Formation ..nd use of the pest active participle, as in

sentence 6.

The past active participle is formed by the use of the

high stem of a verb with the ending /-a/. There are many com-

pound verbs in Bengali, as here in sentence 6, some of which

consist of the non-finite past active participle plus an in-

flected or finite form of another verb. The past active par-

ticiple is translatable either as "-ing" or "having... -en";

here, for example, either "taking" or "having taken". There

will be a more complete discussion of the past active parti-

ciple and of compound verbs in a later lesson.

5. The verbs /de -/, "give" (as in sentence 9) and /ne-/,

"take", form an irregular verb class. A paradigm of the

simple present, past, and future tenses will be.
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vr.lo

Person Present Past Future

1st dei dilam dimu

2nd (ord.) dso dila diba

2nd (hon.) den dilen diben

2nd (inf0 dig dili dibi

3rd (ord.) dse dilo dibo

3rd (hor..) den dilen diben

5.1. The 3rd person ordinary and the honorific imperative

forms are also irregular, being foamed by means of the high-

stem /di-/ or /de-/ in ordinary, or /de./ in honorific:

3rd (ord.) dik, dek

2nd and 3rd dsn
(honorific)

6. The use of the locative in various z;ontexts, including

the buying and selling oontext, is a peculiar one. The best

translation for such a use might be "within what price...",

"within five rupees...", etc. Thus:

koto dame diben How much will you sell (it for)?

Haw-much price-within give will

SaVrtiOngeftagoot*

f
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1. Pattern:

a. What

b. What

c. What

d. What

e. What

VI -1.3

Lesson VI, part 3. Patterns.

sentence 1.

do you

do you

do you

do you

do you

hear?

see?

buy?

read?

want?

2. Pattern: sentence 2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

I hear a song.

I see a book.

I buy books.

I read books.

I want many books.

Pattern: sentence 3, grammar

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

Please

Please

Please

Please

Please

sing that song.

show me

show me

send me

send me

section 1.4.

that book.

those new books.

those new books.

those new Bengali books.

3. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. Will you hear the song now?

b. Will you listen to the poetry

c. Will you buy the books

d. Will you buy the books

4

now?

in this shop?

now?

e. Will you read the books afterwards?

. Pattern: sentence 5.

a.

c.

d.

No,

No,

No,

No,

I shall read this book now.

I shall read the poetry now.

I shall read the books here.

I shall read the books now.

e. Yes, I shall not read the books now.



Pattern: sentence 6.

a. Afterwards I shall listen to the song.

b. Afterwards I shall listen to the poetry.

c. Afterwards I shall take them.

d. Afterwards I shall buy them.

le. Afterwards I shall read them.

5. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Will you pay for that book now?

b. Will you pay for that poetry book now?

c. Will you pay for those books now?

d. Will you pay for them now?

e. Will you pay for the Bengali books now?

6. Pattern: sentence D.

a. No. Send it to my brother.

b. No. Send the book to my sister.

c. No. Send them to my father.

d. No. Send the books to my brother.

e. No. Send the books to me.

Pattern: sentence 9.

a. He will pay you.

b. She will pay you.

c. He will pay for the book (i.e., "he will give
the price of the book").

d. He will pay for them.

e. I shall pay you afterwards.

Pattern. sentence 10.

a. Nc, please pay me now.

b. No, please pay us

c. No, let him pay now.

d. No, let him pay for them now.

e. No, please pay for them now.

8. Pattern: sentence 11.

a. All right. How much is it?
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2. Pattern: sentence 17.

a. All right. How much will you sell these for?

b. All right. How much will you give those for?

c. All right. How much will you sell these books for?

d. All right. How much will you sell these pictures for?

e. All right. How much will you give me these books for?

13. Pattern: sentence 3L'.

a. I'll give these for ten rupees.

b. I'll give you those for seven rupees.

c. give you these books for five rupees.

d. I'll give you those pictures for one rupee.

e. I'll give you those books for nine rupees.

i4. Pattern: sentence 19, 20.

a. But there are only one hundred pages in those books.
Why are they so expensive?

b. But there are only two pictures in them. Why are
they so expensive?

c. But there are only two hundred pages in them. Why are
they so expensive?

d. But there are two pictures here. Why are they so
cheap?

e. But there are only three books here. Why are they so
expensive?

15. Pattern: sentence 21.

a. There are many pictures in those books.

b. There are five hundred pages in them.

c. There are twenty pictures in them.

d. There are many pictures in this shop.

e. There are many pictures in those three books.

16. Pattern; sentence 22.

a. Will you give me the books for five rupees?

b. Will you give me them for four rupees?

c. Will you give me those books for three rupees?

waxgr'sa.CA111CRIOWOr...NEL NAV-4 Me; raa mow..

pY
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b. All, right. How much is the book?

c. All right. How much are the books?

d. All right. How much are they?

e. All right. How much are the Bengali books?

9. Pattern: sentence 12.

a. The price of that book is three rupees.

b. Its price is five rupees.

c. The price of these five books is ten rupees.

d. The price of those two books is four rupees.

e. Their price is thirty rupees.

10. Pattern; sentence 13.

a. That is too little.

b. That is too much.

c. That price is too much.

d. That price is too little.

e. That is too much.

Pattern. sentence 14.

a. Give me the book for four rupees.

b. Give it to me for three rupees.

c. Give the five books for five rupees.

d. Give them to me for six rupees.

e. Give them to me for ten rupees.

11. Pattern; sentence 15.

a. No. There are only two hundred pages in this book.

b. No. There are many pages in this book.

c. No, there are six hundred pages in these five books.

d. No, there are only two pictures in these books.

e. No, there are many pictures in these books.

Pattern. sentence l6.

a. I shall not sell it for such a large price.

b. I shall not give it to you for such a small price.

c. I shall not sell them for five rupees.

d. I shall not sell them for six rupees.

e. I shall not give them to you for such a small price.
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d. Will you give me this one for two rupees?

e. Will you give me those three books for six rupees?

17. Pattern: sentence 23.

a. No, please look in another shop.

b. No, please look in another place.

c. No, please look in that shop.

d. Yes. Please look at these other pictures.

e. No. Please go to another shop.

Lesson VI, Part 4. Sentence Drill.

Drill 1.

--What do you want?

want a sari.

--For your wife?

--No, for my sister. Please show me those two red silk saris.

--These are very fine Murshidabad silk saris. Your sister
will like them.

--This is not very good material. How much will you sell them
for?

--Fifty rupees. But for you, I shall give them for thirty.

--That is too much. Give me the saris for twenty-five.

--All right. For you they are twenty-five. Please pay now.

--No, send the saris to my sister. I shall pay you later.

--No, sir, please pay me now, or I shall not give them to you.

--Then I shall not buy them. I am an honest man.

--But I am a poor man. I shall sell you these saris for such
a small price and make no profit.

--Then I shall go to another shop.

--Yes, Please go.

Drill 2.

--How much will you sell these sandals for?

--I shall sell you the sandals for ten rupees, sir.

--That is too much.

--They are fine sandals, sir.
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--They are very bad sandala. Please slaty me those Kashmiri
shawls.

--I shall sell you this shawl for thirty rupees.

--The color is very dark. Have you any light-colored shawls?

--This one is exactly the color of ivory. Its price is fifty
rupees.

--All right. I shall give you twenty-five.

--For forty I shall sell it, sir.

--All right. Send it to my brother. He will pay you.

--I shall send it to him. Please give me twenty rupees now.

--All right. You will become very rich.

--There will be no profit, sir. I am a poor man.

sari

silk

kapor

saheb

labh

sendel

sal

hatirdat

rorj

assa

Lesson VI Part 5. Substitution Vocabulary.

sari

silk

cloth, material

sir, gentleman

profit

sandals

shawl

ivory

color

all right, OK

bec-

ken-

sundor

sot

gorib

halka

ghono

dhoni

lal

poncas

tirig

pacis

collis

sell

buy

fine,
beautiful

honest

poor

light

dark

rich

red

fifty

thirty

twenty-five

forty
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VII -1

Lesson VII; Part 1. Conversation.

Translation and analysis

noun stem, "river"

noun stem "bank"

bank of the river',

post-position, "from"
preceding genitive
optional

"from the river-bank"

alternative stem of
verb come ; see
grammar, section 3

sign of simple past
tense

honorific verbal ending

"you came" (simple past)

A. Mr. Karim, have you just
come from the river
bank?

"daily"

noun stem, "bank"

locative case ending

"to /on the bank"

B. Yes, I go to the river
bank every day.

Bengali

nodi

dlar

nodir eartiiii7111nr

theika t-

nodir Barer theika
47i:r 1 4T cgiZzrr

ai-

-en -Z:4

apne ailen (aslen)

A. korim saheb ' apne
ki skhon nodir
dlar theika
ailen

4451341-r- RP:4-

1-45 ;:r417-1-r-1

474-a...45; r

roz cri-cy-t

ear ri;,0-

-e C--

%I-Cr(Pare

B. ho ami roz nodir
&are zai

clock.



3. A. Why do you go?

4, verb stem, "walk"

verbal noun suffix

verbal noun, "walking"

B. Walking on the river
bank is good.

5. high stem of verb "buy"

B. And I buy fish every day.

6, high stem of verb "buy"

sign of simple past tense

honorific verbal ending

"you bought" (simple past)

A. Did you buy fish there
today?

7. name of a type of fish

name of a type of fish

high stem of verb "high"

sign of simple past

------........womigmoaeOABXWJPJMQWVWWxsiwmxv

4,

VII -2

A. ken zan

VITA" QuIr

B. nodir diare hgta
b'ala

dTh9-:r kro,
zrom (\ftnT)

kin- 9454--

B. ar ami roz t mas
kini

loTTEi 9744T

kin-

-1-

-en

apne kinlen

4/.1 (er

A. apne ki aiz I gei-
khane mas kinlen

(Th
\0;*t qiZar r4s*

Va,211-0-
r-NrWa rg

rui mas

katla mas

945719-kin-
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1st person verbal ending
for simple past tense

"I bought (simple past)"

B. Yes, I bought rui and
katla fish.

8. noun stem, "fisherman

objective case ending

"C to) the fisherman

VII -3

-am -45.r.

ami kinlam

B. ho t ami 1 rui ar
katla mas kinlam

Note: jzailarej is the indirect
verb /dilen/; /dam/is the direct

high stem of verb "give"

sign of simple past
tense

honorific verbal ending

"you gave (simple past

A. How much did you pay the A.

fisherman?

(to-fisherman how-much
price gave)

9. B. I gave the fisherman one B.

rupee.

10. noun stem, "fish"

"very, quite"

adjective, "cheap'

Trg.4.- -94-1:4"

<171;3 r 34' r r--1:54.-Irql

zaila

-re 45T

zailare

object of the
object of the verb.

r-%

di- -r9

-1- -cq--

-en

apne dilen
_

\D-rW'(iT
1-150A .T

zailare 1 koto dam
1. dilen

ric 0164-

ami zailare ek
taka dilam

rTh 1/4
--p-ze 14 c:-4

nTrg-

mas

bes Z-4)sV"

sosta 5."sr
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adverb, "cheaply"

stem of Nerb "get,
acquire

you got (simple past)
11

A. You got the fish very
cheaply.

11. verb stem, "come"

2nd person honorific
imperative ending

"why don't you come, please
come"

Note: /na/ here does not have
negatives see grammar,

"together, in one group"

B. Yes. Why don't you come
to our house; then we
will eat together.

12. A. All right. I shall
come tonight.

13. "how much"

qualifier (see grammar,
section 6, for this
usage).

cr.

VII -.4

costae -541tSmi-

pa- ,9171-

apne pailen

'*°4-rqM-1- .gq-GIV:Pr

A. apne masgulQ
bes sostae pailen

.max" *t.

-en -

as en na 9-C1-04-0-1-

the force of a
section 7.

skloge

"el

B. ho amago barit
asen na taile
skloge khamu

rs4 r(Fr z
NZ5-' rItc.

(FT- mr
A. assa ami aiz

rate auum (amu)

\D -A'ru-- xr.
.*-r110-c. igr

ko

-ta
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noun stem, "time"

idiomatic usage: "at what
time

B. At what time will you
come?

14. numeral "eight"

qualifier

"at eight o'clock"

A. I shall come at eight
o'clock.

15. verb stem "came"

alternative verbal noun
suffix

genitive case ending

"of coming"

post-position, "before")
governing preceding
genitive

"before coming"

loan word, "telephone"

compound verb, "(to)
telephone

"(please) phone (future)";
for this use of the .

future imperative, which is
identical In form with the
simple future honorific, see
grammars section 4.20

VII -5

somoe 3-mrr

kotar somoe
._.

-osu 34.34-.1r
o

anne kotar
somoe aiben

747.17

r54 L-4.-or)

at N.:DAI ?:;"

%.)

atta bate

A. atta baze asum
(amu)

93.-r-Grar

as- ..c.D.TN:-

-on.

-er

as oner .5A-114-0T

age .--T-r-Csr

asoner age

phon

phon

phon korben (koi-
rem)

.C?-1.3.- roc 41V(.4 (441:p)



B. All right. (Please)
phone me before you
come;

16. verb stem, "call"

verbal noun suffix

genitive case ending
of calling"
post-pooithn,

11

after
n

governing preceding
genitive

"after calling"

A. All right. I shall come
after calling you.

17. post- position, "with",
governing preceding
genitive

"with you (honorific)"

Note that below, the
pronoun is not stated.

noun stem, "wife"

verb stem, "bring, fetch"

VII 6

B. assa asoner age!
amare phon korben
(koiren)

,42,:(15;i7-1-5

04-14.

114-

A

B. Will you bring your wife with B.

you?

dak-

-on

-er
dakoner
por 1414"

dakoner par

assa ' apnare
dakoner par
ami asum

nAD- ,,,t19.-flqiA-ITT

.4-
sathe (loge)

I A S C 4 ( ' Q

apnar sathe(loge)

9-C r.ze rec

bou

an-

4rNi.;

Bathe t apnar boure
anben ki

, , , , , I



13. Note: for this usage of
the future tense, see
grammar, 4.1,

A. She is going to her
sister's house.

19. "so, therefore"

verb stem, "bring"

verbal noun suffix

verbal noun, "bringing"

Note that the verbal noun,
like other verbal forms, can
take an object. /take/ in
this sentence is the object
of the verbal noun /ana/.

"possible"

A. So it won't be possible
to bring her. (i.e.,
Bringing her will not
be possible).

20. "then, in that case"

"sons" (objective case
plural)

B. Then will you bring your
sons?

VII -7

A. see ' tar boiner
barit zaibo

-4-1c45

tai

an- .,4-1-4

a

ana

sombhob 34-S-rer

A. tai tare ana
sombhob hoibo na

zit %-.5r

taile 15MI-Tcq

polago

B. taile ' apnar
polago anben
ki

<W7i&T.

rkAl n pi 007
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21. PAP of verb /ne-/, "take" nia -7;:ft=fr

verb stem, "go" za
(Th

compound verb stem rr"take
from this place to that)"

nia za --4si

alternative verbal
noun suffix (see gram-
mar, section 2.2.1

verbal noun, "going
11

-oa 0

zaoa 241-.72;241.--
cA

"difficult" sokto

A. It will be difficult to A. two nia zaoa I

take them (i.e., Taking sokto hoibo
them will be dtfficult). (.P

rurr-1-04-4-r4V3;41-

r,

22. verb stem, "sleep" fhuma-

A. They will be sleeping
tonight.

A. tara rate
ghumaibo

(-51-311
6
YRk5

Lesson VII, Part 2. Grammar.

Review thethe formation of the simple past tense: Lesson V,

grammar section 2.

2. The formation and usage of verb nouns (sentences 4, 15,

16, 19, and 21).

2.10 Verbal nouns are formed by the addition of one of the

suffixes /a/0 /bah /oal, /am,/ or /on/ be.dealt

with in a later lesson) to the simple stem of the verb* To the
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verbal noun suffix is added the inflectional case ending, if

any. A verbal .noun can be inflected for all four cases, as

any other noun.

Stem

bol- ("speak")
(kow)

bol- ("speak")

paw ("get")

pa- ("get")

2.2.

shape

Verbal noun suffix Inflected

Forms

-a, -on

win, -on

woa, on

-iba

bola, bolon
(koon)

bolar

(bolarew rare)

bolate

bolbawwoccurs
as bound form

bolbar

paon

paoner

( paoate- rare)

paoate, paone

paibaw-bound
form

paibar

The use of the suffixes /84 /04/ and /on/ depends upontb4?

of the verb stem. When the stem shape is Caw, the

suffix is ioa/ or /-on/.

zaon

paoa

dson, dsoa

"going'
"getting "

'giving

When the stem has the shape CVC -0 the suffix is /a!:

kena

pora

The suffix /won/ is, however,
shapes:

zaon

paon

" buy ing"

"reading"

generally added to stems of these

kinon

poron

dson, etc.
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2.3. The verbal noun suffix /-bal is frequently used with stems

of all shape when the noun is in the genitive case. When the

stem is of CV. shape, /-i-/ is added to /-ba/. /-on/ is also

used in the genitive.

zaibar age Oakum I shall call before going.

eiDa kinbar pore ami agum I shall come after buying this.

2.4. The verbal noun suffix is usually translatabaRby the

English verbal noun suffix %ping":

bai)la bola' sokto Speaking Bengali is difficult.

;eikhane zaon oSombhob Going there is impossible.

ens. paon Soza hoibo Getting it will be easy.

205. The verbal noun can take an object, as can any other

verbal form; in the second example in 2.3., the object of the

verbal noun is /eital.

2.6, A verbal noun is used in Bengali in some cases in which

an infinitive can be used in English:

seikhane zaon ;ombhob na To go there is impossible.

Going there is impossible.

206.l. Note that in English, the "infinitive" has two sepa-

rate functions; though in both functions the form is the same,

there is a difference in functional characterist1cs. Take

the two examples:

To .study is a good thing.

I have to study now.

In the first of these two examples, "to study" is the subject

of the sentence; it functions as a noun. In the second ex-

ample, the function of "to study" is in relation to the verb

"have". In the first example, "to study" can be replaced by

"studying ", with no chart - 1 of meaning. In this first example,

then, "to study" functions as a verbal noun, and must be

translated by one in Bengali. Thus:

...."11715,1ak"../10...Pidprum.
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pora b'ala zing To study is a good thing.

Or:

Studying is a good thing,

3. The verb /ag./1 "come" (sentence 1):

3.1e The verb /ag-/ is an irregular verb, having the two

stems /aS./ and /al./. The stem /al./ occurs in the present

ordinary imperative /aigo/0 and in free variation with /ag../

in the simple past. Thus:

aglam ailam

asla aila

agli aili

aken ailen

aglo ailo

alien ailen

Like other verbs with /a vowel stems, /eA/ retains its low

stem in the simple future.

4 Uses of the future (sentences 15, 18):

4,10 In Bengali the simple future tense may be used for any

action which will take place, regardless of what tense occurs

in the English.

sae geikllane zaibo He will go there,

He is going there (in the fu-
ture).

4,2. The future honorific imperative is identical in form

with the simple future honorific. When the imperative is

signified, the personal pronoun is usually witted°

apne zaiben Yit.1 will go, (yoa.-honorific.)

zaien (Please) go (in the future).

5. As in sentences 3 and 17, the personal pronoun can fre-

quently be omitted, when the reference is clear from context.

When such a pronoun is the subject of a verb and is omitted,

the person of the subject will of course be indicated by the
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personal ending of the verb. The number of the subject, how-

ever, will not be clear. Therefore take care, in the omission

of a pronoun subject, that there 3s no confusion between, say,

2nd and 3rd person honorific, or as to the number of the

subject,

6. Use of the qualifier /i-ta/ as in sentences13 and 14,

Refer to Lesson III, grammar section 2.2: qualifiers are

added to numerals and other adjectives of quantity when accom-

panied by a noun.

7. Use of mna! as in sentence 11.

When used with a present imperative form, mna/ does not

have the force of a negative, but as a polite request, "why

don't you.,. ". Examples:

apne agen na Why don't you come; please
come,

apne khan na Why don't you eat; please eat.

-1-WMW44=4=V UES61.
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Lesson VII art 3, Patterns,

1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a. Rohim, have you just come from the city?

b. Rohim, has he (ord.) just come from the city?

c. Rohim, has he (hon.) just gone to the city?

d. Rohim, has he(hon.) just gone to the river bank?

e, Robin, has he (ord;) just come from the store?

2. Pattern: sentence 2.

a. Yes, I go to the city every day,

b. Yes, he comes from the city every day.

c. Yes, he goes to the city every day.

d. Yes, he walks on the river bank every day.

e. Yes, he goes to the store every day.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a. Why do you go?

b. Why does he (ord.) come?

c. Why does he (hon.) go?

a. Why does he (hon.) walk?

e. Why does he (ord.) go?

4. Pattern: sentence 4,

a. Going to the city is fun.

b. Coming here is easy.

c. Buying there is easy.

d. Walking there is good.

e. Going to the store is fun.

5. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. Did you buy things there today?

b. Did he buy food here today?

c. Did ne buy books there today?

d. Did he eat there today/

e. Did he walk there today?
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6. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Yes, I bought cloth and sandals.

b. Yes, he bought rice and sweets.

c. Yes, he bought poetry and history books.

d. Yes, he ate fish and rice today.

e. Yes, he took his clothes there today.

7. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. How much did you pay the weaver?

b. How much did he pay the sweet - maker?

c. How much did he pay the grocer?

d. How much did you pay the fisherman?

e. How much did he pay the washerman?

8. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. I gave the weaver ten rupees.

b. He paid him three rupees.

c. He paid him twenty rupees.

d. He paid the fisherman two rupees.

e. He paid the washerman five rupees.

9. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. You got the cloth very cheaply.

b. You got the sweets very cheaply.

co You got the books very cheaply.

d. He did not get the fish very cheaply.

e. He did not give the washerman very much.

10. Pattern: sentence 11,

a. Yes. Please come to my house and see the cloth.

b. Yes. Please come to his house and eat the sweets

ca Yes. Please come to his house and read the books,

d. Yes. Please come to his house and eat the fish.

e. No. Please go to the washerman's house and give
him ten rupees.
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11. Pattern: sentence 12.

a. All right. I shall come tomorrow.

b. All right. We shall go this evening.

c. All right. We shall go tomorrow evening.

d. All right. I shall go tonight.

e. All right. I shall go afterwards.

12. Pattern: sentence 13.

a. At what time will you come?

b. At what time shall we go?

c. At what time tomorrow shall we go?

d. At what time tonight shall we go?

e. At what time will you go?

13. Pattern: sentence 14.

a. I shall come at five otclock.

b. We shall go at six otelock.

c. We shall go at seven o'clock.

d. We shall go at nine o'clock,

e. I shall go at ten o'clock.

14. Pattern: sentence 15.

a. All right. (Please) call me before you come.

b. All right (Please) call me before we goo

c. All right. (please) call him before we go.

d. All right. (Please) tell me before we go.

e. All right. (Please) call me before you see him.

15. Pattern: sentence 160

a. All right. I shall come after calling you.

b. All right. We shall go after my calling you.

c. All right. We shed go after my calling him.

d. All right. We shall go after my telling you.

e. All right. I shall see him after calling you.
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16. Patterns sentence 17.

a. Will you bring your sister with you?

b. Shall we bring our wives with us?

c. Shall I bring my brother with me?

d. Shall we bring our friends with us?

e. Will you bring your son with you?

17. Pattern: sentence 18.

a. No, I won't bring her. She is going to her
friend's house.

b. No, we won't bring them. They are going to a
friend's house.

c. No, you won't bring him. He is going to his friend's
house,

d. No, we won't bring them. They are going to Rohim's
house.

e. No, I won't bring him. He is going to Laila's house.

Pattern: sentence 19.

a. So, it won't be

b. So, it won't be

c. So, it won't be

d. So, it won't be

e. So, it won't be

possible to bring her.

possible to bring them.

possible to bring him,

possible to bring Rohim.

possible to bring Laila.

18, Pattern: sentence 20.

a. Then will you bring your brother?

b. Then will they bring their friend?

c. Then will we bring his friend?

d. Then will we bring our children?

e. Then will you bring your daughter?

190 Pattern: sentence 21,

a. No, it will be difficult to bring him.

b. No, it will be difficult to bring their friend.
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c. No, it will not be possible to bring him.

de No, it will not be possible to bring them.

e. No, it will be difficult to bring her.

Pattern: sentence 22.

a. He will be studying in the evening,

b. Their friend will be sleeping in the evening.

c. He will be going home in the evening.

d. They will be sleeping in the evening.

e. She will be working in the evening.

Lesson VII

Drill 1

--Hello, Rohim. Is Mr. Zaman at home?

--Yes, sir. He came in a little while ago. (Please) come in
the house.

you tell him that I am here?

--Yes sir. I shall call him.

--Hello, Zamanl

-.Hello, Anis. Why are you in Dacca?

--I arrived this morning; I Dave some work outside the city.
I have brought some sondes for your children.

--Fine. Will you come and eat with us this evening?

- -All right. What time?

- -At eight sharp. Is your wife with you?

--ab, but my three sons are at the station.

--Good6 Will you bring them with you?

--No, they are going (i.e., will go) to their friends! house
tonight.

--How long will you be here?

-2.1 leave tomorrow. Will you come with me to Rohim's house?

.-.When are you going?

--Right now.
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--No, I just came from the university, and I'm very tired.
I'll see you tonight.

--All right. See you later.

Drill 2

--Where have you just come from?

--I have just come from the tank. It is beautiful there in
the evening.

-Do you have business (i.e.0'work9 there?

It is beautiful; that's why I go there every evening.

--What is that in your hand?

--It's a garland. I just bought it from a man on the side of
the road.

--To whom will you give it?

--I shall give it to my sister. She is coming to my house
tomorrow morning.

she stay with you long?

--She will leave before tomorrow night. She lives outside the
city.

shall come and see her. Will her children be with her?
--No, her children are at home. Come at six tomorrow evening.

--Good. I'll see you then.

gokal

bikal

sondha,
sondha bola

sondes

mala

hat

moja

tati

moera

mudi

dhopa

Lesson VII, part 5, Vocabulary°

morning

afternoon

evening

type of
Bengali
sweet°

garland

hand

fun

weaver

sweet-maker

grocet

washerman

thik exactly

klanto tired

sathe, loge with

jonno, laiga for, for the
sake of

theika

kas theika

bhitore

baire

from (place)

from (person)

within

outside

a iliaxitiaji,&;likkk
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kisukkhon a little time, a little while

kotokkhon how much time, how long(when the
answer is expected to be in terms
of a short while--i.e., minutes
or hours).

onekkhon much time, a long time (in terms
of minutes or hours).

kisu din a few days

koto din how long (when the answer is ex,.
petted to be in terms of days or
weeks).

onek din a long time (not necessarily lit-
erally "many days ).

kokhon when, at what time.

kobe when, on what day

koetar gomoe at what time, at what hour

enu age a little while ago

Idioms:

dskha hoiba

dskha korum

See you later (lit. "seeing will
be").

See you lateF (lit. "seeing (I)
shall make ).

The full forms of these idiomatic expressions are;

apner loge dskha hoibo

apner loge dskha korum

In the first of them, the subject of the sentence is the var.

bal noun /dskhai--therefore, the verb is in the third person

and is the inactive verb /ho-/. The subject of the second is

the pronoun /ami /, and the verb is the active /kor-/--the

subject of the sentence is actively bringing the "seeing"

about.
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Lesson VIII, Part 1. Conversation

Translation and analysis.11...Mw..INIMmior

1. "when, on what day,
after how long

noun stem, "East Pakistan"

A, Rohim, when are you going
to East Pakistan?

2. noun stem, name of a
Bengali month--April-
May

noun stem, "end"

B. I shall go at the end
of Boisakh.

3. inflectional stem of in-
terrogative pronoun who

objective) case suffix

"whom" (objective)

stem of verb mne-/,
"take"

past active participial
ending (see grammar,
section]. )

"taking, having taken"

Bengali

kobe 46-0"

Purbo Pakistan

A. rohim tumi kobe
Purbo Pakistane

zaiba

Fat:TA- 5134'

491 rcir

boigakh

ses.

B. ami boisakher
sese zamu

(Th > -All

13:7*--rcr -11.174:117

ka-

-re

kare

r-%
ni- 'TA

-a -vr
0

nia 1-04-.2:11

*.z.t.stopladigialitylA=aaoik
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A. Whom will you take with
you?

noun stem, "wife"

Note that the objective case suffix is
member of the series /bou elerei.

5

B. I shall take my wife
and little boy.

noun stem, road, way,
path

"on the road, on the way"

11

where
u

!what various places"
For this type of redup-
lication, see grammar,
section 2.

high stem of verb /ghur/
turn around, spin around

I!

past active participial
ending

"having turned around"

compound verb, 'visit"

A. What various places will
you visit on the way?

(you way-on where where
turning abort go-will)

VIII -2

A. tomar loge ' kare
nia zaiba

tei-TA *4 1-
fti

5bou AW

attached to the last

ami amar bou
ar sodo selere

nia zamu.

r-%

0-1141-

poth (pot)

QT/447

pothe

kothae T-41 ---?-1-

kothae kothae

C,<1

ghur-

-a -1

ghuira 61-4- l
C>6.

ghuira za-

A. tumi pothe kothae
kothae thuira
zaiba

V4,74sir "..G17 3t 1 4,14



6.

7

name of city

B. Having visited London,
I shall go to Dacca.

(I London-in turning-
around Dacca-to shall-
go)

alternative stem of verb
/za-/, "go"
mar, section 3 .

ma am see gram-

past active participle
ending

going, have gone
1!

A. What will you study when
you get to Dacca?

8. B. When. I go to Dacca, I
shall study Bengali.

9. "again"

high stem of verb, /pher/
"turn, return"

past active participial
ending

returnin§, having
returned

compound verb, "return
from there to here)"

A. When will you come back
again to this country?

london -->766-01-

B. amillondon ghuira
' d aka zamu

I 0-raN54-1-

VA-43r 24' 174.

za-(gi)

"I: ((-1sr)
-ia, -a

.0 7

zaia (gia)

-24-ca-641-

A. tumi eakae zaia
ki porba

75 14-L a

B. d'akae zaia ami
banla porum

U1:41N- arr

A

abar

phir

-a

r-N
phira

phira as-

abar kcbe ei dose
phira asba

r cz-; 0404-1
0
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10. noun stem, "year"

post-position, "after"
(preceding genitive
optional)

compound verb, "return
(from here to there)

noun stem, "Bengal"

B. After two years. When
will you go back to
Bengal?

11. loan word, "degree
I!

emphatic particle,
u
soon

u

Note: for this usage of
the term Ides/, see gram-
mar, section 4.

A. I shall return to the country

VIII .4

bochor .414;7

por 71:1t

phira za
r-s
lw'":1-tr "'ITT

baDla des

:74-41- 01'51

B. dui bochor por
tumi kobe 1 bar)la
dese ' phira
zaiba

,a1-5-T

1
2.1:: IT

igri

soon after taking my degree. A.

12. "which!

"which (various)"

"seeing, having seen"

B. What various places will
you see on the way home?

(you way-on which which
place seeing country.
to. return-with)

ami,diprtta niai'
dese phira zamu

..T4 -i

kon

kon kon
-(;45i

deikha

B. tumi pothe kon
kon jaega deikha
dese phirba

_r
c,-43 r.4- exr4

C - -

ail
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13. noun stem, "Europe"

stem of verb /bera/,
"wander about"

"wandering about, having
wandered about'

A. I also shall wander
about Europe and then
return home,

(I also Europe-in having-
wandered-about home re-
turning shall-go)

14. "from ", post-position,
preceding optional
genitive

loan word,

"for me"

"camera"

PAP, "taking, having
taken

compoundIverb, "bring"
(lit., 'having taken

come")
B. Will you bring me a

camera from Europe?

15. stem of verb /an-/
['bring,

fetch"

"bringing, having brought"

H
I shall give ", alternative
forms

A. Yes, I shall bring one
(for you). What priced
camera do you want?

VIII -5

iurop

beri-

beraia c 4.,45 3..-z.t

ami o iurop
bEraia ' bari
phira zamu

:4
v I

theika

kemera <4?j-TO-t41-

amar laiga

*o-cci-k

nia

, teN
nia as 1

B. tumi ki amar
laiga iurop
theika skt4
kemera nia asba
rm

1-r

an.

_

aira

dimu

A. ho'aina dimu
koto darner '

kemera cao

ricCK.T .4F3 fwtIn- Pi 15

77.4Q211.42.41Atte



16. negative verb stem,
be not"

twenty"

high stem of verb "buy"

"buying, having bought"

Not very expensive. Buy
one for twenty rupees and
bring it.

17. quickly, immediately

A. Do you want the camera
right away?

18. genitive verbal noun,
of coming

noun stem,
"
time

fl

or
fl

at the time
fl

"at the time of coming,
when (you) come"

B. Nog bring it with you
when you come.

VIII -6

no- 4-7

bis 1-4*,:er

kin-

kina r

B. besi,damer na
bis taka dia'
skta kemra kina
1 nia aiso

L;Y:4:51.-

7:0 k.--'-reftliiCbj: r 17zi

taratari --%07:3-7541

A. tumi ki 1 kemeraa
taratari Eao.
(Th

rTh

asoner

somoe

asoner somoe
?;.1-

B. na ' asoner somoe
1 tome.; loge
nia aiso

Isi v ,
,--,

(kb- v3-', 14- 011,ir iz:011-. 6

f.:)-t 1-.1=4T

a .
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Lesson VIII, Part 2. Derivative Grammar.

1. Formation and u;Lage of the past active participle.

1.1. The past active participle is formed by the addition
of the suffix 1-a/ to the high stem of the verb.*

Stem Past Active Participle Translation

ken- kin-a buying, having

bought
khel- kheila playing, having

played
son- suin-a hearing, having

heard
kor- koir-a doing, having done
zan. zain-a knowing, having

known

de-

pa-

di-a

paia

giving, having
given

received, having
received

Except for verbs having /e/ in the stem, which changes to /i/
in the high stem, an extra /i/ is added in after the first
vowel.

1.2. There are large numbers of what might be called compound

vr...bs in Bengali; these compound verbs are made up, in

smile cases; of a non-finite verbal form (here a past ac-
tive participle) plus an inflected or finite verbal form.

The semantic signalling of these compounds is often clear.
We have, for example, in sentence 3, the compound /n)a za-/
"taking (or 'having taken'), go"; i.e., "take away". In
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other cases, as will be seen later, the meaning is not very

clear. It is therefore wise to consider these compound verbs

for the present as a verbal unit, rather than as a cluster of

two or more separate verbal units. The verb "take" will thus

be considered as /nia za-/, rather than as /nia/ plus an "aux-

iliary verb"; the verb "wander about", as in sentence 5, will

be considered as /ghuira za -), rather than /ghuira/ plus an

auxiliary,

1.3. The past active participle is frequently used in se-

quences of thought, to avoid a series of verbs connected by

"and". An example is in sentence 6, which could be translated,

"I shall visit London, and (then) I shall go to Dacca."

When used in this way, and not as an element of a compound

verb, the past active participle marks the end of a clause

and of a breath-group.

1.4. Note carefully that this sequential type of construction

can be used only when the subjects of all clauses are the

same. Thus,,you can say:

d' aka zaia I skla boi likhbo When he goes to
Dacca, he will
write a book.

This type of construction could not be used to express:

When I go to Dacca, he will write a book.

There must be one inflected verb for each subject in the sen-

tence.

2. Repetition of a word, as in sentence 5, gives either a

distributive or intensive meaning. In sentence 5, the meaning

is distributive, i.e., "what different or various places".

Other examples might be; /din din!, "daily, day after day,

every day"; /bone bone/, "throughout the forests, in all the

parts of the forest."

3. The irregular verb /za-/, "go", asin sentence 7.

fi
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The verb /za-/ is regualr, within its cJi.ass of vowel-

stem verbs in /a/, for the simple present and simple future,

i.e., /ami zai/ "I go", and /ami zamuI "I shall go", etc. In

the simple past and in the past active participle forms, there

are alternative stems. A paradigm of the simple past is;

The stem

emi galam

tumi gala

tui geli
apne gslen

tain gslen

for the past active participle is /zai/. Therefore,

/zaia/, "going, having gone
n

. /ghia/ is also frequently used.

,

4. The term /des/ has several meanings in Bengali. A Bengal

villagermay mean by it his villa and the countryside he

knows well. A sophisticated Bengali may mean by it all India

The meaning of the term varies according to the sophistica-

tionof the speaker, and the place where he is when he is

speaking. A Bengali in the United States might mean by /des/

Pakistan; a Bengali in Karachi might refer to East Pakistan;

a Bengali villager might refer to his village. In this sense,

it is used much like the English "home."
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Lesson VIII, part 3. Patterns.

1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a.

b.

c.
d.

e.

When will

When will

When will

When will

When will

you go back to Pakistan?

you go back to Bengal?

you come back to Pakistan?

you come back here?

he come back here?

2. Pattern: sentence 2.

a. I shall go at the

b. I shall go at the

c, I shall come back

d. I shall come back

e. He will come back

end of Caitro (coittro).

beginning of Asarh (agar).

at the end of Phalgun (phalgun).

at the end of the month.

here at the end of the week.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a, Whom will you take with you?

b. What will you take with you?

c. Whom will you bring with you?

de What will you bring with you?

e. Whom will he bring with him?

4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. I shall take my wife.

b. I shall take my clothes with me.

c. I shall take my children with me.

d. I shall take my books with me.

e. He will bring his brother with him.

5. Pattern: sentence 5, 12.

a. What (various) countries will you visit on the way?

b. What (various) cities will you visit on the way?

C. What (various) places will you visit on the way?
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d. What (various) shops will you visit on the way?

e. What (various) places will he visit on the way?

6. Pattern: sentence 6. (Use PAP).

a. Having visited Europe, I shall go to Pakistan.

b. Having visited London, I shall go back to East Pakistan,

c. Having visited Paris, we shall go back to East Pakistan.

d. Having visited the book shops, I shall come bach here.

e. Having visited Dacca, they will come back here.

7. Pattern: sentence 7 (use PAP, though other constructions
are possible),

a. What will you do when you go to Pakistan?

b. What will you do when you go back to East Pakistan?

c. What will you do when you come back to East Pakistan?

d. What will you do when you come back here?

e. What will they do when they come back here?

8. Pattern; sentence 3 (use PAP).

a. When I go back to Pakistan, I shall write a book.

b. When I go back to East Pakistan, I shall buy a sari.

c. When I come back to East Pakistan, I shall study

Bengali.

d. When I come back here, I shall call you.

e. When they come back here, they will call us.

9. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. When will you come back?

b. When will you come back to East Pakistan?

c. When will you go back?

d. When will you come back home?

e. When will we come back here?

10. Pattern: sentence 11 (use PAP).

a. I shall return after taking my degree.

b. I shall return to Bengal after taking my degree.
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c. I shall go back after finishing my work.

d. I shall come back after buying the books.

e. We shall come back after buying the cloth.

11. Pattern: sentence 13.

a. I shall wander in many countries on the way and then
return home.

b. I shall wander in many places on the way and then
return home.

c. I shall wander in various cities and then return home.

d. I shall wander in many shops and then return home.

e. We also shall wander in many places and then return

home.

12. Pattern: sentence 14.

a. Will you bring me books from Europe?

b. Will you bring me cloth from London?

c. Will you bring me sandals from Karachi?

d. Will you bring me sweets from the shop?

e. Will we bring them a sari from the shop?

13. Pattern: sentence 15.

a, Yes, I shall bring (one). What priced books do you

want?

b. Yes, I shall bring (some). What priced cloth do you
want?

c. Yes, I shall bring(some). What priced sandals do3ou
want?

d. Yes, I shall bring (some). What priced sweets do you
want?

e. Yes, we shall bring (one). What priced sari does
she want?

14. Pattern: sentence 16.

a. Buy some for fifty rupees and bring them.

b. Buy the cloth for twenty rupees and bring it..

c. Buy the sandals for ten rupees and bring them.

d. Buy the sweets for five rupees and bring them.
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e. Buy one for thirty rupees and bring it.

15. Pattern; sentences 17, 18.

a. I do not want them right away. Bring them with you
when you come.

b. I do not want it right away. Bring it with you when
you come.

c. I do not want them right away. Take them with you
when you go.

d. I do not want them right away. I shall eat them when
I come;

e. She does not want it right away. She will wear it
when she goes.

Lesson VIII, Part 4. Drills.

Note: Use compound verb forms wherever possible.

Drill 1.

--Rohim are you going back to Dacca soon?
--Yes, I shall be going there at the end of next month.
--Will you stop at many places on the way?

--Yes, I shall visit Karachi and Lahore on my way.

--Will you take your family with you?

--No, not this time. I shall go alone.

--Do you know how long you will be staying in Dacca?

--About two weeks.

you study when you have reached Dacca?

--Yes, I shall write a book.

you do me a favor?

--What favor shall I do for you?

-Will you bring me a sari and sandals from Dacca?

.-Yes, I shall bring them. What price sari do you want?
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--Not very expensive. Buy a sari for thirty rupees and

sandals for ten.

--Do you want the sari right away?

--No, bring it with you when you come.

Drill 2.

--I'll go home now. But I'll cone back tonight.

--Will you stop on the way home and give this to Salam?

--Yes, I'll stop there on the way. Where does he live?

--Get off of the bus at the corner of Azimpur Road and go to

to the third house on the left. (or: "get down from the bus")

--All right. I won't pet lost. Where shall I catch the bus?

(or: get up on the bus?")

--In front of the house.

--All right. What shall T take for him?

--Take this watch for him. I brought it for him from

America.

--How much did it cost?

--I got it for thirty dollars.

--It is a nice watch. What did you bring for me?

--Nothing. Why do you keep sitting there? Go along.

--All right. I'll come back and see you tonight.

Lesson VIII, Part 5. Substitution Vocabulary.

sonsar family harie za- get lost (/hara-/
lost)

upokar favor, help naima as- get down Vnam-/
descent )

ghori watch
bolda thak- remain sitting

mor corner, con- (/bos-/ sit )

junction
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ekhoni right away nia as- bring cine-/

beral cat "take')

ska alone lekh- witte

ebar this time dhor- catch

ba dik

zama

left (side)

clothes

por-

iamne

wear

in front of --
post position
with genitive

kapor

thain

surm kor

stop

begin

Bengali anon, the=nths.,fINEN

boigak

jo4i, joigtho

asar

srabon, saon

bhaddro

assin

kattik

ogghran, ogrohaon
o

pos, pous

magh(mag)

phalgun

coit, coittro

April-May

May-June

June-July

July-August

August-September

September-October

October-November

November-December

December-January

January-February

February-March

March-April
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Lesson IX, part 1. Conversation.

TrF.nslation and Anal sis

1a proper name

noun stem,

"there is"

c_

necessity

A. Salma, is it necessary for
you to go home now?

(Salma your now house-to
going-of necessity there-
is?)

emphatic suffix

t!

right now, right away!!

Note: the locative suffix
this context.

B. Yes, I have to go home
right away.

(yes my now-- emphatic--
house going-of necessity
is)

3. stem of verb "go"

past active participial
ending

"going, have gone"

A. When you go home, what
will you do?

(you home having-gone
what will-do)

(i.e., "what's the point
of your going home?)

4. "much, many"

Bengali

salma 3;Tr-c:r1-

dorkar

ase

A. Salma tomar skhon
barit zaoner

dorkar ase ki
q\-:-74)---1--

skhoni (...DP=TA-ta."

on /bari/ is optional in

B. ho amar skhoni
bari zaoner ' dorkar
ase

there-

za-

47,4r

zaia art

A. tumi bari zaia ki
korba

z-C34- 150.

onek .D.T(4-4477



noun stem, "work" (singular)

"much work, many jobs"

B. I have a lot of work.

5. "that"

plural inanimate suffix

u
those

!I

4-

IX -2

kaz,
onek kaz .41-brtck

B. amar onek kaz ase

.11-;,"
.Froz

sei

-gula -1.1!,rA3_

seigula CJ-t-A:=7.73t'ir

Note that /onek kaz/ in sentence 4 is a plural formation,

though functioning as singular in English.

noun stem, "end, finish" ses

compound verb, "finish"

B. When I go home, I shall
finish that.

6. again

verb stem, "return"

PAP, "returning, having
returned'

compound verb, "return7
ing come, return here

A. Will you come back here
again?

No,
7. B. I won't come back

here today.

VSZ24--VAV-41-'

ses kor- Cx1N--

B. Bari zaia seigula
ses korum

:1-C.47.1..<3.:5011-

CA
'abar

pher-

-1-74574-1-

phira as-

1-3-r

A. tumi ki eikhane
abar phira asba

1745" ---1M723-1(,;-4--

B. na eikhane aiz
phira asum na

-1-..o.4-1--..ag-13-7sr -Tr



8. once more

A. When you finish your
work, will you meet
me once more?

9. B. No, I won't be able to
see you again today.

(no you with today again
seeing doing possible
will-be not)

10. noun stem "time"

compound verb, §et
time, find time

A. Can't you find a little
time today?

(today of-you little time
making possible will-be not?)

11. B. Why? Is there some need?

12. A. Yes, there is some need.

13. B. OK, in that case I'll
come back tonight.

Ix -3

ekbar %-1,44-z

="-5,T,MMMM

A. tumi ki kaz ses
koira amar loge
ekbar dekha korba

B.

Q5117-3-

na tomar loge ' aiz
abar dekha koron'
Aombhob hoibo na

<Act Cvi Y:iT 4iii",F4

Qb
somoe

somoe

A aiz tomar ekt4
somoe koron some
bhob hoibo na

sv-r

ken ' kichu dorkar
ase

r-N

-C.- g" 451i. -vi"F-frIF

.D-rnzla

A. ho ektu dorkar ase

1-;441-51--
°

B. assa taile ami
rate ' phira asum

rl

D4-11-A3V- .svgm ,-D-crolor

r



t.

14. 2nd person ordinary im-
Rerative stem of/as-/,
come

"come!" (2nd ordinary
imperative)

A. No, come back when you
have finished your work.

15. proper name (in.)

B. Look, I have to meet
Rohim today.
(look today Rohim-
with my seeing doing-
of necessity there-is)

16. verb stem, "learn"

verb stem, "teach"

17.

A, Why? Is he going to
teach you English
again today?

"some" - a bound form

fi

some
II

(plural)"

3rd person ordinary geni-
tive pronoun

post-position, "from
a person) , governing
preceding genitive.

H
from him, from here

ava

,17

ais

aiso Cs.fr

A, n41,tumi tomar kaz
ses koira t phira
aiso

(-1

Fl

rohim

B. dekho aiz rohimer
sathe amar dckha
Yloroner dorkap-,ase

eklei-

A

sekha-

ken ' see ki aiz
tomare ir)razi
sikhaibo

L-5

koto- (kotok4415-

kotogula (kotokgula)
n-t

tar - IA

kas theika
r

tar kas theika

,4g.a.g.;`,,U4,447.1:LIZVIZI4Wati.iTakiN'',14c
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B. Nos I have to get some
poetry books from him
today.

18. adjective (bound)
coming

"tomorrow"

A. Go and get the books of
poems tomorrow.
(you tomorrow having-gone
poetry-of books taking come)

19. B. No, I won't be able to
go tomorrow.
(no tomorrow my going
possible will-be not)

2C. PAP of /an-/, "bring
fetch"

compound verb, "bring
and give

A. Then I shall get you the
books tomorrow,

21. A. I can go.

22. B. Good. In that case,I
shall come back right
away.

B. na aiz tar kas
theika amar ko-
togula kcbitar boi
neoner dorkar ase

0,14- .q1.10 6;

FT.Vir4-
agami-'

agamike.il

1c

A. tumi agamikail
zaia kobitar boigula
nia aiso

zsi-Tirr

rm_

B. na r agarplkail amar
zaoa somhhob
hoibo na

A r f

ce-A-

)

aina

aina d e-.

r C.11

A. taile ' ami tomare
agamikail boigula
aina dimu

..1)4-1115i ci..-4)mttg

ri

J4-1-7 r_" l'i74.17"

A. amar zaoa ' somhhob
hoibo

-ail -2-74Y-1--

B. bes taile ami
taratari phira
asmu

C.rder.-517:2\ 120"-Cri"2:24--

,251.5

...1 C"\
1.3 -47,e.c-12gOW

oic



23. "much, a lot"

'much time
t!

verbal noun, "remaining'

B. But I won't be able to
spend much time with
you.

ix -6

besi .aTleT,

begikkhon C.:t)EaP"4

thakon za).7-r.T.

B. kintu tomar
saVhe amar
esikkhon thakon
sombhob hoibo na

rv%
"ra.ASIT0, VA. .1-

24. adjective, "right, exact"

idiom: "that's all right"

A. That's all right. I
have something to tell
you.

A.

25. idiom, "good enough"

B. Good enough. I will
listen to it when I
come back.

B.

26. A. When you come back,
bring Nina with you.

A.

27. A. She also has to hear A.
the news.

a czavc-19-1,zD --'1-106.44

34-'&--14gcx-47;CI-

Dhik .4.A741r

thik ace.n
-16-74tr

thik ase amar to-
mare ' kotogula
kotha bolar ase

itZe.45. .L.)-1-17A-17-

Q5 CC<
uri 4

b 'alai to

-4-1-n-73

blalaito ami phira
aisa sunum rm

=p-;e1-.5-

phira asoner gomoe
ninare tomar sathe
nia aiso

rm ..V4-154-7(11- 2r 34.-S.C:41-

,47\tAl--C-!4r 54" r(72-1-
i--%7 .04-

tar o kothdgula
sononer dorkar ase

cg-1-1,r4-c,Ar-:;T

,2)171%-621

s4
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Lesson IX Part 2. Grammar.

1. The purpose of this lesson is primarily to summarize the

usages of the verbal noun and past active participle forms

which ire tmd in the previous two lessons. There are two

general types of usage:

1.1. As the verb in a subordinate clause, the PAP has two

types of English equivalents: "having done(gone, said, etc.)",

and "when I (you, he, etc.) did (went, said, etc.)." For

example:

a) ami gelkhane zaia (gia) bo4a When I go there I shall
nia asum take (away) the book.

(i.e., I shall bring the
book from there to here.)

Having gone there, I shall
take (away) the book.
(i.e., I shall bring the
book from there to here.)

b) ganVa suina ;se amar kase aslo When he heard the song,
he came to me.

(2) Having heard,the song, he
came to me.

It is important to remember that in a clausal structure of

this kind, the subject of both clauses must be the same.

1.2. Note that although the Bengali PAP can have two English

equivalents, the two English equivalents are expressed by two

separate Bengali formations. In the English of sentence (a)

above, there are two semantic categories:

1. To go with the purpose of getting the book.

2. To go with some purposes, including getting the book.

It is important to remember that these two categories, for-

mally undistinguished in English, are formally distinguished

in Bengali. The formation. /ami geikhane zaia (gia).../ refers

to category (1), i.e., to go with the purpose of getting a

book. Category (2) cannot be expressed by the PAP. This type

kiw 747
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of expression will be dealt with later.

1.3. As a part of a compound verb.

A compound verb in Bengali has at least two members,

one of which, the second member, is a finite verb (i.e, a

verb which is inflected for person and tense). The first

member may be one of a number of classes of words -- nouns,

adjectives, verbs -but in the cases before us at present,

the first member Of the compound is a past active participle,.

This is the commonest form of the compound verb. Also in

thecases before us, the nucleus of meaning of the compound

verb is the participial form. For example:

tumi phira aigo you come back (lit.,r"returning,
come')

tumi ens, nia aio you bring (it) back (lit. "taking
come")

In these two examples, the second member of the compound is the

same, yet the meaning of the compound changes. In Bengali, as

we shall see later on, this type of formation lends itself to

great subtlety of meaning, where by variation of one or another

member of the compound, shades of distinction and highly ex-

pressive phrasing can be gotten.

2. Bengali tends toward economy of expression. Note that in

sentences 2 and 3, the locative case ending /-te/ on /bari/ is

not used, since there is no possibility of confusion. The use

of case endings in cases of this kind is optional. We have

noticed before that there are places in which the pronoun sub.

ject may be omitted also.

3. The use of /dorkar /, "necessity".

The form /dorkar/ functions as a noun, and is best trans-

lated by the English "necessity". This does not imply com-

pulsion or obligation; each of these types of expression has

its own form in Bengali. Note that when /dorkar/ is used, it

. ..
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takes a possessive case of noun or pronoun (i.e., there has

to be a necessity of something); in cases where the necessity

is related to someone, that noun or pronoun is also in the

possessive case. Bengali would phrase it this way:

There is a necessity of me of amar zaibar (zeoner) dorkar
going. (i.e., it's necessary ase
for me to go).

There is a necessity of him of tar porbar dorkar ase
reading (i.e., it is necessary
for him to read4)

4. Uses of /-re/ and/laigal.

4.1. There are several ways of expressing an indirect object.

Sentence 20 is "I shall get you the books tomorrow". The

Bengali for this, depending upon the speaker's stylistic

choice, can be either:

ami tomar laiga agamikail boigula nia alum

or:

ami tomare agamikail boigula aina dimu

The point is, the use of the verb /de-/in either simple or

compound form in such a situation necessitates the /-re/ suf-

fix as the indirect object.

4020 Note that there are some Bengali verbs such as jga-/

which do not take indirect objects (see grammar section, Less

VI). In "I shall sing you a song," "you" will riot be trans-

lated with the verb /gap./ as /tomare/. In Bengali, the ex-

pression will be

ami tomar laiga gan gamu I shall sing a song for your
benefit. (i.e., to bring you
some kind of profit)

4.3. Note that "to you", as in the English expression "I

shall coria to you" does not use the suffix /.1-e/. Here also

a post-postion is required, namely /base /, "near, in the vi-

cinity of":

ami tomar kase alum
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5. To this point, we have had verbal nouns used only with
such formations as:

eia koron gokto It is difficult of do this.
(The doing of this is difficult.)

In such formations, /gokto/ (gombhob, gohoz, etc.) are adjec-
tival forms. In this lesson, we have another use of the ver-
bal noun, this time as the object of the verb. Examples:

geikhane zaon posondo kori. I like to go there.
(I like going there.)

ami bal)la pora posondo kori I like to read Bengali.
(I like reading Bengali.)

a9i tomare bal)la pora I will teach you to read
sikhamu Bengali.

(I will teach you reading
Bengali.)

we ki tare tobla bazano Will you teach him to play
sikhaiben the tabla?

(Will you teach him play-
ing the tabla.)

6. The formation of PAP from /-a/ final verb stems ( /dekha-/,

jberams/, etc.).

601. The PAP of /-a/ final verb stems takes the high stem.

vowel and adds /-1./ to the final vowel /-4/.

Stem PAP Gloss

dekha- dekhaia showing, having shown

beta- beraia wandering, having
wandered

sikha- sikhaia teaching, having
taught

ghuma- ghumaia sleeping, having slept

zana- zanaia informing, having
informed

titit,ttlCG,Kki;
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Lesson IX, art 3. Pattern Drills.

1. Pattern:

a. Is it

be Is it

c. Is it

d. Is it

e. Is it

2, Pattern:

a. Yes,

b. Yes,

c. Yes,

d. Yes,

e0 Yes,

3. Pattern:

a. When

b. When

c. When

d. When

e. When

;

sentence 1.

necessary for you to study now?

necessary for you to go there now?

necessary for him to go tonignn

necessary for them to come tomorrow?

necessary for us to come to the office?

sentence 2,

I have to study right away.

I have to go there right may.

it is necessary for him to go tonight.

it is necessary for them to come tomorrow.

it is necesr,dry for you to come to the office.

sentence 3.

you finish, what will you do?

you gothere, what will you do?

he arrives there, what will he do?

they come here, what will they do?

I come to the office, what shall I do?

4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. I have a lot of work.

b. I have a lot of studying.

c. He has a lot of studying.

d. They have a lot of work.

e. You have a lot of work.

Pattern; sentence 5.

a. When I finish studying, I shall do that.

b. When I go there, I shall do that.

c. When he goes there, he will finish that.

de When they come here, they will finish that.

e. When you come here, you will do that.

'1470
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5. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. Will you finIsh studying tonight?

b. Will you come back home tonight?

c. Will he go back home tonight?

d. Will they come back home tonight?

e. Shall (will) I come back to the office tomorrow?

6. Pattern: sentence 7.

a: No, I will not finish tonight.

b. Yes, I shall come back home tonight.

c. Yes, he will go back home tonight.

d. No, they will not come back home tonight?

e. Yes, you will come back tomorrow.

7. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. When you finish your studying, will you meet me again?

b. When you come back home, will you meet me again?

c. When he goes back home, will he meet Laila?

d. When they come back home, will they meet us again?

e. When I come back, will I meet you here?

8. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. No, I won't be able to meet you.

b. Yes, I will be able to meet you again.

c. No, he won't be able to meet her today.

d. No, they won't be able to meet us tomorrow.

e. No, you won't be able to meet me here.

9. Pattern: sentences 10, 11, 12.

a. Can't you find a little time tonight? There is some

need.

b, Can you find a little time today. There is some need,

c. Can you find a little time today? There is some need,

d. Can they find a little time today? There is some need.

e. Can you find a little time today? There is some need.

AA. Ora Wirv,
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ta

a. OK. In that case I'll come back this evening.

b, OK. In that case, I'll come back this moring.

c. OK. he'll come back tonight.

d. OK. they'll came back this evening.

e. OK. I'll came back soon.

11. Pattern:

a. No,

b. No,

c. No,

d. No,

e. No,

12. Pattern:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

In that

In that

In that

case,

case,

case,

sentence 14.

come back when you have finished your studying.

come back home when you have finished your work.

he'll come back when he has finished everything.

they'll come back when they have bought everything.

come back when you have bought the books.

Look,

Look,

Look,

Look,

Look,

13. Pattern:

a. Why?

b. Why?

c. Why?

d. Why?

e. Why?

14. Pattern;

a. No,

b. No,

c, No,

d. No,

e, No,

sentence 15.

I have to meet Rohim today.

I have to meet Laila today.

he has to meet me today.

they have to study today.

I have to study Bengali today.

sentence 16 (use verbal nouns.)

Is he going to teach you to speak Bengali?

Is she going to teach you to play the tabla?

Are you going to teach him to play cricket?

Are they going to learn to read Bengali?

Are you going to read poetry?

sentence 17.

I have to get some history books from him.

I have to bring some geography books for her.

I have to get some new books for him.

they have to bring some new books for me.

I have to buy some new Bengali books for Rohim.

=741.inii=
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15. Pattern: sentence 18,

a. Go and get the history books tomorrow.

b. Go and get the books for her tomorrow.

c. Go and give the books to him tomorrow.

d. Go and get the new books tomorrow.

e. Go and buy the books from Rohim tomorrow.

16.

17.

Pattern:

a. No, 1

b. No, I

C. No, I

d. No, I

e. Nog I

Pattern:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

sentence 19.

won't be able to get them tomorrow.

won't be able to get them for her tomorrow.

won't be able to bring them tomorrow.

won't be able to go there tomorrow.

won't be able to buy them tomorrow.

sentences 20, 21. (Note: refer to grammar,
section 4.1,)

Then I shall get you the books tomorrow. I can go.

Then I shall get the books for you tomorrow. I can

Then I shall get you them tomorrow. I can go.

Then I shall bring them for you tomorrow. I can go.

Then I shall buy you them tomorrow. I can go.

go.

18. Pattern: sentences 22, 14.

a. In that case, I shall come back when I
my studying.

b. In that case, I shall come home when I
my work.

c. In that case, he will come when he has
everything.

d. In that case, they will come back when
bought everything.

e. In that case, I shall come back when I
books.

have finished

have finished

finished

they have

have bought the

Pattern: sentence 23.

a. But I won't be able to stay here long.

b. But I won't be able to stay long with you.
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c. But he won't be able to stay with you long.

d. But they won't be able to stay long.

e. But I won't be able to stay in the office long.

19. Pattern: sentence 24,

a. That's all right. I will give you a new sari.

b. That's all right. I will bring you a new shawl.

c. That's all right. I will send him some new books.

d. That's all right. I will show them some new things.

e. That's all right. I will tell you some good news.

20. Pattern: sentence 25.

a. Good. I like to get new saris.

b. Good. I like to get new shawls.

c. Good. He likes to get new books.

d. Good, They like to see new things.

e, good. I like to hcar good news.

21. Pattern: sentence 26.

a. When you come back, bring Laila with you.

b. When you come back, bring your daughters with you,

co When he comes back, he will bring his children with
him.

d, When they come back, they will bring Nazma with them.

e. When you come back, bring Salma with you.

Pattern: sentence 27.

a. She also has to get a sari.

b. They also have to get new shawls.

c. They also have to gat new books.

d. She also has to see the new things.

e. She also has to hear the news.

.
4'.
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Lesson IX Part 4. Sentence Drills.

Drill 1

--I must go home right away.

-.Why do you have to go so soon? Do you have work there?

--Yes, I have a few things that need to be done. When I finish
my work, I shall come back.

--Good. When we have bathed and eaten, shall we take these
things to Laila's house?

--Yes. I heard that she is sick.

--No, she fell on the ice this morning and broke her arm.

--Then let us bring her floaers and sweets. Then let's come
back here and sleep a while.

--All right. After we have slept for a while, we shall have to

go to the market.

-..-Al]. right. Shall I buy some fruit on my way home and bring
it back?

..Yes, bring it back when you come. What else shall we bring
to Laila?

...We'll buy some flowers on the way and give them to her.

--Good. Then I'll see you later.

Drill 2

--When will you go to Lahore?

--Next week. I shall stay a week in Lahore and then return to
Chittagong.

--Will you also go to Dacca?

--Yes, after I have seen the mosque at Lahore, I shall go to
Dacca.

--There is a beautiful mosque there also.

--Yes. I shall wander around Dacca a day and then come back.

you see the art inside the mosque?

-.No, I shall not be able to. I shall have to remain standing
outside the mosque.

--It will be a nice trip. What will you do after you have seen
Lahore and Dacca?

--Then I shall return to Chittagong and sleep. Travelling
makes me tired.
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Lesson IX, Part 5. Substi'Uwi Vocabular

misti

murti

bhromon

bazar

borof

zinis

hat

ogukh

cad

kagoz

deoal

lal

nil

holud

gobuz

beguni

bhugol

catga

Sweets (meats)

image

travelling, trip

market

ice

thing (material goods)

hand, arm

illness

moon

paper

wall

red

blue

yellow

green

violet

geography

Chittagong

Inraia za.

gosol kor

scan kor.

por
poir za-

bha!)

dira.

ghuma-
(ghumaia-PAP)

poucha

upor

karon

osukh kor

tar ogukh
korlo

wander
about

bathe

fall

break

stand,
wait

sleep

arrive

on, over

because

get sick
--twith genitive

she/he
got sick

to do
something

well

to learn
something

well

W-ala koira
kor

leala koira
sikh
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Lesson X, Part 1. Conversation.

Tanslationis.

1. proper name

H
a little"

(m.)

before, ago"

"a little while ago"

Montu, I called you on
the phone a little
while ago.

A. Where were you?

2. noun stem, "food"; see
grammar, section 2.

PAP, "eating, hav:mg
eaten

high stem of verb /go-/,
"lie down

n

PAP "lyingudown, having
lain down

to be in a condition of
lying down

B. After I had eaten (a
snack), I lay down for
a while.

montu

sktu

age 't1-011--

Bengali

skpu age

A. montu tomare spu
age ' phone daklam

.45.1.341-c5;-4;PAT

-1-(rrC1---Fref

tumi kothae
achila

rsr c.rairaxttr-

khabar td-AITTIT

khaia

SU- "63

suiaula '63:Q41

suia

B. ami ktlabar khaia
skliu suia achilam

Atia:41-



"suddenly"

PAP, "sleeping, having
slept"

high stem of verb
/por/, "fall"

B. But suddenly I fell
asleep.

3. noun stem,
14

matter
q

Note that the tense
the conversation.

A. What was the matter?

X -2

ho that

ghumaia ix64115.:2-n-
cp1/4.

por-

B. kintu hqhat ghu-
maia porlam

41T-ATSC

bspar 43-FM-rjr

is understood by the context of

g)S-1-R .14.01:0Jr

noun stem, "body"

idiom, "be feeling badly"

A. Were you feeling badly?

4. demonstrative, "that"

B. No, it wasn't exactly
that.

"but"

adjective, "whole, entire"

adjective, "tired"

A. ki bcpar

i7d/T.T17-40.11-4-

sorir

sorir kharap ho-

-26444-0)21-1-gin.91- 2.-41)

A. tomar sorir kharap
hoilo naki

-7.Nr-rreirT

to \b-r-

B. na thik to na

-CC4r

tobe

sara

klanto
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For this use of the verb

/as --/, see grammar,

section 3.

B. But all day long I've

been very tired.

noun stem, "rest"

compound verb, "rest"

A. In that case, rest today.

proper name (f.)

A. I'll come again tomorrow
after seeing Salma.

6. "again, this time"

7

!what happened
"

Note the use of the

X -3

B. tobe ami aiz gara
din ' khub klanto
asi

r-N

r-N
'hiss ram --r4-.1..51-134,-

bis s am kor-

A. taile aiz bissram
koro

s (1_
,51--aTri

salm,a

A, ami salmare deikha
kail abar astim

3-1-vovATC:f

abar 1-1-:-rt

ni hoilo (7\
1-47

genitive /salmar/.

B What happened to Salma
this time?

noun stem, "ice"

PAP, "fpling, having
fallen

B. salmar abar ki
hoilo

.:34-14174- rrsrf

btrAt

poira 14.-M.510
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compound verb, "fall" poira za c71:94-4-r

PAP of compounds "falling,
having fallen'

noun stem, "hand, arm

PAP of verb, /bhan-/,
'break"

to be in a condition of
sitting

A. She fell on the ice and
broke her arm, and she
is laid up.

8. idiom, "is that so?"

B. Is that so? In that case,
I'll go with you to see
her and come back.
(is that so that if-be-
comes I you with having
gone her-Obj.> having
seen come-shall)

9. idiom, "decide"

conjunctive, "that"

A. But I decided that I'll
see her in the evening.

poira zaia (glad

hat 11\3

bhair3ga K49T-1-1,er

boisa ase

4a541-

A. see' borofer upor
poira gia ' hat

bhail3ga boisa aFe

*D:: Mr.

tail naki

31.
tai naki taile
ami tomar loge
zaia deikha asum

nuar
2,41R-tAl- c4:13,564-y .3 kitis-C

pik kor-

B

ze

A. kintu ami
korlam ze ami
tare ' sazerbsla

deikha asum

c4st.

1-.%(-- car

PAP, "picking up, having
picked up

compound verb, "pick up and take"
II

then, at that time',

tuna circ.s,Arr.z.11.3,:5T

tuila ne-

tokhon



A, Shall I call you then and
pick you up?

10. noun stem, "car, cart"

B. Will you take your car?

11. A. Yes, I'll take my car.

12. B. Good. Then when you are
going will you call and
pick me up?

13. A. Yes. Shall I pick you
up at seven o'clock?

14. adjective "ready,
prepared

compound verb, ""be
(remain) ready

X -5

A. tokhon ami ki
tomare daika
tuila nimu

JnIrdf' ':.14-113-c 1-41r

Bari

A. tumi tomar gari.pa
nia zaiba ki

0v3A--
.

C>4+ 'S

21.3 .14-v-

A. ho ami amar
garidVa nia zamu

.o.crr4.4-

ru
r--% o t-

0

B. be ' taile ki'
zaoner somoe
amare daika tuna
niba

4174v1-Q511tciT
exi Mg"
A-A-r-

cv,
A. ho tomare ki sattar

somoe tuila nimu
.rcfr

(.
341- (7016Ir

toiri

toiri thak-Pr-

B. All right. I shall be ready B. be ' ami attar
at seven o'clock. somoe ' toiri tciakum
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B. What time will you come
back home?

15. nine

I'll come home at nine
o'clock.

16. verb stem,""reach,
arrive at

PAP of stem /pcilicha-/;
see grammar, section 1

compound verb, "cause to
reach

B. When you come back will
you leave me at my house?

x .6

B. tumi koetar somoe
bari phira asba

_rN

;

noe

5-41-424-.

A. and noetar gomoe
bari phiiba asum

/^1

\b4T134-Air4tr-T
r,

:Noir \5413,i1R--

pOtcha- 4.AyriEt-

pauchaia 01-114-11.a-

p6uchaia de-
",

B. pheroner some
amare ki barit polachaia
tuba

:4"04- 5 a.c2Jr
Y

t.
C.T.47 Cnriii141.

17. For this use of /de -/, see grammar, section 4.

A. Yes, I shall.

18. PAP of verb /ken -/,
"buying, having bought"

compound verb, "buy and
bring

imperative form of stem
/an-/

A. ho dimu

1&_

fl

kina

kina an- -1--VATz-ri-T

aino



B. When you bring
some flowers.

19. A. For whom?

20. For this use of the future,

B I want to bring Salma
flowers.

21. A. All right. Then when
I come, I shall bring
some flowers.

22. "afterwards, later"

B. Good. Then I'll see you
later.

23. OK. See you later.

.70,,efe7M-7.17,-WirTFMFV,, ITIV1,47477,774M,TMW7MArn

X -7

B. asoner somoe ' kichu
phul ' kina aino.

r"N

-zpt4,1; -Crr
A3 kar laiga

04;

see Lesson II.

EL ami salmar laiga
phulgula ' nia zamu

54-rnTs-r 1-4-e,1:12a7r1"-
rn

`14-51-'17..)

A. assa ' taile 1 asoner
somoe ' ami kichu
phul 1 kina anum

ak-l-ti. .-431---(f-T. 04.1347,j4".

r:LiS

pore
4;;Nrc,-4--

B. be taile pore
dekha korum

4;:t,Cr
A. assa 1 dekha hoibo

ttrQ ti's C. .

Lesson X, Part 2. Grammar.

1. The PAP of the verb stem /pciacha./ is Alcochaiaj.

2, The form /khabar /.

The verbal noun of the stem /kha.. /, "eat", is formed with
the suffix/m.1mi; as in sentence 2, however, there is another
form /khabar/, a noun meaning "food".

3. The form/N.84d/, sentence 4.
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In Bengali, the expression of actions or conditions ori-

ginated in the past but continuing in the present necessitates

a present form of the verb even though a translation in the

English present tense might not make sense. So it is in sen-

tence 4. In this case, tiredness is a condition which ori-

ginated at an earlier time, but which is still existent.

4. The use of /deal, sentence 16.

The use of /de./ as an "auxilliary" in Bengali is very complex.

First of all, as in this lesson, there is the sense of giving

assistance to someone in doing something. Thus, using sentence

tumi barit peitichaiba ki "Will you reach the house?

tumi ki amare barit pciudheia "Will you heZp me reach my
11

diba house?

Another example:

ami eita korum

ami eita koira dimu

Or

Will you get me to my house?
f t

"I shall do it."

"I shall do it (for him, you,
etc.)

There are other usages, which we shall deal with later on.

5. The nominative form of the word for "someone, anyone" is

/keul; the stem is /kau-,/ before the objective suffix -re.

Thus:

kaure dia &gum I shall come and give (it) to
anyone.

5.1. The negative of this formation is /kaure .0. na /:

kaure dia arm.= na I shall not come and give (it)
to anyone

Or
I shall come and give it to
to no one.

6. The use of the morphemes /gompe,/, /.- khon /, and /-bar /,

indicating time.

4,
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6.2.

/onek gomoe/

/enu gomoei

/onek. -bar/

/koek -.bar/

/onekkhon/

/ektukkhoni

OLMaFrk

X -9

Many times, much time contin-
uously spent

a little time, continuously
spent

many times, separated by in-
tervals

a few times, separated by inw
tervals

quite a while, quite some
time, (in terms of hours)

a little while (in terms of
hours)

fi
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7. Form all possible Bengali sentences:

Clause I Clause II

Subj. Obj./VM Verb' Obj./VM

ami khabar khaia tomare

tumi tare deikha ens,

tomra selkhane poira bona
tara tomar zaia

loge
aiSa

eiIa

tomare

ellNM

Verb2

lak.

phir.

phira za-

phira za.

dekh

nia deikha ag.

laika

ON UPI ne.

nia

ar.123 -6" tol.

de- tuila ne..

dia as. pouchaia
de.p

dia zap. kln
kina an-

kina deg.

kina nia

as.

Lesson X Part 3 Patterns.

10 Pattern: sentence 1.

a0 I sent T ol.1 a letter a while ago. Did you receive It?

b. I sent Rohim some books a while ago. Did he receive
them?

c. I called Rohim on the phone a while ago. Where was ha?

d. I saw him on the street a while ago. Where were you?

e. I saw them in the library last night. Where were you?
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2, Pattern: sentence 2.

a. After I read it, I gave it to Anis.

b, After he got them, he put them on a table,

c* After he had eaten, he lay down for a while.

d. After I had studied, I lay down for a while.

e* After I had finished my work, I lay down for a while.

a. After that, I didn't see it.

b. After that, I didn't see theme

c. After that, he fell asleep*

d. But for a long time, I didn't fall asleep.

e* And suddenly I fell asleep.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a. What was the matter? Didn't you show it to Nazma?

b. What was the matter? Did you fall asleep?

c. What was the matter? Was he very tired?

d. What as the matter? Weren't you feeling well?
e* What das the matter? Are you feeling well?

4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. No. She was very tired all day. She fell asleep.

b. Yes. All day long I was very tired. So I fell asleep.,

c. Yes. All week long he's been very tired. He fell
asleep.

d. Yes, but I was very tired. Sleeping was not possible.

e. Yes, but I'm a little tired. So suddenly I fell
asleep.

5. Pattern:

a. Then

b. Then

c. Then

d. Then

e. Then

sentence 5, Lesson IX.

tell her that it's necessary that she rest today.

it's necessary that you rest today.

it's necessary that he rest today*

it's necessary that you rest this week.

it's necessary that you rest now.
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a. I'll come back after seeing Rohim.

b. Come back after resting.

c. Will he come back tomorrow, after resting?

d. Come back next week, after resting.,

e. Rest now and come back tomorrow.

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. What happened to Rohim?

b. What happened to Rohim yesterday?

c. Yes. What will happen to him tomorrow?

d. What will happen next week?

ea All right. What will happen tomorrow?

Pattern: sentence 7.

a. He fell from a tree and broke his army

b. He fell from a tree and broke his leg.

c. He will go to the library and study*

d. You will come to my house and study.

e. You will come to my house and eat.

8. Pattern; sentence 8. (use verbal noun).

aa Is that so? In that case, I will go with you to see
him and come back.

b. Is that so? In that case, I will go with you to see
him now.

c. Is that so? In that case, it will be difficult to see
him tomorrow.

d. Is that so? In that case, it will be difficult to
rest this week.

e. Is that so? In that case, it will be necessary to
work now.

9. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. I decided that I'll see him tomorrow morning.

b. I decided that I'll see him afterwards.

c. I decided that it's necessary for us to see him now:,
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d. I decided that it's necessary for you to rest now.
e. I decided that it's necessary for you to rest this

week.

a. Shall I call you tomorrow morning end pick you up?
b. Shall I call you and take you there?
c. Shall I call him now and take you there?
d. Shall I call you tomorrow and bring you here?
e. Shall I call you tomorrow and pick you up?

10. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. Will you take your car tomorrow?
b. Will it be possible to take your car afterwards?
c. Will it be difficult for you to take your car now?
d. Will it be possible for you to take your car next

week?

ee Will it be possible for you to take your car tomorrow?

11. Pattern:

a. Yes.

be Yes.

c. No.
up.

d. Yes,

e. Yes.

sentence 12.

When I am going, I will call you and pick you up,
When I get home, I shall call you and pick you up.
When I get home, I shall take my car and pick you

when I call you, I shall come and pick you up,,

When 't call me, I shall come and pick you up.

Pattern: sentence 130

a. Will you pick me up at eight?

b. What time will you pick me up?
c. What time will you call and pick me up?
d. What time will you come and pick me up?
e. Will you pick me up at nine sharp (i.e.0"exactly at

nine)?

13. Pattern: sentence 14.a.

a. Will you be ready at eight?

b. What time will you be ready?



c. Will you be ready at nine?

d. Will you be ready at ten?

e. Will you be ready before nine?

14. Pattern: sentence 14:b.

a. Yes. Will it be possible to come home at ten sharp?

b. At six. Will you come home before nine?

c. Yes. It will be difficult to be ready before nine

d. Yes. It will be difficult to be ready before ten.

e. Yes. It will be possible to be ready at eight.

15. Pattern: sentence 15.

a0 Yes. We shall come back at ten*

b. Yes. We shall come back before nine.

c All right. We shall come back home before ten.

d. All right. We shall come back home before eleven.

e. All right. We shall come back at nine.

Pattern: sentence 16.

a. When we come back, I shall leave you at your house

b. On the way back we shall leave Rohim at his house.

c. On the way back, I shall leave you at Rohimis house.

d. After coming back, I shall leave Rohim at your house.

e. After leaving you, I shall leave Rohim at his house.

164 Pattern: sentence 18.

ac, When you come, will you bring some flowers?

b. When we go, shall we take some sweets?

c. When I go to Rohim's house, shall I take some flowers?

d. When Rohim comes, will he (buy and) bring some new
books?

e. When you go, will you take some things for Rohim?

Pattern: sentence 20.

a. I want to bring Nazma some flowers.
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b. I want to bring her some sweets.
c. I want to bring him some flowers.
do He wants to bring me new books.
e. I want to give Rohim some new things.

17. Pattern: sentence 21.

a. All rights When I come, I shall bring some flowers
from the store.

b. All right. When I come, I shall bring some sweets,
c. All right. When we go, we shall take him some flowers'
d. Yes. When he comes, he will bring you some new books

from the store.

e, Yes. When I go, I shall take the new things for him,,

Lesson 26.part 4. Drills.

Drill 10

--Did you call me on the phone a while ago? I fell asleep.
--But what's the matter? Don't you feel well, or do you

always sleep in the middle of the day?

don't know exactly. I've been feeling tired all week long.
But let that go. What time is it?

half ..past four. Are you going to class today?
--Yes. Look, will you do me a favor? When you are ready, will

you pick me up? It's impossible for me to walks
..Of course. I'll bring my car and pick you up in (i.e., "within

-.use either /bhitorej or the locative case) half an houxv
-There is one other matter. Will you buy the new books at the

store and bring them when you come?

...That won't be possible for me. I won't go to the store today.

...It doesn't matter. Will it be possible for you to leave me
back here before half-past seven?

...Why? What will happen at half -pint seven?

..Rohim is coming. It is necessary for me to buy and cook dint
ner before half.-past eight.

--All right. I shall drop you back here by (i.e., "within")
half-past seven.

M.V.1.144

r.
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Drill 2.

you come to the museum with me today? I'll go at
about three-thirty.

-Yes, It1;. certainly come. There's a Jamini Roy exhibition
(i.e0, an exhibition of Jamini Roy's work ) isn't there?

--Yes, Ila likes his work very much. I told her that I
would take her.

--Good. Will you take your car?

--Yes. I'll call you before I pick you up.

--Do you know Jamini Roy?

--Yes, I go to his house often, He is a wonderful man and a
wonderful painter.

--People say that he is a truly Bengali painter. Is that so?

--I think so, Other painters copy European work or the work
of the Mogul school, Jamini Roy copies no one.

hear that he paints in the manner of Bengali folk artists.
Is that true?

--That's not exactly true. His colors and his forms are like
those of Bengali folk art. But he is not a folk artist.

--How would you describe him, then?

--It is impossible to describe him. That is why he is a great
artist.

khabar

kola, gilpo

aka (verbal
noun)

silpi
loko -silpi

dhoron

mogol

ithi

pa

moto, moton

rakh-

411aualLJAEL51.2111,1241aa.

food

art

painting

painter, artist

folk artist

form (as in
painting)

Mogul

letter

leg, foot

like, similar

keep, put,
place

:wY.gsas

iuropio

bharotio

pakistani

Omotkar
as of

sottoi
hajai
thikoi

nt44oi

ki koira

majhe, moddhe

safe
sate carps,

European (ad;l0)

Indian (adj.)

Pakistan

wonderful

true, genuine

true

certainly

how

in the middle

half-past
half-past four
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ak. paint

bornona kor. describe
(learned)

nokol kor. copy

pak kor- cook

kotha k5. converse

Idioms:

ckebare

koe-pa baze

tai na

tai na ki

zak

zaite dao
saira deo

at all

what time is it?

isn't that so?

let it go

X -17

adh half

adh ghonta half an hour

ar ena one more, another

tate khoti nai no harm in that, that doesn't matter
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Lesson XI, part 1. Conversation.

Translation and analysis.

1.

2.

3

noun, "crowd"

A. There is a crowd of
people over there.

high stem of verb "be,
become

continuative suffix for
vowel stems; see grammar,
section 2.

3rd person present verbal
ending

"it is becoming"

B. What is happening?

"perhaps
it

noun,
11

game
II

A. I don't know. Perhaps
there is some game
going on.

4. Note the conjunctive /ze/,
which is untranslatable in
the English sentence.

B. Will you go over and see
what is happening?

bhir fiC.y.

A. oikhane loker bhir

Sa--YZI-Cd:r cecvivy- 4"1-

ho-

-itas

hoitase sa.Q5rcei

B. ki hoitase

43m-

khela <;);11-cA1'

bod oe

A. ami zani na' boeoe
kono khsla ° hoitase

\NT-134- etrrX 011- Ca-r-4

B. tumi ki zaia dekhba
' ze ki hoitase
r) r,

.313-r- 170* s-C2,z.-2-t"r" r
r-N

(;14- --r 4T 12V-510-0L
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idiom, "think"

"mutual striking"--
see grammar, section 7.

compound verb,"fight"

high stem of verb "do,
make

continutative suffix for
consonant stems

3rd person present
verbal ending

"(they) are righting"

A. I think that the people
are fighting.

6. loan word, "riot"

beginning

compound verb, "be
begun

B. B. Do you think a riot is
beginnAng?

7. verb stem, "flee"

Note: for this use of
the future, see grammar,
section 5.

A. No, if that were so,
people would be fleeing.

XI -2

mone ho-

maramari

..rrZilrarn;277:7M7=

-sro
1 .-4 ITA

maramari kor-
rr"44-

kor-

-tas Q51).02.

e -C;

(tara) maramalikortase

A. amar mone hoe 1 ze 1

lokera maramari
kortase

C-4-F.Tr

4-6,73Naf5,

rant
b as

suru

suru ho- .;1154.0

B. tomar ki mone ' hoe
ze 1 skta rapt '

suru hoitase

(-\
647:1-

Zts Asr%

pola-
P-trql -

A. na ' taile
polaibo

wpr (5 ;x

91-tiVra-11-

1 lokera

cei-T1-037:fr
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noun, "crowd"

compound verb,
a crowd':

"form

A. They wouldn't form a
crowd.

8. B. Then who are fighting?

9. noun, "fight"

compound verb, "fight"

10.

A. I think that little boys
are fighting.

present imperative,
move

present imperative, fisrt
person, "let's see"

A. Come on, let's go see.

noun, "snake"

noun,
<<

game
"

"snake charmer's perfor-
mance

B. No, I think that there's
a snake charmer's per
formance going on.

xi .3

bhir as
4

bhir kor- Ca5

A. bhir korbo na

4N5

B. taile ' kara I mara-
marl kortase

z-mcpT -4T.--44-1Arm.;11

Arr-FGrcE;

lorai

lorai kor.(1,-W5Tt.-tiT:4-

A. amar mone hoe ' ze
solo chelera lorai
kortase

r,zr

Cbift7 44:p1.7c

Arii;r0T0i
010

dekhi (dehi)
r-N

A. Colo dekhi
rN

1;44- 0-11,0=r

gap (hap) :54-1-P1-

khsla r

sap khela

B. na ',amar mone hoe '

ze' sap khsla hoitase

CP2-1.-er
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noun,
II

fear
II

compound verb, "be
afraid of

B. I am afraid of snakes.

"both"

For the suffix/-e/1 see
grammar, section 6.

All right, come on.
Let's both go see
what's happening.

12. B. No, I won't go. You go.

13. A. Why won't you go?

14. high stem of verb, "see"

present continuative
suffix for consonant
stems

1st person present
verbal ending

noun, "bull"

B. I can see now that bulls
are fighting.

XI -11.

b'-oe

b'.oe kor- Q.!5-Ar

B. ami sapre b'oe kori

N!Tr1154-

duizon

(
IT'Av&T
CA.

A. assa colo duizone
zaia dekhi ze
ki hoitase

13:37r -6"4 -1TiW
-2.1a 41- ci.-17r

B. na ' ami zamu na tumi
zao

r rs-r rOxi- ;CV

-2.1*-172

A. ken zaiba na

c.VA-

dekh- vioar

-tas \51-

- i

sar "241V..9
a

B. ami ekhon dekhtasi
ze sarer lorai
hoitase

r-N

.1-
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xyk

B. People are running away. B. lokera polaitase

oRtc..471-5v- c>irrvIT151-CE

15. A. In that case, move. A. taile ' colo ' amra
Letts run too. o polai

Lesson XI, Part 2. Grammar.

1. The use of the present continuative, as in sentences 1 ff.

1.1. The primary use of the present continuative (sometimes

called the present imperfect) is indication that action is

taking place at the time of speaking, that an action begun

in the past is not completed. Bengali often uses this eml.

phasis on continuity where English, for example, is content

with a simple present. A frequent Bengali phrasing is:

ami burtasi I understand (i.e., I an
understanding) what you
are saying.

1.2. Further, Bengali frequently uses the present continua-

tive if the action is going on in the present, even if that"

action was originated in the distant past:

hajar bochor dhoira saotalera f eikhane bag kortase

"Santals have been living (lit. fare livings) here
1000 years.

1.3. A less frequent but still common usage of the present

continuative is expression of action that is to take place in

the immediate future. An exchange might be:

eikhane ago Come herel

assa f ami agtasi All right, I am coming.

2. The formation of the present continuative:

2.1. The present continuative of consonant-final verb stems

is formed by the high stem (except for /a/ items) of the verb,
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plus the suffix /-tas,/, plus the present ten
Thus:

2.2.

sun- "hear" ami gun-tas-i

tumiesun-ta

tui sun-ta
-apne sun

surao

s-os

tab-en

see sun-tasime

tain sun-tab.en

khel- "play" ami

kor- "do"

rr

6

se personal endings

khel-tas-i, etc.

kor-tas-i, etc

Consonant stems with the /a /- .vowel retain their low
stems, Thus:

zan- "know "

2.3. Stems with vowels

stems retain their low

stems. However, all

1-i-/ before the su

de-

kha-

ho-

3. Review

3.1. Verb

addition

stem of

by the

the

ami zantasi

final follow the same pattern; /e/.

stem form, others take their high,.

CV- shape stems, except CVI- ones, take

ffix /.tas/.

give" ami di-tas-i, etc.

"eat"

"be,

become"

ami khaitas.i, etce

ami hoitas-i, etc.

of formation and use of the verbal noula

al nouns of consonant-stem verbs are formed by the

of the suffixes, /.'a/ or /-ba/0 or /.-on/ to the low

the verb. Verbal nouns of vowel- stem verbs are formed

addition of the suffixes /-coal or / -ba/ or / -on/ to

low stem of the verb. Thus;

de. deoa or debaor dson

pa- paoa or paba or paon

ho- hooa or hoba or hoon
ftwigitZ4
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302. The suffixes / -a/ or /.oa/ occur when the noun is
in the nominative, objective, or locative cases; the suffix
I.ba/ occurs only when the noun is in the genitive, being
freely variant with /4-a/ or /-oa/, or /-on/, which occurs
in all cases.

3.3. Constructions with the verbal noun are very common in
Bengali, For example:

Nominative:

Genitive:

khsla hoitase "playing is going on"

tar aeon hoilo "of him coming was not"
na he did not (could not) come!:

tar as9ner/
asa; somoe
bristi hoilo

"
It was raining when he came*

Objective:

dhakar baolae pan In Dacca Bengali, ,,drinking
Xprare pani water is called pani khoan.:

Locative f
Ana= Dole(koe)

ei kothabolae "
On being told this, we

amra coila gslam went away.

4. The form /maramari/ (sentences 5 ff. )

4.1. This type of reduplicated formation is frequent in
Bengali,. and in fact in many modern languages of India.

The significance is often mutual action of some type. For
example:

karakari

lathalathi

gutaguti

"mutual
"mutual

snatching"

fighting with sticks"

"Mutual pustang aside with elbows':

L.2. Note that as in the third example above, the vowel of
the reduplicated portion of the expression (except where /al),

is the high vowel, due to the presence of the final high.

vowel/.i/.
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5. Uses of the future tense, as in sentence 7.

5.1. It is not infrequent in Bengali to use the simple
future to express the English conditional, as here. Another
example might be:

tumi geikhane ken zaiba (you there why go-will).
Whi should you go there?

5.2. In sentence 7, the conditional aspect of the sentence is
stated in the first clause, "if that were so".

6. Use of the locative, as in sentence 11.

6.1. The locative case form is frequently used in nominative
constructions to indicate mutual action or reciprocity, as
here.

7. Note that sentences 9 and 14 suggest the transitive-in-
transitive evivalence which we have seen before. Note the
distinction between:

and

gargula lorai kortase bulls are fighting

Barer lorai hoitase

or between

se].era lorai kortase

and

selego lorai hoitase

bulls are fighting (lit., a
fight of bulls is happening),

boys are fighting

boys are fighting (lit., a
fight of boys is happening).

7.1. The contrast is clearest in cases in which there is no
case inflection. For example:

ona suru hoitase "It is beginning" (Intransitive)
and one, Suru kortase "That one is beginning (it)"

(Transitive)

ALVAN.
hkg..:
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Lesson XI, part Patterns.

1. Pattern: sentences 1,2, grammar section 6.

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

What is happening in that crowd

What are those people doing?

What is he doing in that crowd

Are you listening to the story?

Are you looking at the crowd of

of people?

of people?

people?

2. Pattern: sentence 3, grammar section 6.

a. Perhaps there is a riot going on.

b. Perhaps a riot is beginning.

c. Perhaps he is starting a riot.

d. No, I am looking at this book.

e. No, I am listening to his reading of poetry.

3. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. Shall we go and see what is happening?

b. Shall we go and see what they are doing?

c. Shall we go and listen to what he is saying?

d. Shall we go and listen to his reading?

e. Shall we go and see what the crowd is doing?

4. Pattern: sentence 5.

a. No. I think that they are fighting.

be No. I think they are only shouting.

c. No. I think that he is saying nothing at all.

d. No. I think that I shall sit here and read.

e. No. I think that I shall remain here and listen.

5. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. Do you think that some trouble is beginning?

b. Do you think that a fight is starting?

c. Do you think that he is starting a riot?
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d. What are you reading now?

e. What poem is he reading now?

6. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. No. If that were so, everyone would be running away.

b. No. If that were so, everyone would not be staying
there,

c. No. If that were so, people would be shouting.

d. I am reading a new novel by Abal Kalam Shamsuddin.

e. He is reading some poems by Faroukh Ahmad.

7. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. Then what do you thfalk is going on?

b. Then do you think that people are fighting?

c. Then why do you think the crowd is forming?

d. Is Shamduddin writing another novel now?

e. Which poems of Ahmad is he reading?

8. Pattern

a. I think that some boys are fighting.

b. Yes, perhaps people are fighting.

c. I think that boys are fighting; that is why the
crowd is forming;.

d. Yes. I think that he is writing a new novel.

e. I don't know. I am not hearing it very well.

9. Pattern! sentence 10.

a. Let's go see. Perhaps a snake-charmer's performance
is going on.

b. Let's go see. Perhaps there is a football game going
on.

c. Let's go see. Perhaps he is beginning a snake-
performance,

d. I see. How is that novel striking you? (how do you
like it?)

e. Why? Are the people shouting too loudly?
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10. Pattern: sentence 10.
a. I'm not going. I'm afraid of snakes.
b. Pm not going. I don't like football.
c. I'm not going. I don't like snake.- performances.

d. I like it very much, He writes well.
e. Yes. Also he is reading very softly.

11. Pattern: sentence 11.
a. Come on; let's both go and see the snakeupperformance,
b. Come on; let's both go and watch the football game.
c. Come on let's both go and see the snake.

d. Yes. He writes simple but very strong Bengali.
e. Yes. It's difficult to hear. Let's go sit near him.

12. Pattern: sentence L4.
a. No. Now I see that some boys are fighting.
b. No. Now I see that a snake and a mongoose are fighting
c. No. Now I see that the snake-performance is ending.
d. Yes. He is becoming very famous.
e. Yes, let's go. Let's sit in front of him and listen.

13. Pattern: sentence 14.
a. Yes. And people are becoming tired of it.
b. Yes, and little boys are fleeing.
ce Yes, and people are going home.

d. These days lie is writing only in colloquial Bengali(colit bhasal), is henot?
e. Yes. But now he is finishing his reading.

14. Pattern: sentence 15.
a. In that case, let's not go.
be In that case, let's go and see.
c. In that case, let s go home too.
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d. Yes., He is Certainly not writing literary Bengali*
(sadhu bhasa).

e. Yes. It is being finished. Letts go home.

Lesson XI, Part 4. Sentence Drill.

Drill l

--What are those people doing over there?

--I don't know. Let's go see.

--No, there is a lot of elbowing going on in the crowd.

--All right, then, get up on that wall and look.

can see now (i.e., I am seeing now).

--What is going on?

--A snake and a mongoose are fighting.

--Who is winning?

--The mongoose always wins.

--Come on, let's look.

--No, I am afraid of snakes. Before I came to Dacca a snake
bit me.

--Thare is a magician there too. He is doing tricks.

-.What kind of tricks is he doing?

-.4Ie is walking bare-foot (i.e., in bare feet) on a fire.

--Why is he doing that?

--Because people are giving him money.

-.It's finishing now. The people are coming away (i.e., re-
turning back.)

--Al]. right, thett, lettsngo home. I am getting hungry.

Drill 2 When in doubt, use present continuative.

--How are you getting on?

--Fine.

.-Are you studying Bengali?

--Yes, I am studying the language and literature.

--How do you like it?

max,
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--I like it very much. But it is becoming more difficult.
--Are you studying tonight?

--No, I don't think that I will study tonight. It is getting
very hot.

Good. Then come to the movies with me.

--All right. When are you going?

...Right now. Come CC.

--All right, get (i.e., "take") my coat and be right back.

Lesson XI Part 5. Substitution Vocabulary.

zadugor

zadu, khsla

pa

agun
0

eahitto

sinema

golmal

Idioms:

kemon coltase

gorom portase

taka poeSa

amar khida pae

magician

trick

foot

fire

literature

cinema

trouble,
hubbub

zit-

kamTa-

citkat kor-

birokto ho

bikksto

joralo

aste

aro

khali

jore

win, conquer

bite

shout

to be tired of; vexed

famous

strong

slowly, soft

more, even more

empty, bare

loud, loudly

how is it going (with you)

it is getting hot (lit., heat is
falling).

money (lit., rupees and lesser coins).

i am hunosy (lit., me-of hunger get)
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Lesson XII, Part 1. Conversation.

Translation and analysis

1. verb stem "go" za

continuative suffix with
vowel stems

2nd person present
ending

n.
(you) are going

It

A. Where are you going?

2. proper name, Rohim

B. I am going to Rohim's
house.

A. What is happening there?

inoun, "birth"

noun, "day"

compound noun,"birthday"

noun, 01 celebration"

B. Rohim's son's birthday
celebration is going on.

Bengali

itas _azra

zaitaso a-or

A. tumi kothae zaitaso

alai C.<1'bTl.-r"

(m
rohim

B. ami rohimer barit
zaitasi

an. 13A- -.31V-Z5C4"-
41

FroplE

A.

B

I

s, eikhane ki hoitase
\ -

CiOhAlrger

ZOLMO

din

zonmodin

utsob

rohimerseler, '

Zonmodine utsob
hoitase

PI S CLa



5 .
n
who

n

pluralizing reduplica-
tion, who (all)"

A. Who (all) is coming
there?

6. B. I don't know exactly.
But aren't you coming?

7. A. Yes, I'm also going.

8. noun, "present"

B. Are you taking any
present for him?

Note:

XII.2

ke

ke ke

A. seikhane ke ke astase

Cei
B. ami ' thik zani na

tumi ki astamna

\D vb4;c,
A. ho amio zaitasi

ri:R3 7:4-1

upohar

B. tumi ki ' tar laiga
kono upohar nitaso

n
TS-:61L-1 '.5Q1 :T c-6 62.

this formation, using /ase /, indicates thatthe present was bought some time ago, that aa present has been in existence for some time.

B. I have a present for
him.

9. "there is not II

-- negative
verb form (see grammar,
section 3).

"now"

emphatic suffix

B. ho ' tar laiga
ska upohar

31-4,1- 0-111%krr

\ -.4

nail"

skhon

-0

amar
ase

trU



"even now, up until now

A. As of now, I have not
present for him.

B. But before going, I am
going to buy a present.

10. A. What present are you
bringing?

11. noun, "story"

A. I am taking a story-
book (for him).

12. /ze...tar.../, see
grammar, section 4.

/-ta/, qualifying suffix

xi' 3
skhono

A. amar ' tar laiga
skhono kono upohar
nai

\-34-Tax r:Eitaf."4-e-Ri

t2.-CC4 44irdi

B. tobe zaoner age '

ska upohar kina
nia zamu

A. ki upohar nitaso
tz. e-ThPrzra

go 1p0 Ss

A. skta golper boi

IC:Cpff
r-
-141Nblqi

B. What is the name of the B.book which you are taking
(him)?

13. A. The,book's,name is
Dese- bidese.

AMONI

14. Kesent completive tense,
you have read (see
grammar, section 1.)

ze bolts, mitaao
nam ki

.

14- :10-1- nom'.-

a4-TFAT- r*r

A. boitex nam
bidese

Ate" ;r -7iferk1

11
- --DGT-

1-41;

nitasi

tar

dese-

porso
0
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B. Have you read the book?

xi' -4

B. tumi ki
porso

to r 4c16Thr

15. negative particle indi- nai 1-
eating past time; see
grammar, section 2.

A. No, I haven't read it.

present completive tense,
I have heard (see
grammar, section 1.

A. But I have heard that
the book is very good.

16. present completive tense,
he has said (see
grammar, section 1.

A. na pori nai

, (")
sunsi "ubTai

A. tobe 6unsi ze '

boita khub

zczr 74P2,44 rbz .4.741:=T

41-141-

koise zTsg_tig Li

B. Who has said (so)? B. ke koise

cl.4a C45r)

17. A. My brother has said (so). A. amar b4ai koise

O

A. He has read the book. A. see ' boita porse

*K4-2-CE

18. /za to .../, see
grammar, section 4.

I.



or-

'45

"true"

B. What he said is true.

19. A. What present are you
taking?

20. noun "bird"

B. I am going to take a
bird.

XII -5

sottoi (ha0ai)

Cgr1/41-1-.7r?,)

B. za ase koise to
sottoi

11111,

A. tumi ki upohar nitaso

csc:4-
r"N _

pakhi 141-T4)-

B. ami skTa pakhi nia
zaitasi

\04-n-54-L.z4-6.6--r )(a-.
r'N

21. noun, "color" rca)

A. What color is the bird
which you are taking?

22.
!a
green

11

(see grammar,
section 5).

23.

noun, "parrot"

B. The bird is green.
It's a parrot.

4

"wonderful''

A. ze pakhita tumi ni-
taso tar ki rorj

_Cm
crrpirrur 1-Fm

1:r(Thr.o.-

sobuz 15,r41&z.

tiapakhi -it::4-11-4111=2.1F

B. pakhita sobuz oita
skIa tiapakhi

...4z0(1- ti' w'A
a

c omot kar



A. A green-colored bird!
Wonderful!

noun, "work, story"

compound 'Kerb, "talk,
converse

A, The parrot talks,
doesn't it?

24. B. Yes, he talks a little.

25. A. What does he say?

26. B. He only says, "Give
food!'

xii -6

A. skta gobuz rover
pakhi comotkar

r

-7.441-

kotha

kotha ko 471.-Arr4v

A. tiapakh4 kotha koe
naki

1-1; ta r -M01-,0:11-

eAlq-115-

E. ho ' sktu kotha koe

A. ki kotha koe

s?4"-

B. kebol koe khabar dao

Lesson XII, Part 2. Grammar.

1. The formation and use of the present completive (or

"present perfect
n.
) tense.

1.1, The present completive is a frequently used past tense.

in Bengali, it is fairly general in reference. The tense is

frequently used where English would have a simple past, but

its primary usage is to indicate an action which has been

completed in the recent past but which has results which con-

tinue into the present. In general, it is a fair rule of thumb
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to consider that any English construction which has

or can have the form "has/have (read, shut, done, eaten,

etc.)", will take the present completive in Bengali.

1.2. The high stem forms the base of the present completive

with the /-s/ suffix and the present tense personal endings

added to it, except for stems of CV shape which take an /i/

before the suffix / -s -/.

Stem

II

buy
I!

High Stem Suffixes

kin- ami

tumi

tui

apne

gse

tain

kin-

kin-

kin-

kin-

kin-

kin-

-s-o
.0

-s-is

-s-en

-s-e

-s-en

"play" ami khel- -s-i etc.

zan- "know" ami zan- -s-i etc.

kor- "do" ami kor- -s-i etc.

buz-. "understand" ami buz -s-i etc.

di- "give" ami di- -s-i etc.

kha- "eat" ami khai- -s-i etc.

ho- "be" ami hoi- -s-i etc.

1.3. The present completive of /za-/ "go" is irregular. The

stem is igs-/ and the paradigm runs thus:

ami gssi

tumi gsso

tui gssos

apne gssen

see gsse

tain gas cm,

2. The past negative, as in sentence 15.

2.1. The negative past tense is not formed by a past form of

the verb with the negative particle mna/. The past negative

MSH i. ,
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is formed by the use of the simple present tense with the

negative particle /nail, thus:

ami gunsi I have heard

ami guninai I have not heard

ami oi boqa I have read that book
porsi

ami oi bo4a I have not read that book
Pori nai

2,2. The sole exception to this rule is the simple past tense.

The particle mna/ may optionally be used with a simple verbal
form: ( a past verbal form);

ami porlam na I did not read (in recent past).

ami pori nai I did not read ( indefinite past).

3. The negative form /nail. There is in Bengali no such

formation as /ase na/. Where the verb /as-/ occurs in, the

present negative, the form is /nail, e.g.;

I have the book amar boita ase

I do not have the book amar boita nai

He has time tar somoe ase

He has no time tar somoe nai

4. Relative clauses.

In Bengali, correlative constructions take the following
forms:

4.1. Personal pronouns, with reference to human beings only:

4.1.1. ze Off gee 001I

4.1.2.

ze agtase gse ke

(he, she) who ... he, she

Who is he/she who is coming?

zara tara Off (those) who Off they ...

zara t ei barit Those (people) who live in
thake tara sattro this house are students.

4.2. Adjectival formations: or:

4.2.1. The relative /ze/ accompanied by a noun:



4.2.2.

4.2.3.

ze , see ..

ze boita I tomare
disi tseita kothae

xi! -9

(that) which that

Where is that book which I
have given you?

Alternate form; zei sei

zoto toto p*
tomar I zoto taka
ase ' toto taka
ami cal

4.3. Impersonal reference:

za ta...

za ami dekhtasi ' ta
ki

4.4. Other types of formations:

4.401. zeikhane seikhane

zeikhane tumi zaiba I
seikhane ami zamu

4.4.2. zokhon tokhon

tumi zokhon zaiba 1
tokhon ami zamu

4.4.3. zokhoni

zakhoni tumi bolba
tokhoni boita aina dimu

4.4.4. zsmon temon

zemon apne koiben
tcmon ami korum

zemnl temni

zemni apne koiben
temni ami korum

4.5. Note that the correlative
tence 12. Other examples:

as much as

I want as much
you have.

so much

money as

(that) which that

What is that which I see?

where there

I shall go (there) where
you are.

when then

When you go, (then) I shall
go.

The very moment at that
moment

The moment you tell me (at
that very moment), I'll
bring the book.

as so O
As you will tell (me), so I
will do,

just as just so

Just as you will tell me, just
so I will do.

can be inflected, as in sen-

att444.,c. -
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ze astase I tar
nam ki

zara a6tase I tago
nam ki

ze qelera seikhane
bostase tago (se
selego) posondo

koro ki

XII -10

What is the name of him who
is coming?

What are the names of those
people who are earning?

Do you like those boys who
are sitting there?

4.6. Drills on tape.

5. Use of adjectives of color.

5.1. Some adjectives of color have two forms, the usage of
each of which is limited. For example:

holud yellow

The distribution of these forms is as follows;

pakhita holud

pakhita holud rover

holud, pakhita

holud 'goner pakhita

The bird is yellow.
II It

The yellow bird.

502. The following vocabulary items occur with or without
following /ron/, "color":

Bengali

lal

kala

6ada

nil

6obuz

holud

begat

golapi

badami

khoeri

English

red

black

white

blue

green

yellow

violet

rosy (pink)

brown

toast brown (tan)
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5.2.1. Examples:

sarita lal rover

sarip, lal

sar4arror3 lal

XII ..11

The sari is of red color.

The sari is of red (color).

The color of the sari is red,

5.3. The following vocabulary items must be followed by hoz)/
"color":

komla roi

chai roi

ghia rox

holud roi

asmani roij

gonali roi)

rupali

hindur rm.)

"orange color, or, color like
orange

fl

ash color, or, color like
ash"

"color like clarified butter
if

"of turmeric color',

"sky color"

"golden color"

silvery color"

"vermillion "

6. Form all possible Bengali sentences:

6.1.

...me Mu...! walA

Possessive ; Post-positional
noun or pro- phrase

amar

tomar

apner

tax

tar

- am ago

selego

tar

rbhimer

boiner

korimer

-laiga

v

Noun or Negative
pronoun 4"..there is
subject

upohar

boi

pakhi

taka

wan, di
.r.,asrerrarm,mrwras.w.aasrmera~iaarasoswe...qwspp.uwwe.rawl.amm~rew.m,..rp,".w.........................,.................

nai

verb
not"

1

_dfilkittlkilgie-L-6,4qttidaig&441i,2,6,TISiii,'1F3diliSalgi,i.r....rfaileattigl.ga.0.4i-1



6.2.
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W1..
Correlative Clause Relative Clause

Pro- Subj. 1

noun
F

Verb Pronoun; Subj.
1........

Interrogative

ze bona
pakhila

seleta
0

kukurIa

biralta

loge,

..,.........

lnitaso

kintase

a;tase

bogtase

khitase

I tar

........

nam
ror)

gee

ki

mooloWINEIm.

za
1
see boltase

pokase
dekhtase

agtase

to

.0..

gottoi

I b7ala
.

sokto

gohoz

.....-.........

ki
1

!

.

Lesson XII, part 3. Patterns.

1, Pattern: sentence 1.

a. Where are you going now?

b. What are you reading now?

c. Where is he going now?

d. What are you listening to now?

e. What are the boys doing now?

2. Pattern; sentence 2.

a. I am going to class.

b. I am reading a play.

c. He is going to Anis! house.

d. I am listening to a gaza1.

e. They are playing in the field.
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3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a, What is happening in class today.

b. What play are you reading?

c. What is happening at Anis' house?

d. What gazal are you listening to?

e. What are they playing?

4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. Ahmad is teaching us Bengali.

b. I am reading Tagore's Raja,

c, A party is going on today.

d. I am listening to an old gazal.

e. A football game is going on.

5.

XII -13

Pattern:

a. Who

sentence 5.

(all) is coming to class today?

b. Who (all) is reading in class today?

c. Who (all) is singing the gazal?

d. Who (all) is going there?

e. Who (all) is playing football?

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. Everyone. Aren't you coming to class?

b. Amir. Are you coming to class today?

c. I don't know. Aren't you going there?

d. Some singers. Aren't you listening to the gazal?

e. Some boys. Aren't you playing football today?

7. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Yes, I'm coming.

b. Yes, I'm going today.

c. Yes, I'm going there.

d. Yes, I'm listening.

e. No, I'm not playing.

8. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. Do you have the books for the class?



b. Do you have the time for me?

c. Do you have a present for Amir?

d. Do you have the book for me?

e. Do you have the work for the class?

9. Pattern:

a, No, I

b. No, 1

c, No, I

d. No, I

e. No, I

sentence 9.

do not have

do not have

do not have

do not have

do not have

the books,

the time.

a present.

the book.

the work.

XII -3A

Pattern: sentence 9.

a. Before going. I am going to get the books.
b. Before meetIng you I am going to get a book.
c. Before going, I am going to get a present.
d. Before going, I am going to get the book.
e. Before going, I am going to get the work.

10. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. What books are you getting?

b. What book are you reading?

c. What present are you buying?

d. What book are you buying?

e. What work are you doing?

11. Pattern: sentence 11.

a. I am getting poetry books.

b. I am reading a Bengali book.

c. I am buying a history book,

d. I am buying a poetry book.

e. I am reading Bengali history.

12. Pattern: sentence 12.

a. What are the names of the books which you are getting?
b. What is the name of the novel which you are reading?

L

3
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c. What is the name of the history book which you are
buying?

d. What is the name of the poetry book which you are
buying?

e. What are the names of the books which you are studying?

13. Pattern: sentence 13.

a. The books' names are Balaka and Soncita.
b. The name of the novel is Gora.
c. The books are histories of Bengal.
d. The book's name is Pakistaner itihas.
e. The books are histories of Bengal.

Pattern:

a. Have

b. Have

c. Have

d. Have

e. Have

sentence 14.

you read the books?

you read that book?

you studied history?

you seen that book?

you read that novel?

14. Pattern: sentence 15.

a. No, I haven't read them.

b. No, I haven't gotten that book.

c. No, I haven't studied history.
do No, I haven't seen that book.
e. No, I haven't read that books

Pattern: sentence 15.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

I have heard that they are very difficult.

I have heard that it is very difficult to get,
I have heard that history is very difficult.

I have heard that it is very difficult to read.
I have heard that it is very good.

15. Pattern: sentence 16.

a. Who has said that they are difficult?
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b. Who has said that it is difficult?

c. Who has said that it is difficult to get?

d. Who has said that is good.

e. Who has said that it is difficult to read?

16. Pattern: sentence 17.

a. My friend has said so.

b. My brother has said so.

c. My sister has said so.

d. My friends have said so.

e. My teacher has said so.

17. Pattern: sentence 18.

a. What he has said is not true.

d. What she has said is true.

c. What she has said is right.

d. What they have said is not true.

e. What he has said is wrong.

Pattern: sentences 19, 20, 21.

a. The books which I have read are not difficult.

b. The books which I have wanted I have not found.

c. The history which I have studied is difficult.

d. The book which I have read is not very good.
e. The book which I have read is very easy.

18. Pattern: sentence 21.

a. Then the friend who told me was not correct.

b. Then what my brother told me was correct.

c. Then what she told me was wrong.

d. Then the teacher who told me is not a good teacher.

e. Then the friends who told me were not correct.
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Lesson XII Part 4 Sentence Drill.

Drill 1

--Where are you going?

-- I am going to Arnir's house.
--Have you gone to the market?
--Yes, I have bought all the things that you have asked for.
--And have you finished your work and bathed?
--Yes, I have finished everything.
--All right, then, go along. What's going on at his house?
--I don't know exactly. I think that his brother has returnedfrom gurope.

--I have not heard that he has returned. I have heard that hewill stay in America for two years.
--Those who leave Bengal often come back quickly. Are youcoming with me?

--Yes, I'm coming. But I have not bought a present for him.
--That's al]. right. We will buy one on the way.

Drill 2

--Have you read the paper today?
--No, I have not seen it yet (i.e.,"even now"). What does itsay?

--It says that there was a hartal in Bombay.
--What is happening there?

--Yesterday there was a riot, and three people were injured.
--Is there any good news?

--Yes, the paper says that the summer will be very hot thisyear, and that the monsoon will be late (i.e., Will comeafter").

--Has Anis written about my book?
- -Yes, he says that it is a very bad book.
--Is that all?

- -Yes, he has not written much.
--I think that I shall lie down for a while.
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Lesson XII Part 5. Substitution Vocabular

nagoz

g t a

barge., brigVi

kal

bissram

natok

Idioms:

ase

gorom kal

bor6a kal

bop) bek

news ag'at pa-

paper gommondhe

injury, blow

rain

time, season

rest, nap

drama, play pa

ziggas kor

Ithuiza pa

that's all right

summer

rainy season

too much

6111222=1121a11112=11111ffill601126101.6.1,612"..

get a blow, get
injured.

post-postion,
'about, in regard
to", with genitive.

ask for

to find after
looking

to get
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Lesson XIII Part 1. Conversation.

Translation and analysis.

1. stem of verb "go"

infinitive ending

"to go"

For use of the infinitive,
see grammar, section 1.

A. Have you told Rohim to go
to the market?

2. alternative stem of
verb /za -/, "go" --
see ante, Lesson V.

u
he/she has gone"

B. Yes, I gave him two
rupees; he has gone
to the market.

3. A. Has he come back from the
market?

4.
II

just now

B. Yes, he has just come
back.

za -

-ite

zaite

A. rohimre bazare
zaite (zaibar)
koiso ki
r-N

-Iiitxsrc,- -1-17a3U

%24

gs-

e

B. ho,'ho,' dui -aka disi
'see bazare gsse

rcri-r rez

04 4-1LbISK: Cc7rcei

A. gse ki bazar theika
phira ase

(also).

AUZIT
,

74 -1-1241

eimattro L.Ai5W17

B. ho ' see eimattro
phirse

.924-riTCE.
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5. compound verb, "(buy
and) bring

6.

A. What has he, brought
from the market?

noun,

noun,

noun,

"meat"

"vegetables"

He has brought fish,
meat, and vegetables.

7. high stem of verb
/ken-/, "buy"

infinitive ending

"
to buy"

J.,

past negative particle

A. Didn't he go to buy fruit?

8. noun, "banana"

noun, "mango"

noun, a small,
violet-colored fruit

A. Yes, he has bought bana..
nas, mangoes, and .zam.

A.

XIII - 2

r"N
kina an- -r-45A-r.aill-

gee bazar theika
ki kina anse

4:541" 4naC13-Cr
-c45--Ar

mas

gost C,1"Trb

torkari

B. gee mach got Y

ar torkari kina
anse

Q14-1-4.
(.1)-401-r

kin - 1.1m1.4-

-ite

kinte C4V,TO"

ni

A. see ki phol kinte
7zae na..

4-0:-CV

kola

am

zam

A. ho 'gee kola ' am
ar zam kina

anse

r;s4.-

, WiSiA.*4ta4=K.044UW,:-.413g4kWa0lat'z,5



9. stem of verb "eat"

infinitive ending

"to eat"

A Have you given Minu the
bananas to eat?

10. high stem of verb
/khel-/ "play"

infinitive ending

u
to play

"

"outside"

No, On has gone out-
side to play.

11. a snack taken between the
two main meals, one around
noon, the other in the late
evening

A. Won't she come back to
have a snack?

12. idiom "I think"

noun,
"
afternoon

"

'W.WW.W4W.1.15ACIAM,WAURAI-V.T2,641.20.Xfostwilam,
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kha

-ite

khaite

A. tumi ki manure
kolagula khaite
diso r

41-TC'621-
khel-

-ite

khelte

baire mt4,714.-

B. na ' sse baire
khelte (khelbar)
gsse

kirck-C-ff

khabar ,:x.rAzTT

A. gse ki khab4r khaite
I phira asbo na

amar mone hoe

bikalbsla
171



B. Yes, I think that she
will come back home
for a snack in the
afternoon.

13. high stem of verb
/dekh-/, "see"

infinitive ending

"to see
n

verb stem "want"

A. Good. I want to see her.

(i.e., I have never seen
her before and want to
meet her.)

14. noun, "field"

B. In that case, I shall go
to the field and call
Minu back right away.

XIII - 4

B. ho amar mone hoe
ze ' see khabar
khaite bikalbela

bari phirbo

p:,WPWIF5A-CT

04-774-1TV
1 . 1.ROrn-TI iTeY mrtiv

dekh-

te

dekhte (dekhbar)

0a- 13

A. be ' ami ore '

dekhte (dekhbar)
Oai

math lk vr

B. to hoile ami
mathe zaia minure
2 taratari daika
antasi

r a C l-5---

r C.4.
(51-141rr

r
5

Lesson XIII, Part 2. Grammar.

1. Tne formation and use of the infinitive:

1.1. The most frequent use of the infinitive form is in di-

rect relationship to another verb, as in English:

Jr..<00,f
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ami zaite

ami dekhte pari na

ore ante bollam (koilam).

MI -5

I want to go.

I cannot see; I am not able
to see.

I told him to come.

1.2. The infinitive of consonant-final stems is formed Iv the
high stem of the verb (except where the stem-vowel is /a/) plus
the infinitive ending /. -tea /.

kin- buy kinte 'to buy

khel- play khelte to play
kor- do korte to do
on hear gunte to hear

But:

zan- know zante to know

1.3. The infinitive of all vowel final stems, except CITa-, is
formed by the high-stems plus /-te/. Stems which have /a/ as

the vowel form their infinitive by simply adding /....ite/.

The verbal noun form with /-ba/ may be used in its place,

ho- be, become hoite to be, to become
de- give dite to give

kha- eat khaite to eat

2. It should be noted that there are two ways of expressing a

phrase such as "he has bought (it) for me":

(a) gee amar Taiga eita kinse

(b) gee amare eita kina dise

"he bought it for me
(but has not given
it to me yet)"

"he bought (and gave)
it to me"

Note that in /amare/ is the indirect object of the verb
/de-/. In Bengali, verbs such as /kin. -/ cannot take indirect

objects and require /laiga/.
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3. Form all the possible Bengali sentences from the following:

10 ...MOW a, .14.

Sub j. , Ind. Obj, Verb Mod. Dir. Obj. (Int.) Vi

ami

tumi

tu.i

apne

gee

tain

amra

tomra

tora

; apnera

tara

rohim

minu

co.,. .....41,014.

rohimre

tare

baire
kobire

bazare

dokane

eikhane

barit

ghore

whore
eimattro

taratari

tarpore

Subj. Verb M. . Verb

ami
tumi

tui

apne

e°6e

tain

amra

tomra
tora

apnera 1

tara I

rohim

minu

taratari
skhon

eimattro

dokane

mathe

bazar
theika

klager
theika

zaia
aisa

phira

ma,s

gosto

torkari

am

khabar

(ki) zaite

ate
kinte

nite

khaite

bolte

ante

phira

nia

kina

Dir. Obj.1 (Int.)

binure
kaporta

mare
tare

boqa
selere

Vi

V2 Neg.

na

pa- nai

za-

de-

VI
2

slaika an-
nia ; as-

,

boila za-

deikha

1
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Lesson XIII art 3. Patterns.

1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a. Have you told Rohim to go to the river?

b. Have you told him to go to the store?

c. Have you told them to come back here?

d. Have you told her to bring it here?

e. Have you not told them to come back here?

2. Pattern; sentence 2.

a. Yes, I gave him ten rupees and he has gone there.

b. Yes, I gave him six rupees and sent him there.
c. Yes, I sent them money and told them to come back here.
d* Yes, I gave her some money and told her that.

e. No, I have not told them to come back here.

3. Pattern; sentence 3.

a. Has he come back from the river?

b. .Has he come back from the store?

c. Have they come back here?

d. Has she brought it back from the market?

e. Have they not returned from the class?

4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. Yes, he has just come back.

b* No, he has just gone there.

c. No, they have not come back.

d. Yes, she has 'just brought it back.

e. Yes, they have just raturned.

5. Pattern: sentence 5.

a. What has he brought from the store?

b. What have you told him to bring from the store?
c. What have you told them to bring with them?

d. What book has she bought and brought from the store?
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e. What have they brought from class?

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. He has brought meat and vegetables from

b. I told him to bring fruit and flowers

c. I have told them to bring many kinds

d. She has brought several Bengali boo

e. They have brought nothing at all

7. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Didn't he go to buy fish?

b. Didn't you tell him to brin

c. Didn't you tell them to b

d. Didn't you tell her to b

e. Didn't you tell them t
pers?

8. Pattern: sentence 8.

the store.

from the store.

of things.

ks from the store.

from class.

g vegetables?

ring only clothes?

ring English books?

o bring me some Bengali newspaw

a. Yes, he has bought and brought rui and hilsa fish.

b. Yes, but he has bought only mangoes and berries,

c. Yes, but they were not able to bring many clothes.

d. Yes, but she was not able to buy English books.

e. Yes, but they were not able to bring newspapers.

9. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. Have you given the boy hilsa fish to eat?

b. Have you given the girl the mangoes to eat?

c. Have you given them clothes to wear?

d. Have you given her the books to take back?

e. Have you told them to send the newspapers to me?

10. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. No, he has not come in to eat.

b. No, she has gone to the field to play.

c. No, they have said that they don't want to wear these
clothes.

oznat41:41.1,n5ar wkAsyfigeziaggUMAMULW W410.04.ZAP4,4444 L.....774-14a4Tagi
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d. No, she has gone back to the store again.

e. No, they have told me that they were not able to send
them.

11. Pattern: sentence 11.

a. Won't he come back to eat the fish?

b. Won't she come back to eat the mangoes?

c. Won't they go back to buy the papers?

d. Won't she come back to rest?

e. Won't they go back to bring the clothes?

12. Pattern; sentence 12.

a. Yes, I think he will come back this evening.

b. Yes, I think that she will come back soon.

c. Yes, I think that they will go back to buy them.

d. Yes, I think that she will come back in the afternoon:.

e. Yes, I think that they will go back to bring them.

13. Pattern; sentence 13.

a. I want to see him then.

b. I will be able to see her then.

c. I will go with them to buy them.

d. I will come back t) see her then.

e. I will go to bring them.

uT



(Note: This
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drill is not arranged a-a, bib, etc., but merely
in terms of individual patterns.)

1. Pattern:

a. Have

b. Have

c. Have

d. Have

e. Have

2. Pattern:

a. Yes,
store

b. Yes,

c. Yes,

d. Yes,

e. Yes,

sentence 1.

you told Rohim to go to the store?

you told Rohim to come to class?

you not told Rohim to go to the store?

you not told Rohim to buythe book?

you not told Rohim to buy and bring the paper?

sentence 2.

I gave him four rupees and he has gone to the

I gave him a book and he has gone to class.

I gave him a book and he has taken it to class.

I gave him ten annas and he bought the book.

I gave him the money and he has brought the paper.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a. Has he brought it back from the store?

b. Has he brought the milk back from the store?

c. Has he bought and brought the meat from the store?

d. Has he brought the money to class?

e. Have you bought the fruit?

4, Pattern; sentence 4.

a. Yes, he has just gone home.

b. Yes, he has just gone home from the store.

c. Yes, he has just come back from the store.

d. Yes, he has just learned the language.

e. No, he has not yet learned the language.

Pattern: sentence 5.

a. What has he brought from the store?

b. What has he bought and brought from the store?

c. What has he read in Bengali?

d. What has he read in Bengali literature?



e. What has he written in the newspaper?

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. He has brought milk and meat from the market.

b. He has brought fish from the river,

c. He has brought oweetsfrom the temple.

d. He has taken books from the library.

ee He has taken books from Bengal.

7. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Didn't he go to send the letter?

b. Didn't he goto buy the cloth?

c. Didn't he come to see the family?

d. Didn't he come to bathe this morning?

e. Didn't he go to sell the books?

8. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. Yes, he has gone to send the letter.

b. Yes, he has come to buy cloth.

c. No, he has not come to tell a story.

d. Yes, he has come to see his sister.

e. Yes, he has gotten lost in the city.

9. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. Have you given Nasim the garland to prepare?

b. Have you given Nasim the image to prepare?

c. Have you given Nasim the cow to sell?

d. Have you given Nasim the letter to send?

e. Have you given Nasim the money to send?

10. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. No, he has gone inside to eat.

b. No, he has gone to the store to buy sweets,

c. No, he has gone outside to play with the boys.

d. No, we have come to learn to read.

e. No, they have come to do magic tlicks.

11. Pattern: sentence 11.

a. Won't he come back to play with us?

PIM.17,7
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b. Won't he go home to study?

c. Won't they bring the fish back with them?

d. Won't he come to class today?

e. Won't they bring itto class today?

12. Pattern: sentence 12.

a. I think that he will go back in the afternoon.

b. I think that he will go home in the morning.

c. I don't think that he will come today.

do I don't think that he will be able to come today.

e. I don't know that he will sell the book.

13. Pattern: sentence 13.

a. I want to go to the movies.

b. I want to go home,

c. I want to come back tomorrow.

do I want to buy it and send it to her.

e. I want to take it to the market and sell it.

14. Pattern: sentence 14.

a. Go and send Rohim (to me) right away.

b. Go and bring the paper (to me) right away.

c. Go and work in the garden right May.
d. Come and see me tomorrow.

e. Come and bring me the book tomorrow.

a. I shall go to my room and bring the papers right away.

b. I shall come to your house with the papers right away.

c. I shall send the fish to my brother right away.

d. I shall go out and walk around in the garden.

e. I shall buy and bring a present for him tomorrow.



Drill 1

XIII -13

Lesson XIII, Part i . Sentence Drill.

--Have you told Nasim to buy milk at the market?

--No, I forgot to tell him that. He has brought only rice
and bananas.

--Then he has alreadj come back from the market?

--Then where :las he cone? I cannot find him anywhere.

--I don't know. Perhaps he has gone to take a bath. I think

he'll come back soon.

--Tell him that I want to see him. He will take this letter

to Dacca.

-- He cannot go today. He has not finished his work in the
house.

--He can finish his work later. Go and call him.

-.All right, go.

Drill 2

(Note; pay special attention to the order of relative clauses;

see ante, Lesson XII, Grammar.)

--Rohim, do you want to go to the market with Nasim?

--Yes, I like to go with him. He buys me sweets.

--That will not do. The sweets which you buy at the market are

not good to eat.

--Why not? I have eaten them often, They taste good.

--Those sweets are made from bad milk. That is why Tipu

has gotten sick.

--But you like to drink gholer gorbot. You have not gotten

sick.

--That is another matter. I have told you what I want. Go

with Nasim

1111111110

--Nasim, will you buy me sweets?

--No, your mother does not want you to eat them.

--Then I shall tell her that you have bought me sweets,

--All right, then, what kind of sweets do you want to eat?

--I have not yet eaten the red kind. Buy me those.

urr-
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Lesson XIII Part 5. Vocabulary.

gholer gorbot

bspar

rokom

dudh

toiri

onno

zothegto

posondo kor-

kina de-

kha-

par-

b:uila

dekhte pa.

khuiza pa.

por.

haraia za-

nia za.

Idioms:

tate hoibo na

khaite b4ala

buttermilk preparation

matte."'

kind

milk

letter

made, prepared
make, preparation

another

enough

like

buy and give

eat, drink

be able (physical ahtlity)

forget

find

find (after searching)

wear

get lost

take (form here to there)

that will not do

taste good (good to eat)

6Z.f.01
gmat=4.tglA.,n=2;4,102-4,WVAIWW-4,
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Lesson XIV. Part 1 Conversation.

Analrsis and translation.

1. A. What are you going to
do tonight?

2. compound verbal noun
stem, studying

verb "study"

B. I'm going to study
tonight.

3. loan word, "cinema"

infinitive of verb,
/za-/,

11

go
It

verb stem , "be,able
11

A. Then you won't be able to
go to the movies with us?

4. verb stem,
around

"wander

Note the use of the
in this context is

XIV -1

Bengali

A. tumi aiz rate ' ki
korba
re% .41.0

4:.a:TTr

porasona

r
porasona kor-

44\grfar -441T

B. ami aiz rate 1

porasona korum

.1-fv-cm1-1-1r -4-ziTsy

sinema

>414?'$7zaite

par- err r

A. taile ' tumi ' ama-
go loge 1 sinemate
zaite parba na

sb.aricp:r
(1R4-

1-5 r-41

bsTa-

present tense /pari /; the meaning
'I may be able.'

B. No, but I may be able to
go about with you for
a little while,

rA4fg,M40A. rtim

B. na ' kintu ami
tomago loge kich-
ukkhon bsraite
(bsraibar) pari

Gs-e13

4s.-113-k t-c-~rr rATO-

iP-1-6-

1



5. studying!!

post - position, "after"

6.

A. Good. What are you
going to do after
studying?

variant stem of verb
/ghuma-/, "sleep"
see grammar, section l

B. After studying, I am
going to go to sleep.

7. A. Will you not go to eat
before sleeping?

(i.e., before going
to sleep.)

8. high stem of verb
/ho-/, "be, become"

ending for conditional
conjunctive

"if it becomes, if it is"
See grammar, section 2.

B. Yes, if I finish studying
quickly, I shall go to
eat.

(If my studying ends
quickly, I shall go to
eat.)

9. illfinitivq of vqrb
/por-/, study

''"'5,4=wazir A Zz?"-Rft,

XIV -2

poragona

par

A. beA ' pora6onar por
tumi ki korba

r44-4- rs-4*--trzW <ff,,,T<T1-

ghumai-

B. ami porasonar por
ghumaite zamu

..191-01-r4:14-

A. tumi ' ghumaibar
age ' khaite
zaiba na

05.4r
cam

urb:----41-r

74.1-41- AT-
how. >Ta

-ile

hoile WQVC

ho ' Varatvi 1
porasona ses hoile
1 khaite zamu

zas 41.-Vi

Porte
0
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A. Will Rohim also go to
study with you?

10. stem of verb "get"

ending for conditional
conjunctive

"if (se) ggts"

B. Yes, if he gets the,
time, he will come.

11. A. But I heard that he
wants to go to the
city tonight.

12. alternative stem of
verb /za-/, go

ending for conditional
conjunctive

"if (he) goes"

B. In that case, if he goes
to the city, he will not
be able to come to study.

A', 7

XIV -3

A. rohim o ki tomar
loge porte
zaibo

Crax,17.3

B. ho somge paile
' see asbo

re-t-rik-a

"C174- .,4 134-0-r

A. kintu ami gunlam
ze.' see aiz rate

sohore zaite
gae

(-N
Az5;40-iiIr

;,,TW

B. t4 hoile se
sohore gele
porte aste parbo
na

0.1C,r,r
w-DATAV

4.1-yeTui-- 0-Tr

0
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13. A. Do you know what he is
going to do tomorrow?

1. "in the morning`

noun, picture'

verb,stem, "paint"

B. Yes, he has told me that
he is going to the river-
bank to paint tomorrow
morning.

noun, "noontime"

verb stem (alternative), "come"

conditional conjunctive
ending

"if (he) comes"

B. If he comes back before
noon, he will come to
my house to eat.

15. noun, "afternoon"

A. What will he do in
the afternoon?

XIV -LI-

A. tumi ki zano ' gee
agami kail ki
korbo
rN r-N

.4 f7).`.4

4s-t-,Tor

s okale, sokalbela
34":4=4-1-coi ,

chobi
1pzfr,t1-

ak- 1-45.

B. ho I see amarq
koiche ze ' see
kail sokale ' no-
dir dhare chobi
akte zaibo

zr

±.-

dupur, dupurbela

ti.riA-9:ZrQzTcN'rr"
a" ( a .53 %9

e

aile
d-oT

B. See dupurbelar age
1 phira aile
amar barite ithaite
asba

e%)-4z-zrz-iTAK4T

\acm-13---4-cp-7:21't

bikal, bikalbela

"4-11-n-1* ,1"1"-ct-"el'o-TTPTI.

A. se bikalbela ' ki
korbo

C3-1- Lt.tzN--r..-4-c.--tAT mei"

51,7,71,11.Fri7^Wyr"
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16. loan word, "football"

stw "wta of an"

1

corfl.tional conjunctive
er ing

"if (he) wants" (see
grammar, section 2.3.)

noun, "field"

B. I don't know exactly, but
if he wants to see a
football game, we shall
both go t3 the field.

noun, "evening"

A. After that, will you go
to wander around the
city in the evening?

18. higli stern of verb
/ho-/, ibe, become"

conditional conjunctive
ending

"if (it) finishes"

B. Yes, if the game is over
soon, we shall go to the
city.

,me.ammufaCM20.

XIV -5

phupol

Oa- sal

-ile CLA.

caile

1kmath 4

B. ami thik,zani na
tobe ' se f

phutbol khela
dekhte (dekhbar)
caile amra dui-
zone ,mathe zamu

-4-.4r6
c;34- c)x-A-1

-1*Tag-T-301-117d.,
sondha, sondhabela

r 34*-IS1`C:41-TI

A. tarpor tomra ki
' sondhabela
sohore beraite
(beraibar) zaiba

\--41,4711T C--.5174.--4-41-C-:

3irsjr-15(-4-raw

ho- arz-

-Ile

ses hoile

B. h9 taratari khela
es hoile amra
sohore zamu

Er k,ifirMW nir

c-vrzzr

aalag=aga4.;44,1414,4,kiii:41V,
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lg. A. Can I come with you?

20. B. Yes, you can come.

XIV -6

A ami o ki tomato
loge ' aste (asbar)
pare

D-Z143-7\3

40ArsATsoz. V441,1)

B. ho tumi aste
(asbar) paro

Q541.-Nr--n4:1"E.-jW

@rrm--4.m() 4,411Z41-

Lesson XIV, Part 2. Grammar.

1. Alternative stems of CVCV-verbs, as in sentences 4, 6,
and 7.

1.1. The verbal noun and the infinitve of this type are
usually formed by the addition of the infinitive or verbal
noun suffix to the low stem of the verb:

Stem
Infinitive Verbal Noun

bgka- "
bend "

bskaite bskano, bgkaiba-
kamra- "bite" kamraite kamrano, kamratba-
zira "rest" ziraite zirano, ziraiba.

2. The conditional conjunctive.

A, A

ga0=4;iywmg-
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2.1. The conditional conjunctive is formed by the addition

of the suffix /ile/ to the high step of the verb, ekcept for

verbs of shape CVC-, where the vowel is /a/, and verbs of

CVCV- shape (1 above).

kin- "buy"

khel-

kor-

gun-

But:

zan-

The CV-

ho-
kha-
btka-

kamra-

zira-
ghuma-

poucha-

n
play

11

"do"

"hear"

"kn ow"

or CVCV-

"be"
"eat"
"bend"

"bite
"

"rest"
"sleep"

"reach"

ami kin-le

tumi kin le

tui kin-le

apne kin-le

see kin-le

tain kin-le

ami kb--1 -.le

ami kor.le

ami gun-le

ami zan-le

stems take /-ile/;

hob-J.1e

ami kha-ile
ami beka-ile

ami kamra-ile

zira-ile
ghuma-ile

poucha-ile

"if I buy"

"if you buy"

"if you (inf.) buy
"

"if you (hon.) buy"

"if he buys"

"if he (hon.) buys
"

"if I play"

"if I do"
I

"if I hear
"

"if I know"

their suffix.

"if I were"
"if I eat"
"if I bend"

if I bite

"if I rest"
if I sleep

"

"if I reach"

2.2. Note that the conditional conjunctive is an
(non-finite) form; it does not change with change
number.

2.3. The comionest use of the conditional conjunctive is that
which we have in this lesson: the expression of a condition,
using '=if". (Other usages will be in Lesson XV.)

ore dekhle ami komu If I see him, I shall tell him.

etc.

etc,

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.
etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

uninflected
of person or

ami gunle burte parum

tumi eikhane asle ami
taka dimu

If I hear (it), I shall be able
to understand (it).

If you come here, I shall give
(you) money.

2.4. Note that although this is an uninflected verb form, the
subjects of the two clauses may differ. When they do differ,
however, both subjects must be expressed,

--utz,.wzzar4;:u=r4,14:464a4ciatritAk=gi'
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LessonjOY, Part 3. Patterns.

1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a. What are you going to do tonight?

b. Where are you going to go tonight?

c. Whom are you going to see tonight?

d. What are you going to buy tonight?

e. What are you going to read tonight?

2. Pattern:

a. I'm

sentence 2.

going to read tonight.

b. I'm going to sleep tonight,

c. I'm going to read books tonight.

d. I'm going to see my brother tonight.

e. I'm going to see my mother tonight.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a.

ho

c.

Cl.

e.

Then you won't be able to go to the store with us.

Then you won't be able to come home with us.

Then you won't be able to see my brother with us.

Then you won't be able to come to the museum with us.

Then you won't be able to come to class with us.

4. Pattern: sentence 4.

a. No, but I'll be able to come home with you for a little
while.

bu Yes, I'll be able to go with you for a little while,

c. No, butril be able to come to your house for a little
while.

d. Yes, I'll be able to talk with you for a little while,

e. Yes, I'll be able to go and stay for a little while.

5. Pattern: sentence 5.

a. What are you going to do when you have finished your
reading?

b. What are you going to do after you have finshed sleep.
'.ng?

-4 1 la I 3

ar
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c, What are you going to do
store?

d. What are you going to do

e. What are you going to do

777T7M7T-747°',=1:K,:.

XIV -11

after coming back from the

after you meet your brother?

after you meet your mother?

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. After I finish reading I am going to go to sleep.

b. After I finish sleeping, I am going to go to the libra..
r.

co After I come back from the store, I am going to Nasimni
y

house,
d. After I meet my brother I am going to study.

e. After I meet my mother I am going to the store.

7. Pattern: sentence 7.

a. Will you want to rest before sleeping?

b. Will you want to eat before going to the library?

c. Will you want to sleep before going to Nasim's house?

d. Will you come to see me before studying?

e. Will you want to wander around a little before coming
back?

8. Pattern: sentence 8.

a. Yes, if I finish reading before nine, I shall rest
a little:

b. Yes, if I go to the library befc % eight, it will be
good.

c. Yes, if I come back from the store before seven, I
shall sleep a little.

de Yes, if I come back from ty brothers house before six,
I shall come to see you.

e. Yes, if I come back from my mother's house before five,
I shall wander around the city.

9. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. Will Rahman also study with you tonight?

b. Will Bari also go with you to eat?

c. Will Rohim also go with you to Nostra's house?

d. Will Ansar also come with you to see me?

TA.
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e. Will Sufia also go with you to wander around?

10. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. Yes, if he gets the time, he will come to study with
me.

b. Yes, if he finishes writing, he will go with nee

c. Yes, if he is able to come, he will come,

d. Yes, if she gets the time, she will come.

e. Yes, if she finishes studying, she will come with me.

11. Patterns sentence 11.

But I heard that he wants to go to Ansar's house to-
night.

be But I heard that he wants to come to my house tonight.

c. But I heard that he wants to study tonight.

d. But I heard that she wants to paint pictures tonight.

e, But I heard that she does not want to go tonight.

12. Pattern: sentence 12,

a. If he goes to Ansarls house, he will not be able
to study with me.

b. If he goes to your house, he will not be able to
go with me.

c. If he studies tonight, he will not be able to cornea

d. If she wants to paint tonight, ahe will not be able to
come.

e. If she does not want to go to the city, then she will
not go.

13. Pattern; sentence 13.

a. Do you know what Ansar wants to do tomorrow?

b3 Do you know what he will do tomorrow morning?

c. Do you know what she will do on Saturday?

d. Do you know what she will do tomorrow night?

e. Do you know what she wants to do tomorrow night?

*4zigaZil
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14. Pattern: sentence 14.a.

a. Yes, she has told me that he will work in the office.

b. Yes, he has told me that he will start writing another
novel.

c. Yes, he has told me that he is going to see a movie,

d. Yes, she has told me that she is going to meet Nasim.

e. Yes, she has told me that she is going to meet Ansar.

Pattern: sentence 14b.

a, If she comes back quickly, she will study.

b. If he feels tired, he will go to paint.

c. If he comes back before night, he will come to my
house.

d. If they eat before ten, they will come to my house.

e. If they come to the city, they will come to my house.

15. Pattern: sentence 15.

a. Do you know what she will do tomorrow night?

b. Do you know what he will do in the evening?

c. Do you know what he will do in the morning?

d. Do you know what they will do tomorxow morning?

e. Do you know what they will do on Sunday?

16. Pattern: sentence 16,

a. If he wants to go to the movies, we shall both go.

b. If he wants to go to Rohim's house, we shall both go,

c. If he wants to go to the city, we shall both go.

d. If they want to study in the library, we shall all go.

e. If they want to eat, we shall all go to eat. \

Pattern: sentence 18.

a. And if he wants to go walking, I shall go with him.

b. And if he wants to begin work, we shall both work.

c. And if he wants to stay at home, I shall stay with him.

d. And if they want to rest, then we shall stay here.

e. And if they want to begin writing, we shall all work.



Drill 1

Lesson XIV Part 4. Se

XIV

ntence Drills.

--Will you ba able to come to the movies with us tonight?

--No, I am going to work tonight. Perhaps I'll be able to
come for a little while.

--We are going to see Pather pancali (pother pacali). You'll
be able to finish your studying after the movie,

--No, it's a long picture. I won't be able to go.

--We are going to eat something after the picture is over,
will you be able to come with us then?

--Yes, I like to eat a little before going t3 sAep.

--Then, if we'cameback soon, will you come 11.,:th zts?

--Yes, Is Rohim going with us too?

--No, he is going to see Sufia this evening. He won't be
able to come.

--What is he going to do tomorrow?

--He said that he is going to look at pictures in the museum
in the morning. But he'll come to my house to eat tomor-
rroi night.

--Good, Can I cometo Bee (i.e., "to meet") him then?

--Yes, you can come,

Drill 2

--Ansar, will you be able to come with me to the movies tonight?

--No, my mother does not want me to go withyou. She doesn't like
you.

--Then if you come, don't tell her. Why doesn't she like me?

--You don't have any money. My mother says that if you work
you can make money.

--I have not begun to work, After I take my degree, I shall
make lots of money.

--Then after you take your degree, I'll be able to go to the
movies with you.

--After the movies, we'll go dancing.

--No, I am going to study tonight. After I have finished my
studying, I am going to sleep.

--And after dancing, we'll go to listen to some music.

--No, I am going to work, What music?
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--There is a good singer of folk-songs here. We'll go to hearhis songs.

-.Can you come at eight sharp?

Lesson..XIV, Part 5. Substitution Vocabulary.

sobi

polli-giti

gaeok

pother pXcali

loge dskha kor-

guru kor-

lag-

gee porte lage

see kaz korte lage

tokhon

begi

kom

bozo

sop
mop,

Idioms:

ae-

poesa ae kor-

rozgar, uparzon

uparzon kor-

klanto bodh kor.

picture (i.e., either painting or motion
picture).

village-song (i.e., "folk-song")

singer

name of a novel and a motion picture.

meet with, visit a person (with genitive
of person)

begin (i.e., "beginning make"),

begin (with infinitive)

"he begins to read"

"he begins to work"

then

much

less

big

small

fat, plump

lomba

bete

cools

goru

roga

revenue, income

make money

earning, gain

earn

to feel tired

tall

Jhort

wide

narrow, thin

lean
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Lesson XV, Part 1. Conversation.

Translation and analysis.

1. noun, Muslim festival

conditional particle,
H.

anew see grammar,
section 2.

A. If I go to my village
house for Eid, will you
be able to go with me?

2. alternative stem of
verb /za-/, go

conditional conjunctive
ending, see grammar,
section 1.

B. If you go, Igll go
with you.

3. pronoun "self, one's
self

noun, that which belongs
to one's self, a relative"

nominative plural,
"
relatives

negative prefix, "not,

in-, un-

"convenience"convenience
0

&Mall

id =kri

n
zodi .241-6

A. ider somoe ' ami zodi
gramer barit zai
to hoile 1 tumi ki
amar loge zaite

parba

r r 51-rss-r-tr

gs
.34 s47.1 c-

0

Cr-r-

B. tumi gcle ami ' to-
mar loge ' zamu

c.-171:vr `-carl3r(---915%115.

atto

attio

attiora

o-

(Th

gubidha 1;144'4'



noun, "inconvenience"

A. If my relatives come,
will that be an incon-
venience for you?

4. Note the position
conditional; see

adjective, "any"

"none at all"

XV -2

osubidha

A. amar attiora zodi
asen ta hoite '

tomar ki osubidha
hoibo

'struz:r%Drv.-P.Ak"4-41 1-11i-

rm
3(71

of the negative particle before the
grammar, section 3.

kono CMW-

kono...na

B. If it is no inconveni-
ence for you, it will
be no inconvenience for
me at all.

5. noun, "end"

loan word, "mile"

PAP of verb stem /hat./,
'walk"

A. If we walk the last five
miles of the way, will
you be able to walk
with us?

6. noun, "cart,
vehicle"

7,^

"motor- car,

wheeled

automobile

noun, "arrangement"

niWera"'"

B. tomar osubidha na
hoile ' amar kono
osubidha hoibo na

sss

mail

haita ;--_,trtz-t1"r

A amra zodi ' pother '

sss pac mail ' haita
aai ta hoile tumi
ki amago loge '

hatte parlp
-Arri-T co- 4

Tr :SC1

14 rvc-C11--
gari gCrip r4-4'14r4T-

sr&
motor gari

<'
0

bsbostha



r ?!qi.'/W

"make arrangements!!

B. No. But if you make ar-
rangements for a car, I
can go with you.

7. Note position of negative

A All right. If we are
not able to make ar-
rangements for a car,
then what?

8. noun, "bullock"

"bullock cart"

B. If you make arrange-
ments for a bullock
cart, I'll go with
you.

9. negative prefix, "non -,
in-, un-

noun, "flesh, fish, meat"

"
vegetarian (food)"

Muslim fasting month

xv -3

bsbostha kor-

B. na kintu skta
motor garir bsbos
tha korle ami
tomago loge zaitepari

;c r k--A4;6' C-5-01?;:zr
sctAir0,4

particle.

A. assa amra zodi
motor garir bsbostha
korte na pari to
hoile

T
4:5 a

-rE;475-- r t2,4-1-1-T

goru
SA-:745

gorur gari

B.

sn

tomra skTa gorur
garir bsbostha
korle ami tomago
loge zamu

54) 4432-71. 45's

NarA%7^' \-234.-rs:rr (N-CC;f-

-2.31'5r
nir-

amis

romzan



10.

A. If we eat vegetarian
(food) during Ramzan,
then, will you also eat
vegetarian (food)?

"certainly"

B. Certainly. If you eat
vegetarian (food) so
shall I.

11. adZective, "the whole"

verb stem, "be awake"

A. And if we stay awake the
whole night long, then
will you also stay a-
wake the whole night?

12. B. Yes. If you stay awake
the whole night, I
shall also stay awake
the whole night.

13. noun, "fast"

"to fast"

A. And if we fast during
Ramzan, then will you
also fast?

,te-lo't4r,er ,

xv .4

A. amra zodi ' romzaner
somoe niramis khai
' ta hoile,' tumi o
ki' niramis khaiba

(-1

C.%cc In arz.i"

niscoi

B. rtiscoi tomra niramis
khaile,' ami o I

niramis khamu

sara

../24 1-27,1-cfp-r

64-1V1-

A. ar ' amra zodi ' sara
rait zagi ta hoile 1

tumi ki sara rait
zagba

$41,q-r

<61- .`?7;r:r
.-tflre

B. ho tomra sara,rait
zagle ami o eara
gait zagum

A.

kgtrIT1`C,t-4-T I* rv,.5 :541:4 r

ir
roza

roza rakh. :rpm

ar amra zodi ram-
zaner somoe roza
rakhi ta hoile tumi
o ki ' roza rakhba

-enti .4-g.rgoka
,

34-rarzz-C,A1C,F41-4-11

FAI .5C .1-4',F-1---

111-721-4.1.:'



14. B. If you fast, I shall
also fast.

15.

16.

III

Wednesday
II

A. Good. In that case, we
shall go on Wednesday.

"before"

liareps=red I

xv .5

B. tomra roza rakhle
ami o roza rokhum

-46m-1-5r- Cfvg-tr

budbar

A. bes ta hoile amra
budbar din ' zamu

;;;:r", -,z4--rs1.-;-.47
, (-1

-74 "Ct ;-4 -11704.- .:449.147

B. All right. If you are
ready before (then),
will you call me?

17. A. All right. If I am
ready before (then)
I shall call you.

age

toir

B. assaassa tumi zodi ' age
toiri hoo ta hoile
ki' amare dakba

"Th
v4-t" air ..ar64--

fm * .

A. assa ami age ' toiri
hoile tomare lakum

1/43-4-liztEr

Lesson XV, Part 2. Grammar.

1. The verb stem /za./, "go", is irregular in the formation

of the conditional conjunctive. The stem of the conditional

conjunctive is /gs-/.

2. Note that there are two ways of forming a conditional

sentence.

2.1. The first is that which we have already mentioned in



W%-r!FKA

xv -6

Lesson. XIV: the use of the none- finite conditional conjunctive

in the conditional clause, and the use of an indicattve verb

of appropriate tense in the main clause. Note that the condi-

tional clause always stands first in the sentence.

2.2. The second type of formation is with the form /zodif,

"if, when". The position of /zodi/ is rarely first in the

sentence, but usually follows the subject. Note that when

/zodi/ is used in the conditional clause, the main clause is

usually introduced by /ta, hoile/. Note also that in a clause

with /zodi/ the simple present is used, even when the tense

of the main verb Is not present.

3. The position of the negative-particle in conditional

clauses, as in sentences 4 and 7.
In a conditional clause, whether formed by /zodi/ or by the

conditional conjunctive, the negative particle always stands

before the verb.

4.

tumi geikhane na gale ami
zamu na

tumi zodi geikhane na zao
to hoile ami zamu na

There are

If you do not go there,
I shall not go.

If you do not go there,
I shall not go.

various ways of making negative nouns and adjec-

tives in Bengali. Two of the most common are

in sentences 3 and 9.
4.1. /0/ gombhob

zana
sustho

"possible"

"known"

"healthy"

osombhob

ozana

osustho

represented here,

This prefix takes the form /on-/ before vowels:

/on-/ acar

aboggok

4,2, /ni-/ rog

conduct,
33

If
necessary',

"disease"

onacar

onaboggok

nirog

This prefix takes the form Air/ before vowels

consonants except /r/. Examples:

zon "people, man"

akar
But: rog

ft

form
disease

"impossible"
u
unkown

11 I

"bs.d conduct"

"unnecessary"

"free from
disease"

and voiced

nirzon "without people,
aloned

nirakar "formless
nirog "healthy,

diseaseless"

-71.7v17,7777,
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Lesson XV, Part 3. Patterns.

xv- 9

1. Pattern: sentence 1.

a. If I go home tomorrow, will you be able to go with me?

b. If I come back tomorrow, will you be able to come with

me?

c. If I do not go home next week, will you be able to

stay with me?

d. If I am not able to come back tonight, will you come to

my house?

0. If you do not stop on the way to Pakistan, will you
get there before Eid?

2. Pattern: sentence 2.

a. If you go home tomorrow, I'll go with you

b. If you come back tomorrow, I'll come back with you.

c. If you don't go home I'll stay here with you.

d. If you cannot come back tonight, I'll come to your

house,

e. If I do not stop on the way, I'll get there before

Eid.

3. Pattern: sentence 3.

a. If my mother and father are there, will that be an in.

convenience for you?

b. If my relatives come with us, will that be an incon-
venience for you?

C. If my brothers also stay with me, will that be any in.

convenience for you?

d. If my friend wants to come with you, will that be an
inconvenience for you?

e. If you did not get there before Eid, would that be an
inconvenience for you?

44 Pattern: sentence 4.

a. If it is no inconvenience for them,
convenience for me,

b, If it is no inconvenience for your
be no inconvenience for me.

c. If it is no inconvenience for them,
be no inconvenience for me.

it will be no in-

relatives, it will

it will certainly
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d, If he will be ready before eight, it will be no incon-
venience at all.

e. If I did not get there before Eid, it would be a
great inconvenience for me,

5. Pattern: sentence 5.

a, If they cannot walk, will you be able to take your car?

b. If we walk, will you be able to walk with us?

c, If they cannot take their car, will you be able to
pick them up?

d. If he cannot be ready before eight, will you not be
able to come?

e. If you get there before Eid, will you be able to go
to my village?

6. Pattern: sentence 6.

a. No, but if you make arrangements for a car, 'I can

pick them up.

b. No, but if you make arrangements for a car, I can go
with you.

c. No, but if I can make arrangements for a bullock-cart
they will be able to come.

d. No, but if you can make arrangements for a car, he can
come later.

e. No, if you cannot make arrangements for a car, I shall
not be able to go.

Pattern: sentence 7.

a. If you cannot make arrangements for that, I shall not
go

b. If you cannot make arrangements for a car, I shall not
Vie. able to go.

c. If I can make arrangements for that, they can come
afterwards.

d. If you cannot make arrangements for that, he will not
be able to come.

e. If you cannot make arrangements for that, I shall stay
in Dacca.
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7. Pattern: sentence 9.

a. If we eat Pakistani food, will you be able to eat it?

b. If my relatives eat vegetarian food, will that be an
inconvenience for you?

c. If we do not eat vegetarian food, will you be able to
eat with us?

d. If we eat meat, will you also be able to eat meat?

e. If they eat only vegetarian food, will you also eat
only vegetarian food?

8. Pattern: sentence 10.

a. If you give me Pakistani food, I shall eat it.

b. If you do not give me meat, I shall eat vegetarian
food.

c. If you do not give me vegetarian food, I shall not eat
anything.

d. If you do not give me vegetarian food, I shall eat meat.

e. If they give me only vegetarian food, I shall eat it.

Pattern: sentence 11.

a. If we talk the whole night long, will you be able to
stay awake the whole night?

b. If we sing the whole night long, will you be able to
stay awake?

c. If we read Quran the whole night long, will you also
read Quran?

d. If we sing the whole night long, will you also sing?

e. If they stay awake all day and all night long, will
you be able to stay awake?

10. Pattern: sentence 12.

a. If you talk the whole night long, I also shall talk the
whole night long.

b. If you sing the whole night long, I also shall sing the
whole night long.

c. If you dance the whole night long, I also shall dance
the whole night long.

d. If you sing the whole night long, I shall stay awake
easily.

e. If they dance and sing the whole day and night, I
shall stay awake easily.

4+1
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Lesson XV Part 4 Sentence Drills.

Note: Use conditional conjunctive and /zodi/ constructions
alternatively.

Drill 1.

--If I go home at the end of next month, will you be able to rome
with me?

--If your wife says that it is all right, I'll go with you. If
it is an inconvenience for her, I won't come.

--If you don't come, it will be an inconvenience for her. She
expects you.

--If she is expecting me, then of course I shall come. How
shall we go?

--If I can make arrangements for a car, then we shall go by
car.

--If you cannot make arrangements for a car, then what?

--Then we shall go bytrain.

--If you go bytrain, I'll meet you there. I do not like trains.

- -If you do not go by train, how will you go?

--I shall go by plane. If I go by train, I shall not be able
to sleep the whole night.

--All right. Then we shall go at the end of next month.

--Good. If you are ready to go before that, will you call me?

--All right. When I get ready, I shall call you.

.Drill 2.

--If you come to Pakistan, will you come to Dacca?

--Yes, if I come to Pakistan, I shall come first to Dacca.

--When you come to Dacca, will you visit us?

--All right. If I stay with you, will it catce you an incon-
venience?

--If you stay with us, it will not be an inconvenience. It
will be a pleasure for us.

--If I want to say in Dacca for a long time, where will I live?

--If you want to live in old Dacca, you can live on Islampur
Road.

--But if I don't want to live, in old Dacca, what then?

:

e
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--If you want to live in the new city, you can live in

Dhanmandi,

--If I decide to live in Dhanmandi, will I be able to find

a house?

--Yes. But if you want to live in new Dacca, you will not be

able to find a house,

Lesson XV, Part 5. Vocabular

Vren

rel gari

sukh

opekkha

gogto

Koran

kige
ki koira

Idioms:

opekkhae as-.

opekkha kor-

loge dskha kor-

thik kora.

onek din

zaiga thak-

train

train

happiness

waiting

meat

Quran, Muslim holy
book

how, by what means

nuton

sukhi

gara

purono

bharotio

pakistani

romzan

Eid

new

happy

whole,
Pomplete

CIA

Indian

Pakistani

Ramz an, a
month of
the Muslim
calendar

Eid, a
Muslim
festival

be in a state of expecta-
tion (with genitive)

wait (with /zonno /,
11

for
11

and preceding genitive)

visit with

decide, fix

many days, a long time

to stay awake

wsv a


